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Abstract

This work investigates the differences between thin and thick markets, both on the

demand side and on the supply side. The first chapter deals with the effects of

market thickness in a list-order market, a market where sellers list goods for sale and

determine the ask price, and buyers choose among the goods listed for sale but can

not negotiate the prices. We focus on the supply side in this market, and show that

in thicker markets, markets in which both buyers and sellers arrive more frequently,

sellers raise their prices. This finding indicates that a thick market is not necessarily

more efficient that a thin market, at least in the sense that the final allocation of

goods might leave a larger share of potentially beneficial trades unfulfilled.

The second and third chapters deal with the effects of online news on the political

media market. The introduction of the Internet as a publishing medium for news

changed the cost structure on the supply side of the political news market: the lower

cost of content production and publishing turned niche issues and views into viable

markets. The second chapter develops a theory that explains why people who seek

news online tend to be, on average, more non-centrist than people who do not and

provides some empirical evidence that this is indeed the case. The third chapter

investigates whether the introduction of broadband Internet swayed people’s views

away from center, but finds no evidence for such influence. It seems that by lowering

content production costs on the supply side, the markets for news with non-centrist

slant became thicker on the supply side, but made no impact on the demand side.
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Chapter 1

Market-Thickness in List-Order

Markets

Sellers listing their goods for sale in markets that operate as list-order books face

a trade-off between the revenue they receive from selling their good (the ask price)

and the time it takes them to sell it. List-order markets give rise to a sequential

Stackelberg game in which each seller reacts to the existing book of listings (set

by past sellers), and sets her price, taking into account the reactions of subsequent

sellers as well as the arrivals of buyers at the market. Market thickness, the total

flow of buyers and sellers (holding relative buyer and seller flows fixed) affects sellers’

pricing decisions in two ways: First, queuing theory shows that thicker markets yield

shorter times to sell, affecting the tradeoff between expected revenue and waiting

time. Second, thicker markets limit the temporary market power of each seller. We

analyze the effects of market thickness on sellers’ pricing decisions using data from

an online market for virtual goods. We find that thicker markets cause sellers to set

higher prices for their goods than they do when markets are thin. We interpret these

findings as indication that the effect of shortening the time to sell on sellers’ pricing

is stronger than the effect of limiting sellers’ temporary market power.

1
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1.1 Introduction

Many secondary markets operate as list-order books, in which sellers list their goods

for sale (posting ask prices) and buyers operate against the book of open list-orders,

buying goods for the ask price. There are two ways to conceptualize list-order markets,

leading to opposing predictions about the effect of market thickness on sellers’ pricing

decisions in these markets. On the one hand, sellers face a trade-off in their pricing

decision; posting a low ask price may yield a faster sale, but raising the ask price

yields a higher revenue. A list-order books can be described as a priority queue,

where buyers buying the cheapest good listed are the server of the queue, a good’s

priority is determined by the its ask price, and the event that one’s good is sold is the

event that this good is the first in line when a buyer arrives at the market. A basic

result in queuing theory is that increasing the customer arrival rate and the service

rate proportionally leads to faster service times. Translating this result back to realm

of list-order books means that thicker markets, markets in which the number of both

listings and purchases per unit of time is higher, are characterized by shorter times to

sell. Thus, the time penalty a seller incurs for raising her ask price in a thick market

is, ceteris paribus, smaller than in thinner markets. Therefore, we would expect sellers

to raise their prices when facing thicker markets. On the other hand, market thickness

may also affect the competitive environment in list-order markets. The settings of

a list-order market give rise to a sequential Stackelberg game; each seller reacts to

the existing book of list-orders posted by sellers that preceded her, knowing that her

pricing decision will affect the actions of future sellers. Market thickness shortens the

period during which each seller has temporary market power (the time each seller

spends as the Stackelberg leader is shorter). Thus, we may expect thicker markets to

be more competitive, leading sellers to set lower prices for their goods. In order to

find out which one of the two potential effects of market thickness, the competitive

effect or the effect on the trade-off between revenue and time to sell, is the dominant

one in sellers’ pricing choices, we turn to the data.

We analyze the pricing behavior of sellers in an online market for virtual goods

which is organized as a list-order book. The online market, situated in a virtual world,
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involves real people making decisions about valuable goods, but offers a unique setting

as far as observability (both to market participants and to us, the researchers) and

data completeness go: First, we observe the exact trading mechanism, eliminating the

need to speculate about the search process in which buyers and sellers are matched

(see Baye et al. (2006) for a survey of search models and their implications). Second,

the traded goods are digital, and thus are exactly identical. This feature of the virtual

world eliminates both market phenomena such as adverse selection and econometric

problems of dealing with unobserved product characteristics. Third, the certainty and

immediacy of transactions is assured by the design of market institutions, eliminating

the value of reputation in such markets (as in Brown & Morgan (2006) and Houser &

Wooders (2006)) and the possibility of obfuscation (as in Ellison & Ellison (2004)).

Fourth, we are able to observe all transactions that took place in each of the markets

we examine, and both sides of each market (i.e. we need not resort to estimates

of volume of trade as in Chevalier & Goolsbee (2003)). Finally, the setting of the

virtual world also allows us to isolate the determinants of market thickness that are

separate from other factors that affect pricing decisions, such as new information

being revealed about the value of the traded goods (as is often the case in financial

markets).

Our first notable finding is that sellers set higher prices when anticipating in-

creased market thickness (holding fixed the ratio of buyers to sellers), indicating that

the trade-off between the expected time to sell and the revenue from the sale is the

dominant factor in their pricing decisions. A rational forward-looking seller should

take into account market conditions not necessarily at the time of listing, but mainly

the market conditions that are anticipated to take place following the listing, until

the good she listed is purchased. The data confirms that the sellers in the market we

study are, indeed, forward-looking; market thickness in the hours following a listing

plays a more important role in determining the ask price a seller sets than the market

thickness at the moment of listing. We find that when predicting a thicker market,

sellers set higher prices not only when compared to the distribution of prices of trans-

actions completed in the period prior to the listing, but also higher prices compared
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to the book of list-orders at the moment of listing. Apparently, limiting sellers’ tem-

porary market power does not seem to be a first-order effect in this market, as this

would have caused sellers to lower their prices with respect to their competitors.

The effects of market thickness are confounded by, but should not be confused

with relative changes in demand or supply. Our main object of interest is the effect

of changes in market thickness that are proportionally distributed between buyers

and sellers1. While adding more buyers to a market increases the rate at which

transactions happen, unless accompanied by a proportional increase in the number

of sellers, the result would be a market which is not only thicker, but also is more

favorable to sellers. Unlike in the case of a proportional increase in the number of

both buyers and sellers, we would not want to attribute changes in pricing behavior of

sellers only to market thickness when changes are not proportional. We avoid doing

so in the empirical analysis by controlling for the buyer-to-seller ratio.

This work is closely related to Rosu (2009), who models an equilibrium in a finan-

cial limit-order market, of which the list-order market is a special case. Rosu focuses

on the equilibrium in a market with homogeneous sellers, which is determined not

only by the similar trading mechanism but also by imposing no-arbitrage conditions.

Rosu’s no-arbitrage conditions arguably describe the trading mechanism in financial

markets, and specifically in Rosu’s setup they are derived from sellers’ ability to

reprice their orders costlessly. This is not the case in out setup; while sellers can the-

oretically reprice their listings at any time, in practice their presence is very limited in

duration2. This leads us to focus on the seller’s pricing decision, not in the context of

an equilibrium. By focusing of the individual seller’s pricing problem we are also able

to include personal seller’s characteristics, which prove to be an important element

in determining the prices sellers set.

1An example of such proportional change would be comparing the pricing behavior of the same
sellers in two market, one of which has twice as many buyers and twice as many sellers as the other.

2Goettler et al. (2005) solve numerically for the stationary Markov perfect equilibrium in a model
in which traders with private valuations choose whether to submit a market or a limit order, and
also choose the size of the order. Slightly more closely related to the present one is that of Foucault
et al. (2005), in which traders also face waiting costs, but cannot modify their orders once submitted;
they focus their analysis on the bid-ask spread, market resiliency, and time to execution for limit
orders
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The dominant factor in the way market thickness affects sellers’ pricing decisions

seems to be the effects of market thickness on the the trade-off sellers face between

time-to-sell and revenue. We expect this trade-off to be related to sellers’ time pref-

erences, or in loose terms, sellers’ patience. We would expect patient sellers to set

higher prices than impatient sellers. Bettinger & Slonim (2007) show that older chil-

dren are more patient; Given the demographics of the seller population in our data,

mainly teenagers and young adults (see Section 1.3.2 for details about sellers’ age and

other demographics), we would expect a significant variation in time preferences, as

these evolve over time.

The second set of notable findings affirms the expectations about the effects of

sellers’ demographics on their pricing behavior: We find that older sellers set higher

prices than younger sellers, indicating that patience is, indeed, a trait that develops

over time in teenagers. We also find that on average male sellers set lower prices

than females, indicating that males are, on average, more impatient, and discount

the future at a lower rate. Our findings support the findings of Bettinger & Slonim

(2007), which were obtained by experimental methods. These findings are also in line

with the recent literature on gender differences in economic behavior, such as Gneezy

et al. (2003), Niederle & Vesterlund (2007), Croson & Gneezy (2008) and Gneezy

et al. (2008). Our final finding on the effects of individual seller characteristics is

that poorer sellers price their goods at lower prices than richer sellers. The right

interpretation of this finding would be that poorer sellers are more likely to be cash

constrained; as we show in Section 1.3.2, in order to afford buying a typical good in

our sample, the average seller needs to sell one of her goods.

The idea that bigger and thicker markets should be more efficient, and that mar-

ket size would mitigate search, matching, contracting and trade frictions, has been

assumed or postulated by many. In the labor-macro literature, it comes as an assump-

tion of increasing returns in matching workers with jobs, such as in Diamond (1982),

Pissarides (1984), Howitt & McAfee (1987), Helsley & Strange (1990), and Amiti &

Pissarides (2005). In the international trade literature, some benefits to opening up

markets for international trade come purely from the effects of market size or thick-

ness on contracting opportunities, as in McLaren (2003). Market thickness affects
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market efficiency through improved contracting opportunities in Hubbard (2001) and

Grossman & Helpman (2002). In the early days of e-commerce, it was postulated that

the Internet would allow great efficiencies by consolidating small “long tail” markets

into one big efficient market (see Janssen & Moraga (2000) and Anderson (2006)), in

which sellers’ market power will be eliminated (see Bakos (1997) and Vulkan (1999)).

Surprisingly, the empirical evidence does not generally support this conjecture about

efficiency and market thickness: see, for example Petrongolo & Pissarides (2001) for a

comprehensive survey on the (lack of) empirical evidence for increasing returns in la-

bor market search and matching efficiency. In order to explain such contrary evidence

in the housing market, where the volume of trade is positively correlated with prices,

Genesove & Mayer (2001) use loss aversion to model sellers’ behavioral preferences.

The main conclusion of this paper is that by observing the trading mechanism

directly, including the institutional details as well as the buyer search model, we are

able to explain co-movements of prices and market thickness in a world in which

rational forward-looking agents are maximizing expected discounted revenue. The

driving force is the time it takes a seller to sell her good: a seller who sets her

price optimally equates the expected marginal revenue from raising the ask price

to the marginal cost of waiting for her good to be purchased. The marginal cost

of waiting decreases as market thickness, the rate at which transactions happen,

increases, causing sellers to raise their prices. This mechanism is similar to the one

identified by Petrongolo & Pissarides (2006): when studying the efficiency of the

worker-to-job matching mechanism, they find that workers raise their reservation

wages in thicker markets.

This paper also contributes to the existing literature on price dispersion by demon-

strating that even environments with no variation in product characteristics, no buyer

search costs, and no other trading frictions described by Ellison & Ellison (2004) can

still maintain violations of “the law of one price”. Much of the literature on price dis-

persion, both theoretic and empirical, focuses on buyers’ search costs (e.g. Sorensen

(2000), see Baye et al. (2006) for a comprehensive review of the literature). Even

though buyers’ search costs are practically absent from this paper, the similarity be-

tween this work and the search cost literature lies in sellers’ choices. In both lines of
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research, the focus is on some sellers choosing to price their good higher than (some

of) their competitors. These sellers take into account the fact that this will yield a

higher per-transaction revenue at a lower rate of transactions per potential buyer in

the case of search costs, or a lower rate of transactions per unit of time in our case

(which can be translated into longer average times to sell). Ours is one of the first

works to focus on the seller side of such markets, using observations on individual

seller actions. The supply side of the market deserves special attention in online

markets, where lower entry costs enable almost free flow of sellers into and out of a

market.

The finding that sellers raise their prices is intriguing because it might imply that

a thick market may be less efficient than a similar thin market. There are several

elements in the welfare analysis leading to this insight: in the static sense, efficiency

in the market should be measured in terms of how close the post-trade allocation

is to the “optimal” allocation, where people who own goods are the ones who value

them most. Higher prices may mean that fewer (or a smaller share of) potentially

beneficial transactions take place. The trades that do take place happen faster on

average, which in a dynamic sense reduces the inefficiency associated with waiting for

the trade, but the dynamic element is not likely to be important.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.2 details the trade-offs

sellers face when making pricing decisions in list-order markets, and the effects of

market thickness on such trade-offs. Section 3.4 describes the data and the virtual

world from which it is taken. The analysis of the effects of market thickness on sellers’

pricing decisions is presented in Section 1.4. We discuss the findings and conclude in

Section 3.6.

1.2 Setup

List-order markets are markets in which sellers can list their goods for sale at a set

price (the ask price), and buyers can buy any of the goods listed for sale at its ask

price. By allowing sellers to post prices, list-order markets facilitate trade between

buyers and sellers who are not necessarily present in the market at the same time.
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Nonetheless, the timing of sellers’ and buyers’ arrival at the market is a central element

in sellers’ pricing decisions. If we assume that all goods in a market are identical and

that buyers, upon arrival at the market, buy the cheapest good available for sale, the

only pricing consideration left for sellers is the trade-off between the revenue from a

sale (the ask price) and the time it takes to sell the good, a trade-off that stems from

the queue-like properties of the list-order book.

The dynamics of the book of list-order are similar to a priority queue: goods

in the queue are ordered by price. Each buyer that arrives at the market buys the

cheapest available good since all goods are identical. In the taxonomy of queuing

theory, buyers are the server of the queue. Each seller that arrives at the market

can observe the existing list-order book and set a price for her good. The set price

determines the good’s place in the queue, according to the number of cheaper goods

listed for sale at the time. After the good is listed for sale, it advances in the queue

until the moment a buyer arrives at the market to find this specific good to be the

cheapest, at which point the good is sold. The speed at which each good advances in

the queue is affected by two factors - the flow of buyers (each buyer removes a good

from the head of the queue) and the flow of sellers who choose to set a lower price

than said good. Therefore, there are three elements that affect time on the market:

(a) flow of buyers, (b) initial rank in the list-order book, and (c) flow of sellers who

set cheaper prices. By setting her price right, a seller can affect (b) and (c), but

not (a). We investigate how sellers adjust their prices in face of expected changes to

market thickness; the dependent variables we use in the empirical analysis are these

two choice variables.

Formally, we define the sellers’ and buyers’ arrival rates as λs and λb, respectively.

Let −→pt− be the vector of prices that a seller observes when arriving at the market at

time t, and p∗t the price she sets. Let Rp∗t
be the number of goods cheaper than p∗t

at the time of listing: Rp∗t
= ‖p ∈ −→pt−|p < p∗t‖. Denote the cumulative distribution

function of prices set by sellers arriving at the market after t as F (p|p∗t ). The rate

of arrival of sellers who price their goods cheaper than p∗t is λs · F (p∗t |p∗t ). Let τ be

the time that passes from listing until a good is sold. In an environment where the

buyer and seller arrival rates are constant, the CDF of τ , depends on the arrival rate
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of buyers, the arrival rate of sellers who price their good cheaper than p∗t , and the

initial rank of the good in the queue:

prob(τ < t′) ≡ Gt(t
′) = G(Rp∗t

, λb, λs · F (p∗t |p∗t )) (1.1)

In an environment where buyer and seller arrival rates change over time, the distri-

bution of the time to sell τ depends on the entire time path of the buyer and seller

arrival rates, denoted Λb
(t,t′) and Λs

(t,t′), respectively:

prob(τ < t′) ≡ Gt(t
′) = G(Rp∗t

,Λb
(t,t′),Λ

s
(t,t′), F(t,t′)(p

∗
t |p∗t )) (1.2)

A forward-looking seller who maximizes her expected discounted revenue from selling

a good would be solving a problem of the following form:

max
p∈N++

Et[e
−βiτ(p)p] (1.3)

To the best of my knowledge, this type of priority queue, in which priority is set at the

time of arrival (and not in advance), and arrival rates change over time, has not yet

been analyzed in the queuing literature. We focus on empirical investigation of the

decisions made by sellers joining such a queue. Yet, the formalization of the problem

as a queuing problem illuminates the choice of variables in the empirical analysis.

We examine the individual seller’s pricing problem; were we to formally solve it,

we would be looking at the first order condition to the individual seller’s optimization

problem. As mentioned in the introduction, this approach is different than that of

Rosu (2009), who uses the equilibrium conditions. This is due to the lack of a mech-

anism to take advantage of the arbitrage opportunities in the specific market we look

at. The benefit of abandoning the equilibrium approach is that we can incorporate

heterogeneity in time preferences among sellers, beyond the random arrival times used

by Rosu (2009).

An alternative perspective on the setup of a list-order market is the sequential

Stackelberg game that ensues. The term “sequential Stackelberg game” refers to

sequential arrivals at the market, with each seller making a credible commitment by
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listing her good for sale3. The game has dynamic stochastic properties, as the state

of the market is affected by the random arrival process of buyers and sellers. Each

seller arriving at the market is a Stackelberg follower in the sense that she faces a

book of list orders set by other sellers that arrived at the market before her. The

same seller is the Stackelberg leader with respect to sellers who will show up in the

future. Whether a follower or a leader, each seller has some market power during the

time she is at the market as long as there is no continuous flow of sellers. As market

thickness increases, sellers’ temporal market power diminishes, because the period

in which they are the ones with power to set the marginal price is shortened. Not

only does any one seller have less temporal market power in thicker markets, such

markets should also be characterized by a larger number of sellers, so any coordination

aimed at avoiding competition, whether explicit or implicit, is harder to maintain. If

the effect of market thickness is mainly to diminish sellers’ market power, through

either shortening the period of temporary market power or making it harder to avoid

competition between sellers, we would expect the results to be that sellers in thicker

markets price their goods lower than sellers in thinner markets.

The two conceptual models for the effects of market thickness on sellers’ pricing

decisions in list-order markets provide opposing predictions. In order to find out what

the effects of market thickness on sellers’ pricing decisions are, we turn to the data.

We start by estimating a reduced-form pricing equation of the form:

p∗t = f1(ρt,T ) + f2(ρt) + f3(
Λb

Λs t,T
) + f4(

λbt
λst

) +Xm,tβm +Xs,tβs (1.4)

A forward-looking seller should base her pricing decision on the market conditions

that are expected to take place following her listing. Thus, the time-path of market

thickness between the time of listing t and an appropriately chosen time t < T (see

section 1.3.3 for the time frame chosen in the empirical application), ρt,T , is the first

independent variable in the analysis. Being able to perfectly predict the future is not

3Note that this is not a sequential version of the literal classic Stackelberg game, in which sellers
set quantities and let prices be determined by demand and a market clearing condition. Sellers in
our setting set prices, and the Stackelberg element lies in having a leader that makes a credible
commitment and a follower that reacts to this commitment.
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a requirement from a forward-looking seller; the full time path is replaced by a proxy

for a seller’s expectations when performing the analysis. We define market thickness

to be the total number of listings and purchases in a unit of time. In terms of buyer

and seller arrival rates, that would means that ρt,T = Λb
(t,T ) + Λs

(t,T ).

If sellers are myopic, we would expect them to make their pricing decisions based

mainly on the market conditions at the time of listing. Therefore, the second inde-

pendent variable we include in the pricing equation is the market thickness at the

time of listing ρt. In terms of buyer and seller arrival rates, market thickness at the

time of listing would be ρt = λbt + λst . Including both market thickness at the time

of listing and the market thickness following the listing enables us to test whether

sellers are forward-looking or myopic.

The next two independent variables in the analysis are the buyer-to-seller ratios;

the time-path of the buyer-to-seller ratio expected to take place following the listing
Λb

Λs t,T
, and the buyer-to-seller ratio at the time of listing

λb
t

λs
t
. Buyer-to-seller ratio

represents relative market power; we would expect sellers to list their goods for higher

prices when there are more buyers per seller, and we would expect sellers to list

their goods for lower prices when there are fewer buyers per seller. We would expect

forward-looking sellers to base their pricing decisions on market conditions that prevail

following their listing, that is, we would expect forward-looking sellers to base their

pricing decisions on the expected time-path of the buyer-to-seller ratio. In contrast,

a myopic seller would be expected to set her ask price mainly according to the buyer-

to-seller ratio at the time of her listing. Including both in the analysis would enable

us to test whether sellers are myopic or forward-looking.

This is the place to explain the choice of independent variables: we define and use

market thickness as the sum of buyer and seller arrival rates λbt +λst , and supplement

market thickness with the ratio between arrival rates
λb

t

λs
t
, rather than use the two

rates of arrivals at the markets λbt and λst directly. The main reason for the non-

traditional choice of variables4 is that ideally, we would like to compare two markets

that are identical in everything but the rate at which transactions happen - recall

4Non-traditional, since we are used to thinking of buyers and sellers as the fundamentals of the
process.
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from section 3.1 that the ideal empirical example would be to have, for each market

with two sellers and one buyer per hour, an equivalent market with four sellers and

two buyers per hour, and compare the behavior of sellers in both markets. In other

words, while the space of market conditions is two dimensional, and can be spanned

by a cartesian coordinate system (λbt , λ
s
t), the question calls for a polar coordinate

system, since we are interested in proportional changes in both λbt and λst , changes

that are along a line connecting the point (λbt , λ
s
t) with the origin5. The second reason

for choosing this combination of variables is, with the benefit of hindsight, simplicity;

even though we have specifications in which we use full interactions between market

thickness and the buyer-to-seller ratio, we find that when the independent variables

are defined properly, the interactions between them are not significant. This implies

that using the more intuitive fundamentals (buyer arrival rate and seller arrival rate)

would necessitate the use of a specification with full interactions between the two,

which would be harder to interpret. Third, this specification is also in line with the

analysis of Rosu (2009) - see his section 3.3 for further details.

The pricing equation includes Xm,t, a set of additional market-level variable. As

section 1.3.3 will show, these variables will include market fixed effects, which should

allow different goods to vary in price, and time-of-day effects, which should allow

sellers to employ different pricing strategies at different times of day. The final set

of independent variables is a vector of seller’s characteristics Xs,t, calculated for the

time of transactions. We expect sellers’ characteristics to affect pricing either because

sellers’ time preferences are correlated with personal characteristics, as shown by

Bettinger & Slonim (2007), or because sellers’ characteristics affect their inclination

to competitive behavior, as shown by Gneezy et al. (2003), Niederle & Vesterlund

(2007), and Croson & Gneezy (2008).

As dependent variables we use two types of normalized prices, rather than raw

prices: (a) We normalize the ask price by calculating its location in the cumulative

distribution function of prices of transactions that were completed in a period prior

to the listing. This normalization allows us to pool together pricing decisions from

5We stopped short of actually using a polar coordinate system; we use λb + λs rather than√
(λb)2 + (λs)2. Performing the analysis using a polar specification is left for future research.
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markets that are characterized not only by a different price mean (as that would

have been taken care off by a market fixed effect), but also by a different variance;

as Section 1.3.2 shows, there is a large variation in prices across times and markets.

Second, normalizing prices relative to recent transaction prices allows us to deal with

price trends during the period of interest. De-trending prices is especially important

considering that as time passes since the introduction of a good, the market for

it becomes thinner. These two trends together, unless neutralized, would bias the

results towards indicating that thin markets are correlated with higher prices. Third,

assuming that sellers believe that the distribution of recent transaction prices is a

good predictor of the distribution of future prices, we can interpret the normalized

price as a measure of the share of future prices that is expected to be cheaper than

the listed good. The share of future prices expected to be cheaper than a good

is an indicator for competitiveness; if we expect that the competitive element of

market thickness will dominate, we would expect a normalized price to drop as market

thickness increases, as sellers would try to undercut their future competitors. (b)

The second normalization for the ask price is calculating its rank in the book of

list-orders available at the time of listing - the number of goods listed for a cheaper

price. Like the previous normalization, the rank is a level-free measure of prices,

and thus isn’t affected by the general time trends or differences across times and

markets in price levels and variations. Unlike the normalization relative to past

completed transactions, normalizing the price relative to prices of available listings

can be interpreted as measuring the competitiveness of the ask price, in a static

Bertrand sense: a “Bertrand-competitive” listing would simply match or undercut

the lowest available price; if we expect that competitive element of market thickness

will dominate, we would expect this normalized price to drop as market thickness

increases, as sellers would try to undercut their already listed competitors.

Reduced-Form Pricing Equation: An Alternative Interpretation: The

finding that sellers raise their ask prices when anticipating higher market thickness,

as the results of section 1.4 show, indicates that the driving force behind sellers’

pricing decisions in list-order markets may be the trade-off between revenue and

time-to-sell, which, as described earlier in this section, can be modeled as a priority
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queue. This allows us to interpret the pricing relationship in Equation 1.4 slightly

more structurally. First, the two dependent variables can be viewed as more than just

normalized prices. As described earlier in this section, a seller’s choice of price affects

the time it would take her good to sell through two channels: the initial rank in the

list-order book, and the flow of sellers who undercut her. The two normalized prices we

use as dependent variables are the empirical counterparts of these two channels: the

price rank, and (assuming a seller believes that the prices of other sellers arriving at

the market following her listing are drawn from the same distribution as the prices of

recently completed transactions) the share of prices that are expected to be lower than

the set ask price. Second, even though we do not solve the maximization problem in

Equation 1.3, it is reasonable to assume that the solution to the maximization problem

depends on the parameters of the problem in ways that are similar to other queuing

theory relationships. Specifically, the buyer-to-seller arrival rate ratio,
λb

t

λs
t
, serves as a

building block to many solutions to queuing problems (in conventional queuing theory

ths ratio is called traffic intensity). Phrased differently, our definitions of independent

variables comes from guessing a functional form for the solution to the maximization

problem in Equation 1.3.

1.3 The Data

We perform an empirical analysis of the effects of market thickness on sellers’ strategic

pricing decisions in list-order markets using data from a large exchange in the virtual

world Gaia Online. The virtual world, and the economy that flourishes within it, are

introduced in Section 1.3.1, which includes the details of the specific market we use,

the goods, the rules of commerce and the market institution that facilitates the trade.

We also include in Section 1.3.1 a description of the different sources of seasonality

(daily, weekly, monthly and annual seasonality) that influence market thickness, the

effects of which are the main object of interest in the paper. As Section 1.3.1 will

show, the virtual world provides a very clean application, with fewer confounding

factors than other examples, such as Genesove & Mayer (2001), Chevalier & Goolsbee

(2003), Ellison & Ellison (2004), and Houser & Wooders (2006), while (unlike Croson
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& Gneezy (2008)) remaining in a non-experimental settings. Section 1.3.2 describes

the data-cleaning process, as well as the aggregation of raw data into transaction-level

data. The regression equation to be used, as well as the construction of the regressors

is done in Section 1.3.3. The variation in the data that allows us to identify the effects

of market thickness on sellers’ pricing decisions is discussed in section 1.3.4.

1.3.1 Gaia Online - A Virtual World for Teens and Young

Adults

Gaia Online6 is a virtual world - a website that combines social networking features,

forums where registered users may engage in discussion or role playing games, casual

games, chat rooms, and other (online) environments where people spend time in social

interaction with other people. Each user has an in-world representation of him/her

self called an avatar, which can be customized and dressed using one or more of about

4,500 different clothing items. Users on the website get paid with virtual money for

most of their activities: posting in the forums, voting in polls, playing casual games,

etc. The virtual money can then be used for buying clothing items for one’s avatar

or for several other goods or services - in either the primary market (bought from

Gaia’s own stores) or the secondary market in which users trade used items with each

other. All goods of a certain type on Gaia are identical and are perfect substitutes of

other goods of the same type, whether purchased in the primary or secondary market.

There are some additional uses for Gaia’s virtual money: some users are willing to

accept it in exchange for services such as in-world advertising, designing customized

profiles (personalized webpages for one’s avatar) or commissioning art. As of March

2008, Gaia had 13.5 million registered accounts, more than 1.55 million of which

were active in March 2008. Most of Gaia’s users are teenagers, 80% of them are

between the ages of 13 and 18. More detailed summary statistics and demographics

are provided in Section 1.3.2.

6www.gaiaonline.com
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The Goods

There are certain clothing items in Gaia for which the primary market requires using

only real-world money; every month, Gaia issues two to three collectibles that are

available for sale only during that calendar month. The collectible items are status

symbols that are important given the target crowd and the fact that all inter-personal

interaction is done through the avatars. Forum posts appear visually as avatars’

speech bubbles, chat rooms are designed as physical rooms in which avatars “speak”

(again, using speech bubbles), and casual games are accompanied by a chat interface

in which the avatars appear. Wealth, demonstrated by wearing Monthly Collectibles

and other expensive items, indicates dedication to the website, and dedicated users

are treated with more respect Taylor (2006).

These Monthly Collectibles cost $2.50 (real-world money) in the primary market

(from Gaia itself). They can then be sold in the secondary (user-to-user) market for

virtual currency. Thus, for an individual who intends to keep being an active member

in Gaia, the virtual currency, called Gaia Gold, is valuable in the sense that it serves

as a perfect substitute for buying Monthly Collectibles with real world money. During

the period of our study, the market price of collectibles implied an exchange rate (for

people who wish to transfer wealth into the world by buying collectibles and selling

them for Gaia Gold in the secondary market) of about 7000 Gaia Gold to 1 U.S.D.

For reference, the average daily individual income from activity on the website was

around 350 Gaia Gold, equivalent to 5 cents.

Like all other goods on Gaia, Monthly Collectibles are exact replicas of each other

and are infinitely durable. There is, therefore, no uncertainty about a good’s state or

characteristics. There are features on the website that allow users to try out items

before buying them, thus eliminating any informational advantage for owners/sellers

over buyers.
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The Trading Environment

Trading in the main secondary market for virtual goods on Gaia is done through an

interface called the MarketPlace7. Individuals are allowed to list up to ten goods for

sale at any given time and can choose among three listing options - sell the good for

a predetermined price (“buy now” price), set up an auction in which they determine

the starting bid and minimal bid increment, or place a combined listing that has

both a “buy now” price and a bid option. Sellers can determine the length of time

their listing is up for sale, between five minutes and fourteen days, in five minute

increments. During the period in which the data were collected, sellers were able to

withdraw items at any time before the listing expired, so the auction mechanism had

very low usage volume8.

Buyers arriving at the market and looking for a specific type of good get a list of all

items put up for sale, sorted according to the lowest “buy now” price; this is one of the

main reasons behind the simplified demand side described in Section 1.2 - buyers face

no search costs over the period which we observe. In order to buy a good, buyers have

to select it from the list and fill in their password; the good is delivered immediately

and securely, and there is no uncertainty with regard to product quality or quality

of service (such as shipment or security of the transaction). Once the transaction is

completed, the purchased good appears in the buyer’s inventory immediately.

Technically, sellers can withdraw their bids at any time and re-list their goods

at a different price, for example if they find out that the realization of buyers and

sellers was unfavorable. In practice, the average user spends around 40 minutes

online every day and is involved in multiple forms of social activities during that

time, and thus can not monitor their listings performance for too long. That induces

a form of commitment on the chosen prices. An additional important element in the

7www.gaiaonline.com/marketplace
8In order to guarantee that a bidder can pay in case she wins an auction, the bid amount is kept

in escrow until the auction ends or the bidder is outbid. There is, therefore, an incentive to delay
bids as much as possible. When sellers could cancel their auctions, they tended to do so at the last
moments of an auction in cases the bids were low. This, in turn, led potential bidder to postpone
their bid even more, which led to a breakdown of the whole bidding market. Starting April 2008,
the ability of a seller to cancel her auction is limited to the first 5 minutes after the auction was set
up.
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trading environment is the lack of automated buying mechanism, and the prohibition

on using any automatic tools for tracking listings, buying and selling. The lack of

automation, the vast number of goods / markets to follow and the relatively short

time people spend online limit their arbitrage opportunities; trying to systematically

shop at lower prices and sell for high prices requires prohibitively large investments

in time and virtual currency.

Seasonality and Varying Market Thickness

Activity in Gaia’s marketplace has several very distinct seasonal characteristics: daily,

weekly, monthly and annual. Daily, weekly, and annual seasonality is due to the

virtual world being a recreational activity for teenagers and young adults; many of

the users are in school or at work during the day, less so on weekends and holidays.

In addition, despite attracting participants from all over the world, 88% of the users

are North-American, leading to a very distinct usage pattern over the course of the

day. Figure 1.1 shows a representative example of the usage patterns of the website

as a whole, the marketplace and the exchange forum (dedicated to trading on Gaia),

detailing the number of page views9 per hour for a typical week10. There are several

easily identifiable recurring elements in Figure 1.1, all of which seem to be stemming

from the site participation serving as a leisure/socializing activity which is limited

to times during which the participants are not at school or work: (a) the hour of

the day affects usage very strongly; (b) the activity profile on weekdays shows a

small hump from users logging in early (before school); (c) the weekday activity peak

occurs shortly after school is over on the east coast; (d) peak activity starts earlier on

weekends than on weekdays; and (e) activity tapers off earlier on school nights than

on Fridays and Saturdays.

The monthly seasonality of collectible trading in Gaia is due to the introduction

of new collectible items every month. In the period used for the investigation, new

collectibles were introduced on the 15th of every month. The introduction of new

9Page views are a standard industry measure for total activity on the website, since most actions
users take involve a new page being loaded on the user’s Internet browser.

10A typical week is a week that had no holiday or Gaia event, i.e. it did not include collectibles’
release day, and had no prolonged period in which the website or any of its features were inactive.
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Figure 1.1: Hourly page views over a typical week for the entire website (thin black
line), in the marketplace (thick blue line) and in the exchange forum (thin red line).
Time zone is GMT-7 (PDT). Page view numbers were all normalized to 1 on midnight,
September 14th, to allow for comparability and obfuscate commercial information.
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goods brings a lot of activity: some owners of old goods liquidate them to afford

the new ones, and some buyers of newly introduced goods buy them with real-world

money in order to afford purchasing old collectibles. Regular items are also regularly

released at the beginning of every month, an event that stirs up some trading, but the

release day is not as regular as the release of collectibles, and the amount of activity

is not as pronounced.

Figure 1.2 illustrates several predictable trends and seasonal effects in Gaia’s Col-

lectible markets. The figure shows the total daily number of listings (goods listed for

sale during a specific day) in seven collectible markets - the ones released between

January 2007 and July 2007. The total daily number of listings is plotted from Octo-

ber 1st, 2007 to January 31st 2008. There are two important elements to notice: First,

there is a spike in listings on the 15th of every month, when new collectible items are

introduced. Second, as time passes, there are fewer and fewer listings. As will be

explained in further detail in Section 1.3.4, this is the main source of variation upon

which we base our identification of the effects of market thickness on seller behavior.

1.3.2 Constructing Transaction-Level Data

It is important to distinguish between a transaction, a listing and a purchase; A listing

is the act of listing a good for sale, which is performed by a seller. A purchase is the

act of purchasing a good listed for sale, and is performed by a buyer. A pair of listing

and purchase of the same good is a completed transaction. Some goods listed for sale

end up not being purchased by a buyer, and are withdrawn from the market either by

the seller or automatically after a pre-set period. A pair of listing and a withdrawal

from the market is an incomplete transaction. The word transaction, when is not

supplemented by neither “complete” nor “incomplete”, signifies either. We construct

the data such that an observation is a listing, since a listing is when a seller makes

her pricing decision. Our definition of a market is all transactions in a certain good;

each type of good constitutes its own market.

Recall that, as described in Section 1.2, we aim towards an estimation of a pricing
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Figure 1.2: Total daily listings of seven goods (January - July 2007 collectibles)
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15th of every month, when new collectibles are released.
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relationship of the form:

p∗t = f1(ρt,T ) + f2(ρt) + f3(
Λb

Λs t,T
) + f4(

λbt
λst

) +Xm,tβm +Xs,tβs [1.4]

Each observation includes several types of data: information about market con-

ditions at the moment of listing, information about market conditions a seller should

anticipate to take place following her listing, as well as the individual sellers’ char-

acteristics. This section details the process of constructing these variables out of the

raw data that come from Gaia’s databases; the raw transaction level data and its

cleaning process, general descriptive statistics, and individual sellers’ characteristics.

Raw Data

Each trading action that took place in Gaia between November 1, 2006 and March

15, 2008 for 50 different goods11 was logged and appears in the dataset. This trading

action may be a seller listing their item for sale, in which case the seller’s unique

ID and IP address, item ID, the type of listing (“buy now” only, bid only, or both

bid and buy), a time stamp for the moment the action was recorded in the system,

and a unique transaction identifier are logged. Purchases are recorded as well: the

buyer’s unique ID and IP address, the price the buyer paid, the item ID, the time

stamp for the moment the action was recorded, and the transaction identifier (so it

can be linked to the listing). Additional actions, such as bids and listings that expire

or are canceled by the seller are recorded in a similar manner. Unfortunately, the

offer prices of items that were not sold (but rather expired or were withdrawn) were

not kept in the logs and are unavailable.

The list of goods available for sale at any given moment was constructed by

going over each action chronologically, adding or removing listed goods. Ask prices,

although not recorded at the time of listing, were matched using the purchase price

for the same listing. Having the full list of available goods for any given moment

enables us to calculate any desired statistic of the instantaneous price distribution

11The goods are all the Monthly Collectibles and “Thanks You Letters” (a good that allows
its owner to choose among the Monthly Collectibles offered during the month it was issued) for
November 2006 - March 2008.
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observed by each seller at the time of listing (save for the unknown prices of goods

that ended up not being sold).

The raw data include 14,556,999 records of trading actions. Of these, 6,457 were

invalid (missing transaction ID), leaving 14,550,542 valid records. These were aggre-

gated to construct 6,032,916 valid transactions12: transactions in which the seller is

known; the listing time and purchase, cancelation or expiration times are known; and

if there is a buyer, her identity is known (expired or canceled listings have no buyer).

There were 170 invalid transactions, which were missing one of the vital pieces of

information.

An additional phase of data cleaning was meant to remove erroneous and illegiti-

mate trades. First, 115,971 transactions in which the buyer and the seller were on the

same IP address were removed13, since these transactions usually indicate a transfer

of wealth between two accounts operated by the same person rather than real mar-

ket transactions. 77,274 additional transactions were removed - these transactions

involved accounts that have been hacked or accounts involved in real money trading.

In these cases virtual goods are sold for extremely high or extremely low prices due

to compensation in real world currency14.

Significant changes to the trading process and the interface were implemented in

early September of 2007. The description of the trading environment provided in

Section 1.3.1 holds in full only for the period following September 6th 2007. Thus, we

use only data from September 23rd 2007 on (to allow all goods listed for sale under

potentially different conditions to expire). Transactions involving goods during the

month in which these goods are introduced and the month following are omitted,

since the extremely high volume of trade brings in additional complications due to

congestion (complications stemming from both the data aspect and the incentives

12Aggregating records of trading activities into transactions means matching records according
to transaction ID, consolidating the buyer ID and timing of listing from the listing record, and the
price and timing of purchase from the purchase record, into one observation

13Removing a transaction means dropping it from the data altogether; not only do we drop it
from the sample, ignoring the pricing decision that this transaction involved, but we also ignore
these transactions when calculating market thickness and price ranks and when normalizing prices.

14All transactions of any buyers and sellers involved in real money trading or hacking were removed
from the data, not only transactions that involved real money trading or hacking.
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sellers have when pricing their goods) and the presence of a process in which the

value of a good is first determined. The remaining data (1,182,448 transactions) are

described in the following section.

Descriptive Statistics

Table 1.1 includes descriptive statistics of three sorts: prices, listing outcomes, and

market thickness at the time of listing. The total number of transactions is 1,182,448,

but price information is available for only 913,976 of the transactions; only 77.3% of

the goods end up being sold, and price information is available only for these goods.

The price varies significantly, as is apparent from both the range and the variance.

The data presented in Table 1.1 is comprised from aggregating transaction prices

across 50 markets over the entire period, meaning that two sources of variation in

prices are included: price variation across markets, and price variation within a market

over time. Both types of variation, across markets and over time, are present in the

data - a separate account for each good is provided in online appendix OA.I15. Price

rank among transactions completed in the 30 days prior to the listing is defined as

the percentile of each listing’s price compared to the prices of completed transactions

in the preceding period. It is worth noting that the mean rank is 0.53; goods are,

on average, more expensive than 53% of the goods sold before them, implying an

overall upward trend in prices. Calculating a good’s price rank (counting the number

of goods listed for sale for a cheaper price at the time of listing) shows that 78.8% of

the goods were the cheapest one at the time of listing. The mean number of cheaper

goods at the time of listing is 0.72, meaning that the 21.2% of goods that are not the

cheapest ones at the time of listing (yet end up being sold eventually, since otherwise

we would not know their price) are listed as more expensive than a significant number

of cheaper goods. The distribution of the number of goods available for sale at a

cheaper price than a newly listed good, which may be thought of as a measure of how

“competitive” the price is, is given in online appendix OA.I. To complete the picture

of where a good is located relative to other goods listed for sale, we also provide the

15The online appendix is available at http://www.stanford.edu/~sgolde/Job_Market_Paper.
htm .
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number of goods listed for the same price and for higher prices at the time of listing.

The second section of Table 1.1 concentrates on the outcomes of a listing. As

mentioned before, only 913,967 of the listed goods (77.3%) end up being sold; the

other goods either expire or are withdrawn from the market prior to being sold.

Out of the goods being sold, 92.9% are the cheapest at the time of purchase, which

means that the vast majority of buyers buy the cheapest good available (if they buy

anything), which is consistent with the simplified demand model used in Section 1.2.

The third section of Table 1.1 revolves around measures of market thickness,

defined as the total number of listings and purchases in a given time. The mean

number of listings and purchases in the hour during which a listing is made is 34.2,

which translates to an arrival rate of roughly one buyer or seller every two minutes.

We include details about the number of transactions that happen during the six hours

following a listing: the actual number of listings, the actual number of purchases, and

a proxy for what a seller should expect to happen in the six hours following her

listing; See Appendix A.1 for details about how the expected number of listing is

calculated. The buyer-to-seller ratio is also a part of the sellers’ decision problem;

descriptive statistics about the log buyer-to-seller ratio are provided as well in the

table. We use logs in order to mitigate the effects of extremely thin markets, with

few or no transactions during an hour. A negative number indicates that there were

more listings than purchases during that hour.

Sellers’ Characteristics

We make use of all individual level demographics available in Gaia’s databases: (self-

reported) date of birth and gender. In addition, we use the registration date and the

daily wealth records in terms of available cash on hand, in virtual currency. Date of

birth and registration date are used to construct age and experience on the day of

each transaction: the data span six months, which is a significant period compared

to the average seller’s age or experience.

Note that the average seller is older than the average user and more likely to

be male. Sellers are, on average, fairly experienced (54.9 weeks since registration).

The average log wealth is of particular importance; the value of 9.58 means that
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Market Thickness in List-Order Markets 
 
Descriptive Statistics 
 
Prices 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev.  Min Max  
Price 913976 21340.88 12646.83 3120 100000 

Price rank among transactions 
completed in the 30 days prior to 
the listing 

913976 0.529 0.303 0 1 

Cheapest at time of listing 913976 0.789 0.408 0 1 

Number of cheaper goods at time 
of listing 

913976 0.718 2.875 0 172 

Number of goods with the same 
price at time of listing 

1182448 0.349 1.685 0 70 

Number of more expensive  goods 
at time of listing 

1182448 21.538 16.892 0 184 

 
Outcomes 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev.  Min Max  
Good ends up being sold 1182448 0.773 0.419 0 1 

Cheapest at time of purchase 913976 0.929 0.257 0 1 

 
Market Thickness 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev.  Min Max 
Number of listings and purchases 
during hour of listing 

1182448 34.262 25.782 1 362 

Number of purchases in the 6 
hours following a listing 

1182448 76.404 56.178 0 668 

Number of listings in the 6 hours 
following a listing 

1182448 100.159 74.328 1 1132 

Predicted number of listings and 
purchases in the 6 hours following 
a listing 

1159879 167.131 112.278 0.001766 840.545 

Buyer-to-seller log ratio in the 
hour of the listing 

1182448 -0.336 0.407 -3.136 3.356 

 
Seller Characteristics 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev.  Min Max  
Seller age on day of listing [years] 1163346 18.623 5.404 12.181 57.019 

Seller experience on day of listing 
[weeks since registration] 

1179622 54.948 53.751 0 258.429 

Log seller’s wealth on midnight 
before the listing 

1116762 9.584 2.561 0 17.650 

Dummy for seller being male 1179622 0.529 0.499 0 1 

 

Table 1.1: Descriptive Statistics: Prices, Outcomes, and Market Thickness
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Market Thickness in List-Order Markets 
 
Descriptive Statistics 
 
Prices 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev.  Min Max  
Price 913976 21340.88 12646.83 3120 100000 

Price rank among transactions 
completed in the 30 days prior to 
the listing 

913976 0.529 0.303 0 1 

Cheapest at time of listing 913976 0.789 0.408 0 1 

Number of cheaper goods at time 
of listing 

913976 0.718 2.875 0 172 

Number of goods with the same 
price at time of listing 

1182448 0.349 1.685 0 70 

Number of more expensive  goods 
at time of listing 

1182448 21.538 16.892 0 184 

 
Outcomes 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev.  Min Max  
Good ends up being sold 1182448 0.773 0.419 0 1 

Cheapest at time of purchase 913976 0.929 0.257 0 1 

 
Market Thickness 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev.  Min Max 
Number of listings and purchases 
during hour of listing 

1182448 34.262 25.782 1 362 

Number of purchases in the 6 
hours following a listing 

1182448 76.404 56.178 0 668 

Number of listings in the 6 hours 
following a listing 

1182448 100.159 74.328 1 1132 

Predicted number of listings and 
purchases in the 6 hours following 
a listing 

1159879 167.131 112.278 0.001766 840.545 

Buyer-to-seller log ratio in the 
hour of the listing 

1182448 -0.336 0.407 -3.136 3.356 

 
Seller Characteristics 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev.  Min Max  
Seller age on day of listing [years] 1163346 18.623 5.404 12.181 57.019 

Seller experience on day of listing 
[weeks since registration] 

1179622 54.948 53.751 0 258.429 

Log seller’s wealth on midnight 
before the listing 

1116762 9.584 2.561 0 17.650 

Dummy for seller being male 1179622 0.529 0.499 0 1 

 
Table 1.2: Descriptive Statistics: Seller Characteristics

the average seller has approximately 14, 530 gold on the morning of the transaction.

Comparing the average wealth with the average price of a good shows that in order

to be able to afford a good, the average seller has to sell a good; the average seller is

cash-constrained, were she to become a buyer. Hence, we should expect sellers to be

fairly impatient, especially taking into consideration the fact that the average user

spends 40 minutes online a day.

1.3.3 The Regression Equation: from Statistics to Variables

After transforming the raw data to transaction-level data, we can finally translate

the pricing relationship from Section 1.2:

p∗t = f1(ρt,T ) + f2(ρt) + f3(
Λb

Λs t,T
) + f4(

λbt
λst

) +Xm,tβm +Xs,tβs [1.4]

into a regression equation:

p∗i = βρt,T
Dρt(i),T+βρtDρt(i)+βθbs

Dθbs(t(i))+βs·Xs,t(i)+βg ·Dm(i)+βh(i)·Dh(i)+εi (1.5)

where p∗i is the price statistic the seller chose for listing i that occurred at time t.

ρt(i),T is the market thickness that a seller who lists her good for sale at time t should

expect to take place in the hours following her listing. In order to allow f1 to be

estimated flexibly we use dummies (the exact construction of which will be detailed

shortly). ρt(i) is the market thickness at the time of listing, t(i). In order to allow

f2 to be estimated flexibly we use dummies as well. We replace
λb

t

λs
t

by an empirical
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counterpart θbs and once again, use dummies to allow for a flexible functional form

for f4. We ended up not including an empirical counterpart to Λb

Λs t,T
, the time path

of the buyer-to-seller ratio expected to take place following the listing. This is due

to the very weak predictive power of the model we used to calculate the buyer-to-

seller ratio a seller should be able to expect, as is shown in Appendix A.1. Xs,t(i)

is a vector of seller characteristics: age, gender, experience measured as the number

of weeks since registration, and the log of wealth in virtual currency at midnight

before the transaction. We add a set of market-level fixed effects, Dm(i), and a set

of time-of-day dummies Dh(i), to allow sellers to adopt different pricing strategies in

different markets and different times of day. The error term εi incorporates all types

of variation that are unobservable to us (the researchers): market conditions, seller

preferences, and so forth.

We normalize both current and predicted market thickness by using deciles instead

of the raw numbers. This allows us to have scale free measures, which assist in

comparing the effects of market thickness across markets. The exact definition of

each of the regressors is:

1. Market thickness:

(a) Current market thickness: measured as the total number of listings and

purchases performed in the hour during which the good was listed for sale.

We use deciles, rather than absolute numbers, to allow for comparison

of different goods that may be at different points in the good’s life-cycle.

Deciles are calculated separately for each market, when the unit of analysis

is a listing rather than an hour. We use a dummy variable for each market

thickness decile, to allow for a flexible functional form.

(b) Expected market thickness: proxied by the total number of listings and

purchases predicted to take place in the six hours following a listing. The

prediction is calculated by running a Poisson regression of the number of

listings and purchases every hour on a large set of time dummies that

capture the different seasonal and predictable elements of the listings and
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purchase rates (see Appendix A.1 for more information on predicting mar-

ket thickness). We use a dummy variable for each market thickness decile,

to allow for a flexible functional form. Currently, estimating the expected

market thickness is done separately from estimating the effects of market

thickness and the standard errors from the prediction equation are not used

in the analysis, which means that the standard errors of the estimates are

miscalculated. This point will be fixed according to see Murphy & Topel

(1985), Hardin (2002) and Hole (2006) in future versions.

2. Current buyer-to-seller log ratio: the log of the number of purchases done in the

hour during which a good was listed, divided by the number of listings made in

said hour. We add one to both numerator and denominator to prevent division

by zero, while still maintaining the inversion point of 0 for the log ratio. When

there are more listings than purchases during the hour, the log ratio is negative;

when there are more purchases than listings the log ratio is positive. We break

the range of log buyer-to-seller ratio into 21 sections, and use a dummy variable

for each section to allow for a flexible functional form.

3. Seller’s characteristics: self-reported age (in years) calculated for the day of the

transaction, self-reported gender, log of the amount of Gaia Gold in the seller’s

account on the day of the listing, and seller’s experience in the virtual world,

measured in weeks since the account was registered.

4. A set of market dummies. Recall that we define a market to include ll trades

in a single type of good.

5. Two sets of hour-of-day dummies, one for weekdays and one for weekends.

1.3.4 Identifying Variation

We use two different sources of variation in market thickness to identify its effects

on sellers’ pricing decisions: (a) lower frequency seasonal effects and trends, such as

increased activity when new goods are introduced or reduced marketplace activity
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during special events on the website, and (b) high frequency effects of time-of-day

and day-of-the-week variation in site usage.

In the specification of the regression equation 1.5 market thickness variables are

supplemented by a set of time of day dummies: weekday hour-of-the-day dummies

and weekend hour-of-the-day dummies, denoted Dh(i):

p∗i = βρt,T
Dρt(i),T+βρtDρt(i)+βθbs

Dθbs(t(i))+βs·Xs,t(i)+βg·Dm(i)+βh(i)·Dh(i)+εi[1.5]

The coefficients of the time-of-day dummies absorb two types of effects on sell-

ers’ prices: the effect of high frequency (daily/weekly) repetitive changes in market

thickness, as well as any direct effect of the time of day. Time of day might have an

independent effect; for example, sellers who log on early in the morning (before they

leave for school) and list their goods for sale should be slightly less time sensitive than

those who log on in the afternoon (right after school), since time that passes while

the seller is not online might be associated with a lower penalty for not selling. Other

examples might include tiredness, systematic differences in time perception between

weekends and weekdays, and so on.

High frequency seasonality dominates the data; to estimate its effects, we simply

remove the sets of time-of-day dummies and use the specification of Equation 1.6:

p∗i = βρt,T
Dρt(i),T + βρtDρt(i) + βθbs

Dθbs(t(i)) + βs ·Xs,t(i) + βg ·Dm(i) + εi (1.6)

All market thickness effects, both high frequency and low frequency effects, are pro-

jected on the same variables in this specification. As Section 1.4.5 shows, using the

two types of variation yields significantly different results. We discuss these differences

in the following section.

1.4 Analysis

We use the seasonal variation in market thickness to study the effects of market

thickness on the prices sellers set when listing their goods for sale. When analyzing

a seller’s pricing decision, we focus on two statistics of the chosen price: (a) the
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normalized price, compared to transactions completed in the 30 days prior to the

time of listing, and (b) the rank of the price, which is the number of cheaper goods

already listed at the time of listing. In both cases we use the regression equation

presented earlier in Section 1.3.3:

p∗i = βρt,T
Dρt(i),T+βρtDρt(i)+βθbs

Dθbs(t(i))+βs·Xs,t(i)+βg·Dm(i)+βh(i)·Dh(i)+εi[1.5]

p∗i is the price statistic the seller chose for listing i that occurred at time t. Predicted

market thickness, denoted by ρt(i),T , is the market thickness that a seller who lists

her good for sale at time t should expect to take place in the six hours following

her listing16. Predicted market thickness is normalized to deciles, and each decile is

represented by a dummy Dρt(i),T
. The market thickness at the time of listing, ρt(i),

is also normalized to deciles and dummied out. The log buyer-to-seller ratio θbs(t(i))

is not normalized, but is also dummied out to allow it to have a flexible effect on

sellers’ pricing decisions. Sellers’ characteristics, the vector Xs,t(i), include a seller’s

age, gender, log virtual wealth and experience on Gaia, calculated at midnight before

the listing. Dm(i) is a set of market fixed effects, and Dh(i) includes two sets of time-

of-day dummies, one for weekdays and one for weekends. More details about the

construction of each of the variables are available in Section 1.3.3.

To allow market thickness (both current and predicted), the buyer-to-seller ratio,

and the time-of-day effects to affect seller’s pricing decisions flexibly, the specification

of Equation 1.5 includes a large number of dummies. We present most of the results

in this section in graphical form, including the effects of market thickness, buyer-to-

seller ratio and time-of-day effects. The full regression results are available in Table

A.2 in Appendix A.2.

We start by reviewing the findings regarding the effects of market thickness on

normalized prices set by sellers. As Section 1.4.1 shows, we find that sellers set

higher prices when the predicted market thickness increases, and we find sellers,

on average, to be forward looking. The buyer-to-seller ratio plays a minor role in

16See section 1.3.3 and Appendix A.1 for details on the constructing the market thickness a seller
should be able to predict at the time of listing. Note that currently the prediction equation is
estimated separately from the pricing equation, and the errors from the prediction equation are not
included in the analysis, which means that the standard errors calculated are wrong - see Murphy
& Topel (1985), Hardin (2002) and Hole (2006)
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setting normalized prices, a finding that bodes well with competitive considerations

not being a first-order effect in this market. We review the effects of market thickness

on price rank in Section 1.4.2, and the findings are mostly similar to our findings

about normalized price. Section 1.4.3 details and discusses our findings about the

effects of sellers’ characteristics on their pricing decisions: we find that older and

richer sellers set higher prices, while males sellers set lower prices than females. The

effects of the time of day on sellers’ pricing decisions are reviewed in Section 1.4.4.

Our findings about both normalized prices and price ranks show that when facing

the prospect of a thicker market, the average seller chooses to raise the ask price

she sets for her good. Sellers appear to be forward looking, reacting stronger to the

changes in market conditions that are expected to take place than to current market

conditions. We also interpret these findings as indicating that the time-to-sell factor,

rather than the competitive factor, is the main mechanism through which market

thickness affects sellers’ pricing decisions. The effect of market thickness on price

rank, even though statistically significant and non-negligible economically, is small.

Taken together with our findings about the sellers being forward-looking, we interpret

the small effects of market thickness on price rank as indicating that to the degree that

sellers do compete, the competition appears to be of the forward looking Stackelberg-

leader type, rather than Bertrand-like current price undercutting. The buyer-to-seller

ratio, which serves as an indication for relative market power sellers have over buyers,

seems to have a small effect on sellers’ pricing decisions. It appears that in general,

changes that can be perceived as affecting to the competitive environment, variation

in both market thickness and in buyer-to-seller ratio, have small effects on the prices

set by seller. The effects of market thickness on price rank

Since the time-to-sell effect seems to be the dominant factor in market thickness’

effect on sellers’ pricing decisions in list-order markets, we can also interpret our

findings in the light of the priority queue model of section 1.2: when facing a thicker

market, a seller sets a higher ask price. By doing so, she allows a larger share of

the sellers who succeed her to undercut her, slowing down her good’s progress in the

queue that is the list-order book. By raising her price, the average seller also starts

further away from the head of queue. Both factors, starting farther from the head
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of the queue and advancing more slowly (due to more sellers undercutting her price

and “cutting in line” to sell), are mitigated by the faster rate of transactions in the

thicker market.

Using the specification of Equation 1.5 means that the effects of market thick-

ness measured are identified off the low-frequency changes in market thickness17.

This specification was chosen for several reasons. First, this specification naturally

accounts for time-of-day effects in seller behavior. As the results show, the main

driving force behind the effects of market thickness on sellers’ pricing choices is the

time to sell, which we interpret to be related to sellers’ time preferences. Due to

the social - recreational nature of activity in the market we examine, it is important

to allow sellers to behave differently at different times of day, to account for both

different time constraints on their activity (e.g. listings in the morning on a school

day may be done in a haste, while listing a good for sale on a weekend may be done

in a leisurely manner) and the value of time (e.g. sellers may be less pressed for

time when listing goods before going to school, since they do not expect to be able

to use the proceedings from the sale in the next several hours). Second, repetitive

and highly predictable variation in market thickness, such as observed in our market,

presents an arbitrage opportunity for sellers who are willing to spend more time on

the marketplace than the average user. The high frequency and the certainty of daily

variation make it easier to exploit the daily and weekly arbitrage opportunity than

it is to exploit the monthly (or other) variation in market thickness. In accordance,

as the results of Section 1.4.5 show, using the high frequency variation for estimating

the effects of market thickness yields similar qualitative effects, but the effects are

smaller.

1.4.1 Market Thickness and Normalized Prices

The first results we present are the measured effects of market thickness (both pre-

dicted and current) on the normalized price. The results are presented in Figure

1.3: the horizontal axis is market thickness decile, and the vertical axis is the effect

17High frequency recurring changes to market thickness - daily and weekly changes - are captured
by the sets of time-of-day dummies. Section 1.3.4 discusses this point further.
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of market thickness on normalized price (recall that the normalization is the price’s

percentile in the distribution of the prices of transactions completed in the 30 days

prior to the listing). The figure shows that as predicted market thickness increases,

sellers list their goods at higher prices. We see that moving up one decile in predicted

market thickness around the median, from the 5th decile of predicted market thickness

to the 6th decile, increases normalized prices by 4.7%, meaning that the price set by

the seller increases, such that it is more expensive than a larger share (4.7% more) of

transactions completed in the 30 days prior to the listing. Current market thickness

(market thickness at the time of the listing) appears to be working in the opposite

direction: sellers who list goods for sale in thicker markets set lower prices for their

goods than sellers listing their goods for sale in thinner markets, but the effects are

considerably smaller than the effects of predicted market thickness.

These two findings alone have two important implications. First, market thickness

has an overall positive effect on the prices sellers set. Note that the independent

variable is given in deciles, so it is easy to compare the available range of predicted

and current market thicknesses. The sum of the two could be considered the total

effect of market thickness, and this total effect is positive. Second, sellers in this

market appear to be forward looking, taking into account and reacting more strongly

to predicted market conditions which should be expected to take place following their

listing, than to current market conditions. Following the discussion in Section 1.2, we

interpret these findings as indicating that the effect of market thickness on the time

it takes a seller to sell her good is the dominant effect, rather than the potential effect

on temporary market power or competitive behavior. We can interpret the weak

negative effect of current market thickness as a competitive effect: sellers seeing that

the market is thicker may be affected by current market thickness, and lower their

prices accordingly. The effect is, however, smaller than the positive effect predicted

market thickness had on prices.

The effects of the log of the buyer-to-seller ratio at the time of listing on the

normalized price sellers set are presented in Figure 1.4. We find that over most of the

relevant range, sellers set higher prices when market conditions are more favorable

to them (more buyers per seller). We interpret these findings as indicating that the
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Figure 1.3: The effect of market thickness (measured in deciles) on the normalized
prices sellers set when listing their goods for sale (normalized = percentile in the
distribution of prices of transactions completed 30 days prior to the listing). The
continuous line denotes the effect of predicted market thickness on sellers’ prices, and
the dashed line denotes the effects of current market thickness. The dotted lines mark
two standard deviations in either direction.
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buyer-to-seller ratio is a good indicator for relative supply and demand in the market.

Note that the effects of the buyer-to-seller ratio are significantly smaller than the

effects of market thickness, at least over the range in which most of the observations

fall, which (according to Table 1.1) is in the range [−1.5, 1]. We interpret this finding

as an additional evidence that even though competitive considerations may be present

(as in the effect of current market thickness on prices), they are shadowed by the

effects market thickness has on sellers’ pricing strategy due to the shorter time their

goods have to spend on the market before they are sold.
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Figure 1.4: The effect of log buyer-to-seller ratio on the normalized prices sellers set
when listing their goods for sale (normalized = percentile in the distribution of prices
of transactions completed 30 days prior to the listing). The dotted lines mark two
standard deviations in either direction.

1.4.2 Market Thickness and Price Rank

We now turn to examine the effects of market thickness, both predicted and current,

on the rank of the price set by sellers (rank among other goods available in the book
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of list-orders at the time of listing). The results are presented in Figure 1.5: the

horizontal axis is market thickness decile, and the vertical axis is price rank - the

number of goods listed for sale for a cheaper price (at the time of listing). Similar

to normalized price, as predicted market thickness increases, sellers list their goods

at higher prices relative to goods already listed for sale. To interpret the size of the

effect, let us compare moving up one decile in predicted market thickness around the

mean, from the 5th decile of predicted market thickness to the 6th decile: such a change

in the predicted conditions would make a seller raise her price, such that the price

would be more expensive by 0.03 goods, on average. Recall that the average good is

listed such that it is more expensive than 0.72 goods (as Table 1.1 shows), meaning

that an increase of 0.03 is not negligible. Similar to normalized price, the effect of

current market thickness is in the opposite direction. A seller listing her good for

sale in a market that is thicker at the moment of listing sets, on average, a price that

makes her good more expensive than fewer goods already listed for sale. Again, the

effect of predicted market thickness is larger in size than the effect of current market

thickness. The interpretation of the findings is similar: first, time to sell, rather than

competitive considerations, appears to be the dominant consideration in the effects

of market thickness on sellers’ pricing decisions. Second, sellers appear to be forward

looking rather than myopic. Third, we can current market thickness’ negative effect

on sellers’ price rank as an indication that competitive effect are present, but are

weaker that the time-to-sell effects.

The effects of the log of the buyer-to-seller ratio at the time of listing on the

normalized price sellers set are presented in Figure 1.6. The figure shows that over

most of the range of buyer-to-seller ratios in the data an increased ratio (indicating

more buyers per seller) is correlated with a lower rank for the listed good: a seller

listing her good for sale when there are more buyers per seller sets a price that is

higher than fewer other goods available in the book of list-orders. The effects also

seem to be of similar size as the effects of difference in market thickness. While at

first this finding seem counter-intuitive, this may be the result of a stricter selection

process: the price rank is the number of cheaper goods in the book of list-order which

were not yet purchased. Since, as Figure 1.4 shows, the effects on the price itself
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Figure 1.5: The effect of market thickness (measured in deciles) on the rank of the
price set by sellers (among other goods available in the book of list-orders at the time
of listing) when listing their goods for sale. The continuous line denotes the effect
of predicted market thickness on sellers’ price ranks, and the dashed line denotes the
effects of current market thickness. The dotted lines mark two standard deviations
in either direction.
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are small, a more favorable buyer-to-seller ratio means that the book of list-orders

contains a selected list of goods, and the goods removed are those set at lower prices.
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Figure 1.6: The effect of log buyer-to-seller ratio on the rank of the price set by sellers
(among other goods available in the book of list-orders at the time of listing) when
listing their goods for sale. The dotted lines mark two standard deviations in either
direction.

1.4.3 Effects of Seller Characteristics

In addition to market conditions such as market thickness and buyer-to-seller ratio,

sellers’ pricing decision are also affected by their personal characteristics. We devote

this section to reviewing the effects of each of the characteristics we observe in the

data: seller’s age, gender, time in the virtual world since creating the account, and

wealth proxied by the log of the amount of virtual currency at midnight before the

listing18.

18A large share of individuals’ wealth is in the value of their inventory, not cash virtual currency.
There is, however, correlation between the value of users’ inventories and their cash currency holdings
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The results are presented in Table 1.3: where columns (1) and (2) detail the effects

of seller characteristics on the normalized price, while columns (3) and (4) detail the

effects of seller characteristics on the price rank sellers choose. Similar to other effects

we have discussed in Sections 1.4.1 - 1.4.2, the regression coefficients in columns (1)

and (3) come from regressions using the low frequency variation in market thickness

(following the regression specification of Equation 1.5). The coefficient in columns

(2) and (4) come from regressions that use the high frequency variation in market

thickness (following the regression specification of Equation 1.6), and will be discussed

in Section1.4.5.

Seller’s Age and Gender: As the first and third rows of Table 1.3 show, older

sellers set higher prices (measured either as normalized prices or as price ranks),

on average, than younger sellers and male sellers set lower prices, on average, than

female sellers. There are two ways to interpret these findings: First, we can interpret

these findings as indicating that older sellers are more patient than younger sellers,

and that male sellers are less patient than female sellers. These findings would be

perfectly aligned with the findings of Bettinger & Slonim (2007), which were obtained

by experimental means, studying a population which is slightly younger than the

population in our data. Alternatively, we can interpret these findings as indicators

of competitive behavior; older sellers compete less fiercely than younger sellers, and

male sellers act more competitively than female sellers. This alternative interpretation

interpretation of the finding would be in line with the findings of Gneezy et al. (2003),

Niederle & Vesterlund (2007), and Gneezy et al. (2008). Our preferred interpretation

is the former since our other findings indicate that time-preferences, rather than

competitive behavior, are the main driving force behind sellers’ pricing decisions in

this market.

Seller’s In-World Wealth: As the second row of Table 1.3 shows, richer sellers

set higher prices (measured either as normalized prices or as price ranks), on average,

than poorer sellers. We interpret this finding as indicating that poorer sellers are

more likely to be cash-constrained. Tables 1.1 shows that the average good in the

sample is sold for 21,340 Gaia Gold, while according to Table 1.2 a seller’s mean

wealth on the morning of listing her good for sale is 14,530 Gaia Gold, meaning that
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 Normalized Price Price Rank 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 
Low 

frequency 
variation 

High 
frequency 
variation 

Low 
frequency 
variation 

High 
frequency 
variation 

Seller’s Age [years] 0.00129*** 0.00130*** 0.0116*** 0.0118*** 

 (5.97e-05) (5.94e-05) (0.000398) (0.000398) 

Log Seller’s gold 0.0127*** 0.0128*** 0.00937*** 0.00978*** 

 (0.000125) (0.000125) (0.000835) (0.000836) 

Male Seller -0.0103*** -0.0110*** -0.122*** -0.123*** 

 (0.000639) (0.000635) (0.00426) (0.00426) 
Sellers’ experience 
[weeks] -5.69e-05*** -6.43e-05*** 0.000620*** 0.000617***

 (5.89e-06) (5.85e-06) (3.93e-05) (3.93e-05) 

     

Observations 752980 752980 752980 752980 

R-squared 0.066 0.077 0.010 0.010 
 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
Standard errors in parentheses 

 

Table 1.3: The effects of seller characteristics on pricing decisions. Columns (1) and
(2) detail the effects of seller characteristics on the normalized price, while columns
(3) and (4) detail the effects of seller characteristics on the price rank sellers choose.
The regression coefficients in columns (1) and (3) come from regressions using the
low frequency variation in market thickness, while the coefficient in columns (2) and
(4) come from regressions that use the high frequency variation in market thickness
(see Section 1.3.4 for more details).
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the average seller needs to sell a good in order to afford a good.

Seller’s In-World Experience: The fourth row of Table 1.3 shows that experi-

ence, measured in weeks since registration, is correlated with setting lower normalized

prices, but is also correlated with setting prices that have higher ranks. Despite being

statistically significant, the effects are very small, even when taking into account the

units (weeks) and mean experience of the seller population, nearly 55 weeks accord-

ing to Table 1.2. None-findings are hard to interpret, and could be due to several

different reasons: First, our measure of experience may have little to do with trading

experience. We defer experimenting with alternative specifications of experience, such

as the number of trades or the cumulative volume of trade, to future work. Second,

registration is free and some users set up multiple accounts for different reasons, by-

passing the limit on 10 listings at any given time is definitely one of them. This may

lead richer, more experienced sellers to operate using newly created accounts, biasing

our findings. Finally, a none-finding might be the right one, that is, experience might

not matter much in this market.

1.4.4 Time-of-Day Effects

We devote this section to the effects of the time of day and day of the week on sellers’

pricing decisions. The effects of the time-of-day (for both weekdays and weekends)

on normalized prices set by sellers are presented in Figure 1.7 and the effects on price

ranks are shown in Figure 1.8. There are several things worth noting about the hourly

profile of prices set by sellers, findings that hold for both normalized prices and for

price ranks. First, during peak traffic times sellers price their goods lower, on average,

than during off-peak hours. Second, peak hour behavior starts earlier on weekends,

similar to the traffic pattern displayed in Figure 1.1. Third, the effects of peak hours

on prices set by sellers are comparable in size to the effects of the median predicted

market thickness (see Figures 1.3 and 1.5 for comparison).

As was discussed in Section 1.3.4, time-of-day coefficients absorb two different

types of effects: the effects of high frequency changes in market thickness and the

potential direct time-of-day effects such as alertness, tiredness, and differential values
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Figure 1.7: Time-of-day effects on the normalized prices sellers set when listing their
goods for sale (normalized = percentile in the distribution of prices of transactions
completed 30 days prior to the listing). The continuous line denotes the time-of-day
effects on weekdays, and the dashed line denotes the time-of-day effects on weekends.
The dotted lines mark two standard deviations in either direction.
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of time (or competitive attitudes) at different times of day. As such, we can interpret

these findings as indicating that sellers are more impatient during peak traffic times,

that is, sellers value their time more and discount the future at a higher rate during

peak times. This could be due to either having a better alternative use for their time

(e.g. peak times are better for socializing).
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Figure 1.8: Time-of-day effects on the rank of the price set by sellers (among other
goods available in the book of list-orders at the time of listing) when listing their
goods for sale. The continuous line denotes the time-of-day effects on weekdays, and
the dashed line denotes the time-of-day effects on weekends. The dotted lines mark
two standard deviations in either direction.

1.4.5 Effects of Market Thickness - High Frequency Changes

We now turn to examining the effects of market thickness on normalized prices and

price ranks, using the high frequency variation in market thickness: the daily and

weekly variation, as discussed in Section 1.3.4. The effects are measured by running

an OLS regression using the specification in Equation 1.6. As in the previous sections,

we present the results in graphical form to allow for interpretation of the results
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when large numbers of dummies are used to allow for flexible functional forms. Full

regression results are available in Table A.2 in Appendix A.2.

Market Thickness and Normalized Prices

The effects of market thickness, both predicted and current, on the normalized prices

are presented in Figure 1.9. The figure shows that as predicted market thickness

increases, sellers list their goods at higher prices, and as current market thickness

increases, sellers list their goods at lower prices. Unlike the results presented in

Section 1.4.1, the effects of current market thickness are bigger than the effects of

predicted market thickness. It is important to note, however, that changes in market

thickness are the combined effects of time-of-day effects and market thickness and are

thus highly cyclical over the day (as shown in Figure 1.1). Thus, interpretation of the

results should take into account high daily (and weekly) cyclical variation in market

thickness.

When considering the daily cyclical nature of market thickness, we can examine

the results presented in Figure 1.9 in terms of sellers who arrive at the market before

and during peak market thickness times. Sellers arriving before the peak face high

expected market thickness and low current market thickness and set, on average,

higher normalized prices than sellers arriving during peak hours. Late arrivers face

high current market thickness but low predicted market thickness and list their goods

for lower prices than pre-peak sellers. Even though the effects of current market

thickness are stronger than the effects of predicted market thickness, sellers may still

be forward looking in making their pricing decisions, taking into account the daily

cyclical effects and their own location in the cycle.

It is important to consider two additional points regarding the effects of market

thickness on normalized prices, as measured using high-frequency variation: First,

the highest and lowest deciles of market thickness may be of a different nature than

the mid ranges, since low frequency changes in market thickness may be concentrated

at the end points, and therefore harder to interpret. Second, it is important to note

that these effects are significantly smaller than the ones measured using low-frequency

variation in market thickness, as shown in Sections 1.4.1 - 1.4.2. This may be due to
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Figure 1.9: The effect of market thickness (measured in deciles) on the normalized
prices sellers set when listing their goods for sale (normalized = percentile in the
distribution of prices of transactions completed 30 days prior to the listing). The
continuous line denotes the effect of predicted market thickness on sellers’ prices, and
the dashed line denotes the effects of current market thickness. The dotted lines mark
two standard deviations in either direction.
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the relative ease of identifying and arbitraging high frequency market opportunities;

market participants who are willing to stay in the market longer than the average

seller, stand to gain frequent profits from working on this margin.

Market Thickness and Price Rank

The effects of market thickness, both predicted and current, on the rank of the price

set by sellers when listing their goods for sale are presented in Figure 1.10. Higher

predicted market thickness is correlated with sellers listing their goods for sale at

prices with higher ranks (i.e. there are more cheaper goods available in the book of

list-orders at the time of listing). Current market thickness is correlated with lower

ranks at the low end of market thickness and with higher ranks at the high end of

market thickness. Current market thickness, market thickness at the time of listing,

is statistically insignificant over most of the range. The effects of predicted market

thickness, although statistically significant, are mostly small except for the top deciles

of market thickness, which may be influenced mainly by low-frequency variation in

market thickness.

Log Buyer-to-Seller Ratio and Seller Characteristics

The effects of log buyer-to-seller ratio on sellers’ pricing decisions estimated concur-

rently with the effects of high-frequency effects of market thickness are practically

identical to the effects of the log buyer-to-seller ratio estimated in Sections 1.4.1 and

1.4.2. The same holds for the effects of seller characteristics on sellers’ prices, as

columns (2) and (4) of Table 1.3 show. It appears that the source of variation in

market thickness used in the regression does not affect any of the other coefficients

estimated. For the sake of completeness, we provide the effects of the log buyer-to-

seller ratio on the normalized price set by sellers in Figure 1.11 and the effects of log

buyer-to-seller ratio on price rank in Figure 1.12.
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Figure 1.10: The effect of market thickness (measured in deciles) on the rank of the
price set by sellers (among other goods available in the book of list-orders at the time
of listing) when listing their goods for sale. The continuous line denotes the effect of
predicted market thickness on sellers’ prices, and the dashed line denotes the effects
of current market thickness. The dotted lines mark two standard deviations in either
direction.
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Figure 1.11: The effect of log buyer-to-seller ratio on the normalized prices sellers set
when listing their goods for sale (normalized = percentile in the distribution of prices
of transactions completed 30 days prior to the listing). The dotted lines mark two
standard deviations in either direction.
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Figure 1.12: The effect of log buyer-to-seller ratio on the rank of the price set by
sellers (among other goods available in the book of list-orders at the time of listing)
when listing their goods for sale. The dotted lines mark two standard deviations in
either direction.
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1.5 Discussion and Conclusions

In list-order markets, market thickness (the number of listings and purchases per unit

of time) affects more than just the time goods spend on the market from the moment

they are listed until the moment of purchase; market thickness also affects the pricing

behavior of sellers. There are two potential avenues by which market thickness may

affect sellers’ pricing decisions. The first is due to the fact that when markets are

thicker and more transactions happen per unit of time, the time a good spends on the

market (from the moment of listing until the moment of purchase) is, all else being

equal, shorter. A forward-looking future-discounting seller might then be willing to

raise the price she sets for a good when listing it in a thicker market, since the good

is bound to sell faster. On the other hand, the structure of a list-order book gives

rise to a sequential Stackelberg game; each seller reacts to the prices set by preceding

sellers and takes into account the pricing decisions of sellers that will show up in the

future and the effect her price will have on them. Market thickness in this setting

shortens the time each seller spends as the only acting player in the game. We might

expect the rate at which transactions happen to affect the competitive behavior of

sellers, making it harder for sellers to avoid competition as the number of sellers

that would need to coordinate (to avoid competition) gets larger. Heterogeneity in

sellers’ discounting and general time preferences may interact with market thickness

to affect the competitive behavior: impatient sellers, who expect few other impatient

sellers to arrive at the market when markets are thin, will encounter other impatient

sellers with higher probability in a thicker market, causing them to compete more

aggressively in thicker markets.

In order to find out which of the aforementioned effects - the effect of market

thickness on sellers’ competitive behavior, or the effect market thickness has on the

trade-off between price and time on the market - is dominant in sellers’ pricing choices,

we turned to the data. We analyzed a large dataset that includes sellers’ pricing

choices in an online market for virtual goods, organized as a list-order book. The

online market, situated in a virtual world, involves real people making decisions about

valuable goods in unique setting and clean environment as far as observability and
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data completeness go.

First and foremost, we find that sellers set higher prices when anticipating in-

creased market thickness. We find that sellers are forward looking rather than my-

opic, and make their pricing decisions based on predicted market conditions, not only

on the conditions at the moment they make their decisions. Setting higher prices

when anticipating increased market thickness means that the dominant element in

making pricing decisions for sellers in this market is the time it takes to sell the

goods; when time to sell is shortened due to increased market thickness, sellers can

afford to raise prices. Apparently, competitive considerations and potential coordi-

nation among sellers are not first-order effects in this market; when facing predicted

thicker markets, sellers price their goods at higher prices, not only with respect to

the price distribution of transactions in the past (or, to the extent that the past is a

good indication of the future, when compared to the distribution of prices expected

to be set by future sellers), but also higher than other goods available for sale at the

time of listing. When viewing the list-order book as a competitive priority queue, we

find that in faster queues (thicker markets), sellers choose lower priorities, both with

respect to initial distance from the head of the queue (the price rank) and in terms of

the speed at which they advance in the queue (the share of other sellers who undercut

them).

The second notable set of findings is that seller characteristics such as age and

gender affect sellers’ pricing decisions. We find that older sellers set higher prices,

on average, than younger sellers and male sellers set lower prices, on average, than

female sellers. These finding bode well for the interpretation that patience and time

preferences are the driving forces behind sellers’ pricing decisions: among a population

comprised mainly of teenagers, older sellers being more patient than younger seller

and female sellers being more patient than male sellers is a finding very much in line

with the findings of Bettinger & Slonim (2007).

and richer sellers may be more patient simply because they are not as cash-

constrained as poorer sellers (recall that the average seller in the data has less avail-

able cash than the average price of a single Monthly Collectible; if they are to buy

a new one, they should first sell one of their own). The gender difference in pricing
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behavior could be taken as evidence for systematic differences in preferences over

time between male and female teenagers and young adults, similar to the findings

of Croson & Gneezy (2008). Alternatively, the findings about gender difference in

pricing behavior could be taken as further evidence about systematic gender differ-

ences in competitive behavior and attitudes, in line with the findings of Gneezy et al.

(2008). Alternatively, we can interpret our findings with regard to gender differences

in price-setting to be due to gender differences in competitive aptitudes. We would

then find that female sellers do not compete as fiercely as male sellers, in line with

the findings of Gneezy et al. (2003), Niederle & Vesterlund (2007), and Gneezy et al.

(2008). Our preferred interpretation is the former since our other findings indicate

that time-preferences, rather than competitive behavior, are the main driving force

behind sellers’ pricing decisions in this market.

Finally, we find that the buyer-to-seller ratio (the ratio between the arrival rates

of buyer and sellers) is a valid counterpart to the relationship between supply and

demand in other markets. We find that sellers facing more favorable conditions in the

form of more buyers per seller, raise their prices. This may indicate a demand level

effect (for example, more buyers per seller are an indicator of higher demand) or a

market power effect, in which having more buyers per seller increases sellers’ effective

market power. We find these effects to be considerably smaller that the effects of

market thickness, though.

The settings of a list-order market give sellers an advantage over buyers: a con-

tinuous and lasting presence in the market. In contrast, buyers can only operate

against the book of list-orders when they are at the market. As our findings show,

in such settings, even when other advantages sellers traditionally hold over buyers

(such as informational asymmetries or buyers’ search costs) are removed, the basic

market structure leaves sellers at an advantageous position. The unintuitive finding is

that increasing market thickness, which could be postulated to encourage competition

among sellers and mitigate sellers’ advantages over buyers, seems to be working in

favor of sellers; when facing thicker markets, sellers set higher prices than they would

in thinner markets. Higher prices may also mean that a smaller share of beneficial

transactions take place; thicker markets are less efficient in terms of allocating goods.
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Chapter 2

The World-Wide-Web and the US

News Market

We propose a framework for understanding how the Internet has affected the US

political news market. The framework is driven by the lower cost of production for

online news and consumers’ tendency to seek out media that conforms to their own

beliefs. The framework predicts that consumers of Internet news sources should hold

more extreme political views and be interested in more diverse political issues than

those who solely consume mainstream television news. We test these predictions using

two large datasets with questions about news exposure and political views. Generally

speaking, we find that consumers of generally left-of-center (right-of-center) cable

news sources who combine their cable news viewing with online sources are more

liberal (conservative) than those who do not. We also find that those who use online

news content are more likely than those who consume only television news content

to be interested in niche political issues.
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2.1 Introduction

The past two decades have brought significant changes to the news media environ-

ment (Morris 2005). A steady decline in the audience for broadcast network news

has been accompanied by a rise in cable news viewership, especially for the ideo-

logically conservative FOX News Channel (Morris 2007, Smith 2009). This shift was

concurrent with an unprecedented expansion in Internet access; it is increasingly com-

mon for consumers to use the Internet as a primary source of news and information

(Tewksbury 2006, Bimber & Davis 2003, Davis & Owen 1998).

In this paper we combine insights from economic theories of differentiated products

markets with theories of selective media exposure from social psychology and political

communication to develop a theoretical framework for understanding how the Internet

has affected the U.S. political news market. The driving force behind this framework

is the dramatically lower cost of production for Internet news sources relative to

traditional television news. Lower cost of production allows Internet news providers

to profitably provide news content to consumers with more diverse and less centrist

political views. Combining this insight with the concept of selective media exposure

- the idea that consumers tend to seek out media that conform to their own political

tastes - leads to the testable predictions that consumers of Internet news sources

should, on average, hold political views that are farther away from the center, and be

interested in more diverse political issues than those who solely consume mainstream

television news.

We test this using two datasets with items about news exposure and political

views. Generally speaking, we find that consumers of CNN, which is the most liberal

cable news source in our dataset, who use Internet news sources are more liberal than

CNN consumers who do not use Internet sources. Conversely, those who use the FOX

News Channel, which is the most conservative cable news source in our dataset, in

conjunction with Internet news content are more politically conservative than FOX

consumers who do not use Internet news sources. We also find that those who use

Internet news content are more likely than those who only consume television news

content to be interested in niche political issues that are less likely to be covered on
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mainstream television. Taken together, these results, which hold up to a series of

robustness checks, support our theoretical framework.

We believe that this study is important for several reasons. First, our framework

generates new predictions about the relationship between individuals’ news viewership

and their political views. Because the Internet allows consumers to fit their news

exposure to their own political preferences, these predictions tie our study to the

large and emerging literature on political polarization. Second, since the predicted

impact of the Internet on people’s political views depends on the other news sources

that they consume, these predictions provide support for Bimber’s (2005) argument

regarding the importance of interaction effects in empirical studies of the Internet.

Third, and perhaps most important, our framework can give theoretical grounding

for future work on the consequences of changes in the political news market.

The remainder of this paper is developed as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant

existing empirical research. Section 3 describes the theoretical framework we propose

and the predictions based on that framework. Section 4 describes the data used

in our empirical tests, and Section 5 presents the results of those tests. Section 6

concludes with a discussion of the implications of our findings for understanding the

media market and conducting future research.

2.2 Previous Empirical Research

Much of the previous empirical work on the relationship between consumers’ politi-

cal attitudes and views and their news source(s) comes out of the literature on the

political fragmentation of news consumers. Davis & Owen (1998), for example, com-

pare the attitudes of talk radio listeners, television news magazine viewers, and those

who acquire news and political information on the Internet using data from the 1996

American National Election Study (ANES) and find significant differences between

these groups. More recently, in a national survey of 1,506 adults, Mardenfeld et al.

(2006) find that self-identify liberals and moderates are more likely to choose ABC,

CBS, NBC, and CNN for their news rather than the FOX News Channel, while those

who self-identify as conservatives are more likely to choose FOX News. Similarly,
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Morris (2007) finds, using surveys from Pew conducted in 2004 and 2005, that FOX

News Channel viewers have distinct attitudes toward both President Bush and his

opposition. Stroud (2008), using data from the 2004 National Annenberg Election

Survey, shows that people’s political beliefs are related to their media exposure, a pat-

tern that persists across media types (newspapers, political talk radio, cable news,

and Internet).

While there is a literature on political fragmentation and the media news market,

the majority of previous studies have focused on network, cable, and talk radio,

not the Internet (see also, e.g., Mardenfeld et al. 2006, Morris 2005, Dimmick et al.

2004, Jones 2001). While Davis & Owen (1998) did include the Internet in their

study, their research used data collected well before the Internet explosion and the

rise of cable news (especially FOX News), so it is unclear whether their results still

describe the situation today. More generally, previous research has not studied the

relationship between a consumer’s source of news and his or her political attitudes

while looking simultaneously at network, cable, and Internet information sources.

This paper overcomes that deficiency in the literature by first developing a theoretical

framework of the political news market and then testing predictions derived from that

framework.

2.3 Theoretical Model

In this section we propose a framework for understanding the recent changes to the

political news market. We first discuss the two basic premises underlying our frame-

work; we then use the framework to derive predictions about the relationship between

the source of an individual’s news consumption and his or her political views and

opinions.

2.3.1 Premise I: The Demand Side - Selective Exposure

The first premise underlying our model is that consumers tend to expose themselves to

news content that covers issues they care about and is in line with their own political
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views. This premise is supported by a long line of literature from social psychology

and public opinion and communications research. Leon Festinger (1957) provided

the theoretical basis for the concept of selective exposure with his empirically based

psychological theory of cognitive dissonance, which posited that people tend to avoid

information that conflicts with their own opinions in favor of self-reinforcing messages.

Since then a number of studies have found strong empirical support for the concept

of selective exposure (recent studies include D’Alessio & Allen 2002, Chaffee et al.

2001, Taber & Lodge 2006, Stroud 2007). To be clear, we do not argue that selective

exposure is all that drives media selection. There are other factors such as interest in

news and current affairs that are also likely to affect the sources of news one seeks.

Our claim is that, ceteris paribus, people will seek out news presented by sources with

an ideological slant similar to their own (Iyengar 2007).

2.3.2 Premise II: The Supply Side - Internet News Saturates

the Taste Space

The second premise underlying our framework is that the news content available on

the Internet covers a wider range of political opinions and issues than that which is

available from more traditional news sources. This assertion is theoretically grounded

in the large difference in cost of production for Internet news sources relative to

mainstream television news sources.

The importance of the changing costs of production has been noted by several

authors studying the changing media (Baum 2003, Hamilton 2004, Prior 2007). As

these authors point out, the effect of a drop in cost is an increase in the number

of competitors providing news1. The lower cost means that a news provider needs

fewer audience members to be economically viable. Further, as Baum points out,

the increasingly competitive news environment causes broadcasters to try to reach

out to niche audiences, causing programming to grow more differentiated (2003, 35).

1Hamilton’s analysis, which is the closest to ours, focuses on the effects of lowered costs on
the provision of “soft” Vs. “hard” news (assuming that “hard” news have the positive externality
related to encouraging voters to vote and assisting them in making more informed voting decisions).
In contrast, we focus on differentiation along the dimension of political bias or slant, which has a
more symmetric structure of both costs and preferences.
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The models of differentiated products markets from the field of economics provide

theoretical support for why lower costs increase competition and cause programming

to become more diverse. Originally developed by Hotelling (1929), these models

describe behavior in markets where consumers have tastes that are distributed ac-

cording to some distribution function and prefer products close to their ideal point

in the distribution; producers in these markets select product positions so as to max-

imize profits2. One of the key results in the product differentiation literature is that

when people consume the product nearest to their ideal point (i.e., when selective

exposure occurs), lower production costs leads to saturation (see Eaton & Lipsey n.d.

for a comprehensive, if somewhat outdated, survey of the literature). The reason for

this is that producers need to recover their production costs; when production costs

are high, a large number of consumers is needed before profits can be made. As costs

decrease, fewer consumers are needed to recover the costs of production, so the mar-

ket can support more producers. When only a few producers enter the market, they

place themselves in a position where they are able to reach a lot of consumers, typi-

cally toward the center of the distribution. When costs are low, producers need fewer

consumers to be viable, so more producers will enter the market and, between them,

cover a greater range of locations in the market space. Thus, market segments that

may be too small to be served when production costs are high may become viable as

production costs decline3. In the case of the U.S. political news market, the drop in

production costs was particularly dramatic for the Internet. With this new medium,

the cost of news production was low enough to allow for the proliferation of politi-

cal blogs run by special interest groups and citizen journalists - many of which are

aimed at tiny niche audiences4. Catering to and connecting small, highly segmented

2The key distinction between our model and the existing literature on differentiated products
markets is that most of the existing literature restricts attention to cases where consumers purchase
at most one product, whereas individuals can and often do consume more than one news source.

3It is important to note that it is not necessarily the case that new producers provide this
additional content. It is entirely possible that the same producers diversify and provide more content.
Indeed, this appears to be occurring to some degree with the Internet. The New York Times, for
example, provides more content online than what is available in the higher cost print version of the
paper, and many of the cable news networks provide Internet-only content.

4Reduced content production costs leading to an increase in the range of views provided by news
outlets is not a unique feature of the Internet. See Section 5 for a brief review of the TV news
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markets has been a central feature of the Internet and the foundation of companies

such as EBay and Google’s keyword-driven marketing model. Because of the very low

cost of production and distribution of content, we argue that it is reasonable to view

the Internet as a medium that effectively saturates the entire taste space for political

news, allowing consumers to select whatever news content they desire, no matter how

far from the center of opinion it may be.

Figure 2.1 provides a graphical illustration of our argument. The mainstream

television news sources are all located relatively close to the center where they can still

attract a large enough audience to cover their high production costs. The Internet,

however, has saturated the taste space by providing news from all different ideological

perspectives.

Some empirical support for the wide range of news content available online can

be found in Smith (2009), where respondents report receiving political news not

only from the websites of traditional news outlets such as NBC, CNN, FOX News,

and the New York Times, but also from a plethora of solely Internet-based news

sources (politically oriented5 or not) and social networking websites. However, unlike

newspapers and TV news, whose political inclination has been mapped6, the evidence

is still thin with regard to the political inclination or slant of online news sources.

2.3.3 Putting the Pieces Together - Developing Hypotheses

Taken together, these two premises allow us to make a series of testable hypothe-

ses regarding the political views of those who seek out news on the Internet versus

their counterparts who do not, as well as differences between the two groups in the

importance they attribute to certain issues.

Our first empirical hypotheses deal with the relationship between individuals’

ideological views and the source of the news they consume. The basic idea is that

individuals whose ideological preferences are not completely served by mainstream

industry moving through a similar process with the arrival of cable news networks.
5Some of the solely Internet-based news sources, especially the political ones, are reincarnations

of older forms of political communications, such as specialized newsletters, that are taking advantage
of the lower production cost and greater ease of exposure to new audiences.

6See Groseclose & Milyo (2005), Gentzkow & Shapiro (2006).
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Figures and Tables 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Graphical representation of the model. Here, the distribution of political views 

within the population represents the local demand for political bias, and high cost 

mainstream media locate at discrete points close to the center of this distribution25.  Due 

to the very low cost of production and distribution of Internet news, there are minimal 

barriers to entry that lead us to model the Internet as filling in the entire continuum and 

saturating the taste space for political bias. Thus, when viewing online content, 

consumers can choose news that fits their political opinion exactly.

                                                 
25 While the model as laid out uses the bell shaped distribution of political views, this is 

not a necessary assumption.  We simply need the range of political views and issues 

represented to increase as the cost of providing content decreases.  This intuitive result 

could arise in a number of ways.  For example, using the logic behind spatial location 

models (and the Median Voter Theorem), if every consumer consumes only the news 

source closest to his own political views and the cost is high enough so that no more than 

two firms can enter the market profitably, then the only views represented in equilibrium 

will be that of the median consumer – regardless of the shape of the distribution of tastes. 

Centrist Very 
Conservative 

Very 
 Liberal 

Mainstream Media  
(few distinct ideological positions) 

Distribution of 
Political Views 

Internet saturates the space 
of political views  
(Wide variety covering the entire 
ideological spectrum) 

Figure 2.1: Graphical representation of the model. Here, the distribution of political
views within the population represents the local demand for political bias, and high
cost mainstream media locate at discrete points close to the center of this distribution.
Due to the very low cost of production and distribution of Internet news, there are
minimal barriers to entry that lead us to model the Internet as filling in the entire
continuum and saturating the taste space for political bias. Thus, when viewing
online content, consumers can choose news that fits their political opinion exactly.
While the model as laid out uses the bell shaped distribution of political views, this
is not a necessary assumption. We simply need the range of political views and issues
represented to increase as the cost of providing content decreases. This intuitive
result could arise in a number of ways. For example, using the logic behind spatial
location models (and the Median Voter Theorem), if every consumer consumes only
the news source closest to his own political views and the cost is high enough so
that no more than two firms can enter the market profitably, then the only views
represented in equilibrium will be that of the median consumer - regardless of the
shape of the distribution of tastes.
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television news sources (because their views are further from the center) will tend

to search the Internet to get news that is more complementary to their views. We

do not argue that everyone who uses Internet news is an ideological non-centrist, or

even that a majority of Internet users are non-centrists. Rather, we argue that the

share of non-centrists who search the Internet for news rather than get news only

from mainstream television sources will be larger than the corresponding share of

non-centrists. Thus, when you compare those who consume news on the Internet,

a group that includes a larger share of non-centrists, to those who do not consume

news on the Internet, the group who searches for news on the Internet will be further

from the ideological center.

The predictions about viewers’ ideological positions that we will test here deal

with those consumers who are getting news from the sources that appeal most to the

viewers on the left and right, which in our dataset are, respectively, CNN and FOX

News. Our own analysis, which is available in our online Appendix A, shows that

CNN viewers are more liberal/Democratic than the viewers of any other TV station

in our data, and FOX News viewers are more conservative/Republican than viewers

of any other TV station. These results are consistent with the 2004 Pew study of

Media Credibility, which shows that Fox and CNN are the two networks viewed most

differently by Democrats and Republicans. Fox is the only network viewed as more

believable by Republicans than by Democrats, and CNN has the widest gap in the

other direction. Similarly, a survey of newspaper editors in 2003 by the Center for

Survey Research and Analysis at the University of Connecticut shows that an equal

percentage of respondents view CNN as liberal as view Fox as conservative: 18 percent

in both cases (see Groseclose & Milyo (2005) for evidence of content bias and Posner

(2005) and Stroud (2008) as examples that treat CNN as a liberal news sources). In

sum, Liberals/Democrats are more likely than Conservatives/Republicans to watch

CNN and believe CNN, while the opposite is true for Fox News.

For the purposes of our model, it is useful to divide those who are using non-

centrist cable television news sources into three groups. Let us use FOX News viewers

as an example. There are viewers who are more conservative than FOX News, viewers

who have roughly the same ideological position as FOX News, and viewers who are
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more liberal than FOX News. From our theoretical framework, we would expect the

FOX viewers who hold roughly the same ideological position as FOX News itself to

be satisfied with the coverage they get; thus, we do not expect these individuals to

supplement with other sources.

We expect that those FOX News viewers who are more conservative than FOX

News will supplement their news consumption by using an additional news source that

is more conservative than FOX. Since these viewers will not find another television

outlet more conservative than FOX, the most widely available option available to

these consumers is the Internet7. Thus, we should find that the most conservative

FOX viewers supplement their Fox News viewership with Internet news content. Our

theoretical framework further suggests that those FOX viewers who are more liberal

than FOX News will also seek to supplement their news consumption with a news

source that is closer to their own ideological preference. While these individuals can

use the Internet to supplement their news consumption, they also have the option of

using other television broadcast news sources that are more liberal than FOX News.

Since we are already conditioning on the fact that these individuals use television

to get their news, the marginal effort needed for these individuals to get news from

other television sources is lower than the marginal effort of seeking out news on the

Internet. As a result, we expect these viewers, or at least a significant portion of

them, to supplement their FOX News Channel consumption by simply changing the

channel and watching more liberal news sources, such as national network broadcast

news or CNN.

When we combine these insights together, we get the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1. Of those who watch the FOX News Channel, individuals who also

get news from the Internet will be more conservative than other FOX News Channel

viewers.

We can follow the same type of logic to reach the following hypothesis about the

most liberal television news source in our study, CNN:

7The model is easily extendable to include additional media sources, such as radio and print
media. We concentrate on TV and Internet news mainly due to the fact that our data involves these
types of media.
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Hypothesis 2. Of those who watch CNN news, individuals who also get news from

the Internet will be more liberal than other CNN news viewers.

Our final empirical hypothesis deals with the relationship between individuals’

source of news and the issues they believe to be important. As H1 and H2 suggest, one

motive for seeking Internet news can be a search for greater ideological purity in issue

coverage8. Interest in issues not covered by mainstream broadcast news may provide

another motive. Mainstream broadcast news is time-constrained and thus chooses to

cover a subset of issues most viewers find important. In contrast, Internet news can

focus on niche issues; some Internet news providers even dedicate themselves to such

issues. Therefore, people who are interested in more diverse political issues are more

likely to seek out news on the Internet. People interested in a broad range of political

issues are more likely to identify a low salience issue as the single most important

current issue than people with a narrow range of political interest. Combining these

two observations about people with a broad range of political interests yields our final

hypothesis9:

Hypothesis 3. Individuals who use the Internet for news should be more likely to

identify low-salience political issues as important than those who rely solely upon

mainstream television content.

One implication of our hypotheses is that those who use Internet news should be

more politically polarized. It is important to note that this is not a causal statement;

that is, we do not claim that the Internet has a polarizing effect on the electorate.

Rather, we claim that those who are already polarized should be the most likely to use

the Internet for news. In future research, we hope to address whether this mechanism

8For example, a very conservative (liberal) person who is particularly interested in the war on
terror (the war in Iraq) may be unsatisfied with the coverage of the war they find on FOX (CNN)
and hence seek out especially conservative (liberal) web sites to supplement that coverage.

9The logic behind Hypothesis 3 is one of consumer selection. There may be an alternative (supply
side) explanation for a correlation between interest in low-salience issues and seeking out news online.
The supply side argument would be that people who go online seeking news for reasons of ideological
purity are exposed to a broader set of political issues and therefore are more likely to find one of the
low-salience issues to be the most important. Both arguments yield the same observable correlation,
and we take no stance as to which is stronger.
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has a causal effect10 on the views of political non-centrists.

2.4 Data

The primary dataset we use to test hypotheses H1-H3 comes from a unique collection

of public affairs surveys that thus far have not been used in academic research. The

surveys were administered by Knowledge Networks, a survey research company, to its

nationally representative online KnowledgePanel R©of United States residents as part

of the company’s panel retention program. The surveys were conducted over a period

of seven years (between April 2000 and June 2007), and given to 117,955 respondents

during this time. Since only the most recent responses were kept for each individual,

our dataset is essentially a large rolling cross-section. Additional details about panel

composition, sampling scheme, respondent demographics and calculation of response

rates are provided in our online Appendix B.

One issue in using these data is that the sampling scheme used in administering

surveys can potentially cause certain groups to be over- or under-represented in the

sample. We correct for this potential sample composition problem in our analyses

by using rim weights to adjust our sample composition to match that of the national

population. To verify that our correction did not drive the results, we also present in

Appendix A the results of these analyses when using unweighted sample means and

running OLS regressions with all available demographic variables as controls.

Additionally, whenever possible, we check the robustness of our findings by repli-

cating the analysis using the biennial media consumption surveys done by the Pew

Research Center1112. In particular, we were able to use the individuals from the 2002,

2004, and 2006 waves of Pew’s biennial media consumption survey , who were asked

10See more about this point in Section 6.
11We did not use the 1998 and 2000 waves because, as is detailed in Online Appendix A, during

those waves CNN and Fox news consumers were not significantly more liberal and conservative,
respectively, than their counterparts. Since hypotheses H2 and H3 are about the behavior of those
consumers who use the rightmost and leftmost television news sources, it would not be appropriate
to include these years in that analysis.

12See Online Appendix B for more details on sampling scheme, response rates and weight calcula-
tion for the Pew surveys. Questionnaires and additional information are available at http://people-
press.org/dataarchive/
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about their use of the cable channels FOX and CNN for news13 to test hypotheses

H1 and H2. We were not able to test hypothesis H3 using the Pew data because

respondents in the Pew dataset were not asked any questions about which issue they

thought to be most important.

2.5 Analysis

Recall that our theoretical framework suggests that consumers whose ideological per-

spectives are not adequately covered by the mainstream media should be more likely

to use the Internet for news. Using this insight, we formed hypotheses about the

relationship between getting news from the Internet and the ideological positioning

of those using the least ideologically centrist television news sources available (see H1

and H2).

The first of these predictions that we test, hypothesis H1, states that among those

who watch news from the rightmost television news source, the FOX News Channel,

those who also get news from the Internet will be more conservative than FOX News

viewers who do not cite the Internet as a news source. To test this hypothesis, we first

limited the sample to those who responded that they watched a regularly scheduled

FOX News program frequently14. Among these consumers, we identified Internet

news consumers as those who responded that they searched the Internet for news15

at least three times a week. We then compared the ideological position of these

13In each of the three waves, the questions about the consumption of news from Fox and CNN
were part of a split ballot and were only asked to a portion of the sample. In 2002 and 2004, the
question was given to 50 percent of the sample; in 2006, the question was given to 25 percent of the
sample.

14See Appendix B for the questionnaire text and variable definitions.
15Respondents were not asked what type of news they were seeking online, which websites they

went to or to what extent and in which direction were these online news sources biased, but PEW’s
November 2004 Internet & American Life Project survey suggests that the sources are diverse. The
study found that 18% of online users reported getting “news or information about politics and
upcoming campaigns” on the previous day. Even though many of the traditional mainstream media
outlets have an online presence that accounts for most of news readership online, 29% of those
who get their news online list smaller websites as a source for political news information; the vast
majority of these are solely Internet-based news websites. Nine percent of online users reported
reading political blogs frequently or sometimes.
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consumers to Fox News viewers who searched the Internet for news less frequently.

We measured the ideological position of these groups of consumers in two dif-

ferent ways. First, we used their self-identified liberal-conservative position (with

increasing values indicating increasing levels of conservatism). While respondents

were asked about their liberal-conservative position in both the Knowledge Networks

and Pew surveys, the available responses differed across the two surveys. In the

Knowledge Networks data, respondents’ liberal-conservative positions were measured

on a seven-point scale16, while the Pew data used a five-point scale17. Second, for the

Knowledge Networks data, we also used respondents’ self-identified five-point party

identification, where increasing values indicate increasing levels of attachment to the

Republican party18. Party identification was not used in analyzing the Pew data

because respondents in the Pew surveys were not asked about the strength of their

identification. For both of these measures, we calculated the difference between FOX

viewers who consume Internet news and those who do not. The results are presented

in Table 2.1.

The dependent variables used in Table 2.1 are measured so that increasing values

indicate increasing levels of conservatism/attachment to the Republican party among

respondents. Thus, the positive values in Table 2.1 show that FOX News viewers who

also search for news online are more conservative and have a stronger attachment to

the Republican party than FOX News viewers who do not use online news sources19.

In terms of magnitude, the estimated differences are substantively significant. For

example, the estimates based on the Knowledge Networks data suggest that the

difference in conservatism between FOX News viewers who search the Internet for

16The liberal-conservative scale in the Knowledge Networks data has the following values: 1=
Extremely liberal, 2=Liberal, 3=Slightly liberal, 4=Moderate, middle of the road, 5=Slightly con-
servative, 6=Conservative, and 7=Extremely conservative.

17The liberal-conservative scale in the Pew data has the following values: 1= Extremely liberal,
2=Liberal, 3=Moderate, 4=Conservative, and 5=Extremely conservative.

18The respondent’s party id were determined as part of a two stage question - the first about which
party they identify with, and the second question (asked only if the response to the first one was
“Democrat” or “Republican”) about the strength of party association. The scale takes the following
values: 1=Strong Democrat 2=Weak Democrat, 3=Independent, 4=Weak Republican, 5=Strong
Republican.

19This result holds for the two other estimates as well (unweighted means and OLS regressions),
as is shown in Appendix A.
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Table 1. The Ideological/Partisan Difference between Internet News Users and Non-

Internet News Users Among Fox News Viewers 

Party Identification (Knowledge Networks data) 
Difference in Weighted Means 0.92** 

Std. Error 0.04 
N 17,503 

  
Liberal-Conservative Position (Knowledge Networks data) 

Difference in Weighted Means 0.92*** 
Std. Error 0.05 

N 17,178 
 
Liberal-Conservative Position (Pew data) 

Difference in Weighted Means 0.31** 
Std. Error 0.12 

N 742   
(*) significant at 10% level (**) significant at 5% level (***) significant at 1% level. The 

sample is limited to Fox News viewers; the point estimates indicate the difference 

between the weighted means of Internet and non-Internet news users in terms of their 

party identification and liberal-conservative position.  See Appendix B for the exact 

definitions of each of the variables and their coding schemes.  

 

Table 2.1: The ideological/partisan difference between Internet news users and non-
Internet news users among Fox news Viewers. (*) significant at 10% level (**) sig-
nificant at 5% level (***) significant at 1% level. The sample is limited to Fox News
viewers; the point estimates indicate the difference between the weighted means of
Internet and non-Internet news users in terms of their party identification and liberal-
conservative position. See Appendix B for the exact definitions of each of the variables
and their coding schemes.
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news and those who do not is nearly a full point. Since the full range of the scale

between those who are extremely liberal and those who are extremely conservative is

only six points, a difference of one point is quite large. This difference is even more

striking when considering the fact that the sample is limited to those who watch FOX

News, who are already located right of center.

We found similar results when we tested our hypothesis that CNN viewers who also

get news from the Internet are more liberal than CNN news viewers who do not. As

with the analysis of FOX News viewers, we measured respondents’ positions by using

both their self-identified liberal-conservative position and their party identification;

the results are presented in Table 2.2.

 32

Table 2. The Ideological/Partisan Difference between Internet News Users and Non-
Internet News Users Among CNN News Viewers 
Party Identification (Knowledge Networks data) 

Difference in Weighted Means -0.24** 
Std. Error 0.11 

N 7,713 
  
Liberal-Conservative Position (Knowledge Networks data) 

Difference in Weighted Means -0.62*** 
Std. Error 0.14 

N 7,214 
 
Liberal-Conservative Position (Pew data) 

Difference in Weighted Means -0.29** 
Std. Error 0.12 

N 733   
 (*) significant at 10% level (**) significant at 5% level (***) significant at 1% level. The 

sample is limited to CNN news viewers; the point estimates indicate the difference 

between the weighted means of Internet news and non-Internet news users in terms of 

their party identification and their liberal-conservative position.  See Appendix B for the 

exact definitions of each of the variables and their coding schemes.  

Table 2.2: The ideological/partisan difference between Internet news users and non-
Internet news users among CNN news Viewers. (*) significant at 10% level (**)
significant at 5% level (***) significant at 1% level. The sample is limited to CNN
News viewers; the point estimates indicate the difference between the weighted means
of Internet and non-Internet news users in terms of their party identification and
liberal-conservative position. See Appendix B for the exact definitions of each of the
variables and their coding schemes.

Again, the dependent variables are measured so that increasing values indicate

increasing levels of conservatism/attachment to the Republican party among respon-

dents. Thus, the negative coefficients in Table 2.1 show that CNN viewers who also
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search for news online are more liberal and more attached to the Democratic party

than their counterparts who do not20. These results are both statistically and sub-

stantively significant21.

Our final hypothesis, H3, is that those who use the Internet will be more likely to

identify low-salience issues as being important than those who rely only on television

news content. Our comparison in this case is between those who use the Internet

for news, whether or not they also use television sources, and those who use only

television sources and not the Internet22. Respondents who do not report frequent

use of either news source (29.0 percent of the sample) were excluded from the analysis.

We measured the dependent variable, whether the respondent identified a lower-

salience issue as being the most important issue, by using respondents’ answers to

the question “In your opinion, what is the most important issue facing the U.S. to-

day?,” which has been a part of Knowledge Networks’ public affairs questionnaire

since 2005. Respondents could choose one of seven specified answers (Taxes, Educa-

tion, War on terrorism, Situation in Iraq, Economy/Jobs, Moral issues, Healthcare)

or choose “Other (please specify:).” We proxy for interest in less salient issues in

two ways. First, we rank the categories in terms of their response rates and code

respondents choosing one of the three least popular responses as being interested in

less salient issues23. Second, since the available answers to the question represent the

issues that are dealt with most frequently in the mainstream media, the likelihood of

choosing “Other” represents interest in a wider variety of issues than those available

in mainstream media. Thus, as an alternative, we code those respondents reporting

some other issue as the issue they care most about as being interested in less salient

issues. We report results using both outcome measures, and they are qualitatively

similar.

20This result holds for the two other estimates as well (unweighted means and OLS regressions),
as is shown in Appendix A.

21It is impossible to interpret the differences between the sizes of the effects for CNN and FOX
viewers without imposing a cardinal interpretation on a scale that is only ordinal in nature.

22Specifically, the comparison group is those who did not search the Internet for news frequently,
but did report frequently watching television news programs from at least one of the three following
sources: national network news, CNN, or Fox News. See Online Appendix B for further details on
variable construction.

23Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for this idea.
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Table 3. The Difference between Internet News Users and Non-Internet 
News Users in Terms of the Diversity of Issues Considered Important 
Likelihood of Identifying “Other” as Most Important Issue (Knowledge 
Networks data) 

Difference in Weighted Means 1.9*** 
Std. Error 0.3 

N 34,477     
Likelihood of Identifying a Less Salient Issue as Most Important Issue 
(Knowledge Networks data) 

Difference in Weighted Means 2.9*** 
Std. Error 0.4 

N 34,477     
 (*) significant at 10% level (**) significant at 5% level (***) significant at 1% level. The 

point estimates indicate the difference between the weighted means of Internet and non-

Internet news users for the given dependent variables. See Appendix B for the exact 

definitions of each of the variables and their coding schemes. 

  

Table 2.3: The Difference between Internet News Users and Non-Internet News Users
in Terms of the Diversity of Issues Considered Important. (*) significant at 10% level
(**) significant at 5% level (***) significant at 1% level. The point estimates indicate
the difference between the weighted means of Internet and non-Internet news users
for the given dependent variables. See Appendix B for the exact definitions of each
of the variables and their coding schemes.

Table 2.3 reports the difference, in percentage points, of the weighted means be-

tween the two groups. The positive value indicates that Internet news consumers are

1.9 percentage points more likely than the non-Internet television news consumers

to select the category “Other” when identifying the most important issue and 2.9

percentage points more likely than non-Internet television news consumers to select

a “less salient” issue as their most important. Both differences are statistically sig-

nificant. Moreover, since roughly 6 percent of all respondents report “Other” as the

most important issue, and 10 percent report one of the three least salient issues as

the most important, both effects represent large percentage differences in interest in

low-salience issues.

In addition to the results in Tables 2.1-2.3, we also estimated the results using

unweighted sample means and running OLS regressions with all available demographic

variables as controls; these results, presented in conjunction with the results for the

weighted means in Appendix A24, are supportive of the findings here. It is also worth

24To economize on space, tables including the coefficients on all the demographic variables in the
OLS regressions were relegated to Online Appendix C.
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noting that all of the tests performed above compared those who use the Internet

and a non-centrist cable television news source to all others who are using the same

non-centrist television news source. In other words, our comparison group in the

tests, the non-Internet news users, included those who are just using the non-centrist

television news source, those who are using the non-centrist television news source

and watching national network news broadcasts, and those who are using both non-

centrist television news sources. A stronger version of these hypotheses is that the

Internet news users should be further from the ideological center than each of these

three groups separately. We performed tests for these stronger hypotheses and present

the results in our Online Appendix D; the results support the findings obtained here.

2.6 Conclusion

Over the past few decades, the electronic news media environment has experienced

significant change. From the 1960s through the early 1980s, it could be described as

a homogenous system controlled by three major networks (ABC, NBC, and CBS), all

of which were vying for the median viewer. In terms of news coverage, the messages

were aimed to appeal to the most centrist opinion as the networks fought for market

share. Since the 1980s, the number of news sources available to news consumers has

expanded dramatically, first with the growth of cable networks and then with the

expansion of the Internet. One of the key features of cable and especially Internet

news is that, relative to network news, the costs of production for these outlets are

much lower. Cheaper production costs make it feasible for these news sources to rely

on smaller audiences that are positioned further from center or are more interested

in niche political issues to recuperate their costs. Internet news providers, who face

even lower costs than cable networks, essentially saturate the market for non-centrist

political news.

In this paper, we have outlined a theoretical framework for understanding how the

reduced costs of producing and distributing news, combined with the consumers’ ten-

dency to selectively expose themselves to media with which they agree, have changed
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the U.S. political news market by giving consumers more control over their informa-

tion environment. We formulated and tested several predictions of this theoretical

framework, and the results suggest that some people are using this extra control over

their news environment to seek out news that appeals to them. We found that those

who use the Internet to supplement their consumption of news from the most non-

centrist television sources (CNN and FOX) are further from the ideological center

than their counterparts who do not. Further, those who use the Internet for news are

interested in a broader array of issues than those who do not.

The results of our study also have important implications for the growing literature

on the polarization of the electorate. Sunstein (2001) has argued that the Internet will

increase the polarization of the electorate by allowing consumers to place themselves

into echo chambers; rather than operating in an open society of diverse ideas and

discussion, people can limit their discussion and interaction to those whose opinion

are similar to their own, leaving little opportunity for their ideas to be challenged.

Our results suggest that the necessary conditions for the echo chamber effect are in

place; people are using the Internet to expose themselves to opinions similar to their

own. Future research is needed to test whether there is in fact a causal relationship

between Internet news readership and political polarization or whether the observed

correlations are driven by self-selection. Even if most of the opinion fragmentation

is found to be due to self-selection, the increased information and/or propaganda

buttressing initial reactions can help solidify more polarized positions. The results of

future causal investigations will be an important contribution to the growing literature

on the media’s causal effect on individuals’ political attitudes and behaviors (e.g.,

DellaVigna & Kaplan 2007, Stroud 2007).

Finally, our results show that the relationship between searching news online and

one’s political attitudes depends on what other news sources, if any, the individual

uses. This provides evidence supportive of Bimber’s point that “The Internet does

not represent a singular mode of communication, but a flexible and adaptable set of

opportunities for communication that can be exploited by individuals and groups in

many ways” (2005, 16). Researchers should bear this in mind when developing theory

and testing predictions about the political causes and effects of Internet use.
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Chapter 3

The Effects of Online News on

Political Behavior

The emergence of the World Wide Web as a source of news and as a medium for

political debate was predicted to have significant effects on the political arena. First,

the Internet allows access to cheap news, lowering the information costs of getting

involved in the political process, and thus predicted to increase political participa-

tion. Cheap customizable news sources, coupled with the use of the Internet as a

medium for political debate was predicted by Sunstein (2001) to bring about “echo

chamber” effects, a process through which selective exposure to customized media and

to interacting with like-minded people leads to a fragmented and polarized society.

We measure the effects of online news readership on both political participation and

political polarization using a unique set of political and media usage surveys fielded

between 2000 and 2007, which we combine with information about the availability of

broadband internet services. We find that online news readership increases interest

in politics but does not affect subsequent outcomes such as political participation or

polarization.
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3.1 Introduction

The rising prominence of the Internet among other media types (Smith 2009) empha-

sizes the need to test whether early predictions about the sociopolitical implications

of this new form of media were right. We focus on two main predictions about the

effects that the Internet was supposed to have: First, the Internet gives people access

to cheap or even free information, and broader dissemination of information about

politics may increase political participation (Feddersen 2004, Putnam 2000). The

second prediction we address is Sunstein’s (2001, 2007) hypothesized echo chamber

effect. The prediction is that the Internet and its associated technologies allow media

consumers to select and customize the information they get exposed to and to limit

their interactions to like-minded people, creating a feedback loop (the echo chamber)

which reinforces people’s views and makes them more extreme.

One of the most important drivers of political participation, partisanship and to

some extent political views is interest in politics (see, for example Verba & Nie (1972),

Wolfinger & Rosenstone (1980), Verba et al. (1995)). That implies that in addition

to the direct effects that online news readership might have on political participation

and polarization, there may be an indirect effect in action: online news readership

might affect people’s interest in politics, which in turn affects political participation

and polarization.

We use a unique set of political and media usage surveys fielded between 2000 and

2007 which we combine with information about the availability of broadband services

to estimate the causal effects of online news readership on survey respondents’ interest

in politics, their levels of political participation and their political views. Estimation

of a causal effect of online news readership is made possible by using changes in the

availability of broadband services in respondents’ zipcodes over the period prior to

them taking the survey as instruments for the frequency respondents seek news online.

The surveys were administered to 117, 955 over the 8 year period, during which there

were considerable changes in the availability of broadband internet services and in the

consumption of online news. Our identification strategy is based on the assumption

that the availability of broadband internet may affect consumption of online news but
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does not directly affect any of the outcome variables we examine: interest in politics,

the likelihood of being a registered voter, the probability of voting, the ideological

distance from the midpoint on a liberal-conservative scale, or strength of partisan

identity. When estimating the effects of online news readership on these political

outcomes we allow for both a direct effect (online news readership affect political

participation or political polarization directly) and an indirect effect (online news

readership affects interest in politics which in turn affects political participation or

polarization).

We find that online news readership affects interest in politics: increasing a per-

sons’ frequency of online news readership by one standard deviation increases their

interest in politics by 0.371 standard deviations. This finding is significant both sta-

tistically (Z score of 5.35) and substantively: an increase in the full range of online

news readership frequency, from “never” to “three times a week or more” increases

interest in politics by almost a full category, e.g. from “somewhat interested” to “very

interested” or from “not interested at all” to “slightly interested”.

The effects of online news readership on interest in politics do not carry over to

influence political participation, when measured in terms of either voter registration

or actually turning out to vote in presidential elections. The total effect of online

news readership on voter registration (the sum of the direct effect and the indirect

effect working through raising interest in politics) is negative and not statistically

significant: an increase of one category the frequency of online news readership trans-

lates into a decrease of 2.2% in the probability of registering to vote, with a standard

deviation of 2.1%; At the 95% level we can rule out an increase in voter registration

by more than 1.94%. Our findings about voter turnout are similar: the total effect of

the frequency of online news readership on voter turnout is negative and not statisti-

cally significant. An increase of one category the frequency of online news readership

translates into a decrease of 0.621% in voter turnout with a standard error of 2.178%;

At the 95% level we can rule out a positive effect larger than 3.647% on voter turnout.

Our findings are slightly less conclusive about the effects of online news readership

on political polarization. The total effect of online news readership on ideological
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extremism, when measured as the distance from the midpoint on a self reported 7-

point Liberal-Conservative scale, are small and only significant at the 90% Level:

increasing the frequency of online news readership by one category drives people

away from the midpoint by 0.103 units n the 0-3 scale. The total effect of online news

readership on partisanship are practically nonexistent: an increase of one category in

the frequency of online news readership increases partisanship by 0.0072 on a scale

in which 0 is “independent” and 2 is a “strong partisan”, with the standard error

being 0.0552. With 95% confidence we can rule out effects larger than an increase of

0.115: increasing the frequency of online news readership by one standard deviation

increases partisanship by at most 0.19 standard deviations of partisanship. These

effects are smaller than the effects of gender, a college education or racial / ethnic

origin (for blacks and Hispanics).

As a whole, the findings suggest that the early predictions about the effects of

online media on political participation and on political polarization did not come

true: neither is happening at a noticeable scale. There may be several potential ex-

planations for the lack of any effect except for raising respondents’ interest in politics.

The prediction that online news availability would increase political participation is

based on the premise that online news lower the cost of being informed about politics

and the political process. The lack of effect may mean that (a) the costs associated

with political participation are not related to the cost of information; (b) informa-

tional costs are an important barrier to political participation, but these costs may

be non-monetary costs. Rather, they are the cost in terms of other resources related

to becoming informed, such as time and attention; or (c) the incremental reduction

in the cost of information that results from consuming news online is not significant,

as people today are already saturated by all the political information they can use.

Alternatively, there may be methodological reasons that cause underestimation of

the effect of online news on political participation: survey respondents tend to signif-

icantly over-report being a registered voter or actually showing up to vote (Katosh

& Traugott 1981, Sigelman 1982). Silver et al. (1986) show that survey respondents

most inclined to over report their voting are “those who are highly educated, those

most supportive of the regime norm of voting, and those to whom the norm of voting
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is most salient” - these are the same characteristics of both those who are actually

vote and those who read online news. If online news readership reduces the likeli-

hood of over-reporting political participation, it may in fact be increasing political

participation without leaving measurable traces.

Online news readership not significantly affecting political polarization may be

the result of several reasons, stemming from both substantive sources (the nature of

the processes the effects of which we measure) and methodological: (a) It may be

too early to observe the effects of online news on polarization: the socio-political pro-

cesses of creating “echo chambers” and a balkanized society may be slow, and their

effects may only be visible over longer periods of time; (b) The measures we use for

polarization are distances from the neutral point on a self-reported ideological and

partisan scale. Survey respondents may take into account their close peer group when

deciding whether to label themselves as “moderate” or “extreme” Liberals (Conser-

vative), or when labeling themselves as “weak partisan” or “strong partisans”. If self

labeling is done by comparing one’s opinions to their peer group, the breakdown of

the populous to smaller isolated groups of like-minded people Sunstein (2001, 2007)

predicts is not likely to result in people reporting themselves as more extreme.

This paper contributes to the emerging literature about the political effects of

media. Stromberg (2004), Gentzkow (2006), Snyder & Stromberg (2008), Gentzkow

et al. (2009) study effects of media on turnout: Stromberg (2004) estimates that

the increasing use of radio in 1920-1940 led to an increase in votes per capita of

about 5.5 % in gubernatorial elections; Gentzkow (2006) estimates that the increasing

use of television in 1950-1970 reduced house elections turnout in the non-South by

5.6 % in off-year elections and 3.1 % in presidential elections; Snyder & Stromberg

(2008) find that local newspaper coverage is associated with an increase in turnout in

house elections, but at a much lower rate - up to 0.8 %; Gentzkow et al. (2009) find

that newspapers have a positive effect on political participation, with one additional

newspaper increasing both presidential and congressional turnout by approximately

0.3 %. The recurring theme in these paper is that “serious” relevant political news,

such as the type of news available in local newspapers and radio stations (unlike the

“soft news” often offered on television (Baum 2003)) increase political participation.
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Our findings (or rather, non-findings) that online news do not affect voter turnout can

fit into this literature: online news is diversified, and includes both “soft” and “hard”

news, both local and national (and even international), and as such may affect people

in either direction. Our study expands this literature by extending the causal analysis

based on market entry to a new type of media, online news, as well as measuring its

effects on polarization and interest in politics. The existing literature on the effect

of the internet on political outcomes has mixed findings. Bimber (2001) does not

find that accessing news online affect voter turnout among people who can access the

Internet. In contrast, Tolbert & Mcneal (2003) find that access to internet increases

voter turnout significantly, and predict that providing everyone with Internet access

would have increased voter turnout by a 6.96% in the 1996 presidential elections and

by 12.5% in the 2000 presidential elections. These findings are larger than our findings

and lie outside the 95% confidence interval we calculate. The paper also contributes

to the recent literature on political polarization: it tests Sunstein’s (2001, 2007)

conjecture that the Internet would increase political polarization. Nie et al. (2010)

show that online news readership is indeed correlated with being more politically

extreme, but provide a theoretical framework in which such correlation may be a

result of a selection mechanism, not only a causal polarizing effect of online news.

Our findings about effects of online news readership on political polarization, or rather

lack thereof, are in line with Fiorina & Abrams (2008), who find no recent increase

or other trends in several different measures of political polarization.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3.2 reviews the theoret-

ical reasoning behind the different predictions about the effects of the internet on

political outcomes. Section 3.3 details the empirical strategy we follow in order to

asses whether the predictions came true. Section 3.4 described the data used for the

estimation process, followed by the analysis and findings in Section 3.5. Section 3.6

concludes with a discussion and interpretation of the findings.
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3.2 Theory

This paper studies the interactions among several elements in media usage and po-

litical behavior: interest in politics, participation in the political process, political

polarization, online news readership, and availability of broadband services. This

section details the interrelations among these elements:

Online News and Political Participation: We follow the logic of Riker &

Ordeshook (1968), Wolfinger & Rosenstone (1980), Powell (1986) in claiming that

participation in the political process is a costly endeavor. Factors that impact the

costs of political participation may include substantive factors such as registration

requirements, the time required to think about the voting decision, as well as “inci-

dental” factors such as the distance to polling location, the weather on election day,

and so forth. Game-theoretic models of voting show that people with access to bet-

ter quality information about candidates and issues should vote in greater numbers

(Feddersen & Pesendorfer 1996, 1999). Reading news online is an interactive and

more engaging experience than passive types of media. Online news reduce the cost

of informing one’s self about practically any issue, related to politics or otherwise, by

being accompanied by links to related topics and being bundled with access to search

engines and free resources such as archives and encyclopedias. The increased ease of

searching an researching issues may also be viewed improving the quality of informa-

tion media consumers get. Thus, online news were predicted to increase participation

in the political process by reducing the cost of information and by providing better

quality information.

Online News and Political Polarization: Media consumers tend to expose

themselves to news content that covers issues they care about and is in line with

their own political views (Festinger 1957, D’Alessio & Allen 2002, Chaffee et al. 2001,

Taber & Lodge 2006, Stroud 2007). Similarly, they seek out discussions and social ties

with like-minded people. Sunstein (2001, 2007) hypothesizes that since the Internet

enhances people’s ability to do both these types of selections (selection of media one

is exposed to and selection of the social environment through which media messages

are interpreted and mediated) they will over time enclose themselves in information
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cocoons, where political discourse will take the form of echo chambers in which the

opinions are echoed but not challenged. The prediction is that over time the smaller

groups of like-minded would drift apart, resulting in a fragmented and polarized

society.

News Readership and Political Interest: Information has a central role in

forming political beliefs and opinions and in participating in the political process.

Yet, it is hard to disentangle the relationship between news readership and political

interest: effects in both ways seem likely. On one hand, it is likely that increasing

one’s interest in politics would make them read more news. On the other hand,

it is possible that exposure to news (political and other) would invigorate people’s

political thinking and increase their interest in politics. Online news, on which we

focus in this paper, are one among several media sources that provide consumers with

political news (as well as other types of news).

Broadband Availability and Online News Readership: Horrigan & Rainie

(2002) show that people who have broadband internet connection at home consume

more news online. This may be due to either incidental exposure (a broadband

connection allows a person to be online all the time, increasing the chances to in-

advertently be exposed to online news) or a selection effect (people who want to

consume more online news installing broadband connections). Causation, therefore,

might run in both directions between having a broadband connection and reading on-

line news. The availability of broadband services in a person’s neighborhood affects

a person’s probability of installing a broadband connection (At the the very least,

the unavailability of broadband services would prohibit such installation). Thus, we

claim that broadband availability affects online news readership, an effect that is

unidirectional.

We combine all the elements and relationships detailed above in a model as pre-

sented in Figure 3.1, in which the arrows between the elements indicate potential

causal effects: Broadband service availability affects online news readership; Online

news readership and interest in politics affect each other; Both online news readership

and political interest affect both political participation and political polarization. The

dashed leading from political interest to online news readership indicates that this
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effect can not be estimated without additional source of variation affecting political

interest, as is explained in the following section.

Political Interest

Online NewsBroadband 
Availability 

Political 
Polarization 

Political 
Participation 

Figure 3.1: An outline of the causal relationship between online news readership and
elements of political behavior. Arrows indicate direction of causality. Dashed arrows
indicate relationships we can not estimate.

3.3 Empirical Strategy

News readership and interest in politics are correlated, and causality may flow in

both directions: people who read news are exposed to news about politics and may

become interested in politics, and people who are interested in politics may seek out

news to feed their interest. This holds for general news readership, of which online

news readership is a special case. Thus online news readership and interest in politics

are interdependent and are determined simultaneously, implying that estimating the

causal relationship between them necessitates finding a source of variation for one of

them that does not affect the other. The availability of broadband services serves

as a source of variation in the frequency of online news readership that does not

otherwise affect interest in politics, allowing us to estimate the causal effect of online

news readership on interest in politics.

A broadband connection allows a person to be online all the time, increasing the

incidental exposure to online news. At the the very least, the unavailability of broad-

band services would prohibit this type of incidental exposure, lowering the frequency

of online news consumption. We demonstrate that broadband service availability af-

fects online news readership in Table 3.2 in Section 3.5. These findings are in line
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with Horrigan & Rainie (2002), who show that people who have broadband internet

connection at home consume more news online.

In order for the availability of broadband services to be a valid instrument for

the frequency of online news consumption it needs to be uncorrelated with people’s

interest in politics other than by the influence mechanism we identify, namely the

frequency of online news readership. Broadband availability might violate this re-

quirement in two ways: (a) if entry of broadband providers into markets depends

on the interest in politics among potential broadband clients, or on some variables

correlated with it; or (b) if when choosing where to live, people who are more inter-

ested in politics treat the availability of broadband internet differently than people

who are less interested in politics. We address both issues by taking into account

many of the demographic and personal characteristics of the respondents that might

be correlated both with their choice of location of domicile and their level of political

interest. These personal characteristics (age, gender, education, income), as well as

the metropolitan area type, have all been recognized as potentially affecting broad-

band entry (a couple of examples are Greenstein & Mazzeo (2006), Quast (2008)).

There is little evidence for reverse causality - political effects on entry of broadband

providers. Quast (2005) is the exception, finding that political representation in the

state Public Utility Commission affects the type of entry into broadband markets,

but does not affect the likelihood of entry into the market, the results of which we

use.

Formally, this amounts to estimating a political interest equation of the following

form:

PIi = βONONi + βXi + εi (3.1)

where PIi is respondent i’s level of political interest; ONi is i’s frequency of online

news readership; and Xi is i’s set of demographics and personal characteristics. The

frequency of online news readership is treated as endogenous due to simultaneity bias,

and is instrumented using the availability of broadband services.

We allow the frequency of online news readership to affect political outcomes in

two ways: directly and indirectly, when the indirect effect works through affecting
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people’s interest in politics, which in turn affect the political outcome. We do this by

estimating simultaneously two equations:

POi = βPOONONi + βPOPI PIi +βPOXi + εPOi (3.2)

PIi = βPIONONi +βPIXi + εPIi

POi is respondent i’s political outcome (either one of the variables measuring po-

litical participation or one of the variables measuring political polarization); ONi is

the frequency of online news consumption; PIi is respondent i’s level of political in-

terest; and Xi is i’s set of demographics and personal characteristics. The second

equation in this system is the same as Equation 3.1. The frequency of online news

readership, ONi, is treated as endogenous in both equations, and is instrumented

using the availability of broadband services. Under this notation, the direct effect of

online news readership on the political outcome is βPOON ; the indirect effect of online

news readership on the political outcome, the effect that works through online news

readership’s effect on interest in politics, is βPIONβ
PO
PI . The total effect is the sum of

the direct and indirect effect, namely βPOON + βPIONβ
PO
PI .

3.4 Data

We use a combination of two datasets to measure the effects of online news readership

on political interest, participation and polarization. The first dataset is a collection

of public affairs surveys that were administered by Knowledge Networks, a survey

research company, to its nationally representative online panel of United States res-

idents (KnowledgePanel R©). The surveys were administered to 117,955 respondents

over the period between April 2000 and June 2007 as part of the company’s panel

retention program. The dataset is a large rolling cross-section since only the most

recent responses were kept for each individual. Additional details about panel compo-

sition, sampling scheme, respondent demographics and calculation of response rates

are provided in Appendix C.1.

The surveys included questions about political views, beliefs and participation, a
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set of questions about media consumption and a full questionnaire to gather demo-

graphic information about the respondents. The variables we end up using are:

Ideology on a 7 point scale ranging from “Extremely liberal” to “Extremely conser-

vative”

Party Identity on a 5 point scale ranging from “Strong Democrat” to “Strong Re-

publican”

Political Interest on a 4 point scale ranging from “Not at all interested” to “Very

interested”

Voting in the Previous Elections Yes / No

Voter Registration Yes / No

Online News Readrship on a 5 point frequency scale ranging from “Never” to

“Three times a week or more”

Demographics age, gender, race / ethnicity, income, education, MSA type

Descriptive statistics are available in Table 3.1. The survey questions are provided in

Appendix C.1.

We supplement this set of public opinion surveys with information about the avail-

ability of broadband internet in each respondent’s zipcode, obtained from the Federal

Communication Commission. We use data from FCC Form 477 which requires that

any facilities-based firm providing 250 or more high-speed service lines or wireless

channels report basic information about its service offerings and customers twice a

year, on June 30th and December 31st, starting at December 1999. The useful piece

of information for our purposes collected from Form 477 is the subscriber data, which

are collected at the zipcode level: the FCC requires that providers identify the zip-

codes in which they had at least one high-speed service subscriber. The FCC data

does not differentiate between cable, DSL and wireless Internet Service Providers -

they are grouped together regardless of the technology used. The resulting database
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Obs.
Online News Readership Fequency 1.738 1.551 0 4 64505
Interest In Politics 1.755 0.934 0 3 88331
Registered Voter 0.843 0.364 0 1 80281
Strength of Partisanship 0.913 0.846 0 2 81732
Ideological Distance 1.064 0.961 0 3 53376
Age 43.678 11.528 18 65 84028
Female 54.37% 84028
Income 59946.78 39299.54 2500 200000 82916
Education (years) 14.006 2.253 9 20 83703
Black 9.454% 83700
Hispanic 7.798% 83700
Other Ethnicity 3.513% 83700
Mixed Ethnicity 1.479% 83700
Metro Status Code 1 37.766% 80290
Metro Status Code 2 21.202% 80290
Metro Status Code 2 22.73% 80290
Metro Status Code 2 4.296% 80290
Metro Status Code 2 14.007% 80290
Surveyed in 2000 27.515% 89545
Surveyed in 2001 4.3% 89545
Surveyed in 2002 8.663% 89545
Surveyed in 2003 2.562% 89545
Surveyed in 2004 12.646% 89545
Surveyed in 2005 35.734% 89545
Surveyed in 2006 7.949% 89545
Surveyed in 2007 0.632% 89545
Percentages of the population are presented for dichotomous variables

Table 3.1: Descriptive Statistics
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is a nationwide list that documents the number of companies that provide broadband

services in each zipcode1.

We use the FCC broadband availability data to determine the extent to which

broadband was available to each respondent. The logic is that a higher number of

broadband providers is associated with more intense competition, resulting in greater

ease for consumers to get a broadband connection due to lower prices, better service,

and so forth (see Bresnahan & Reiss (1991) for an explicit model of this type). Ta-

ble 3.2 tabulates the frequency of online news readership by number of broadband

providers, and shows that people who lived in zipcodes that had more broadband

providers on December 1999 read online news at higher frequency. Table 3.2 provides

raw percentages which do not take into account the different demographic and per-

sonal characteristics of people who live in zipcodes with a large number of broadband

providers. Results for an analysis that takes these characteristics into account are

provided in the next section.

3.5 Empirical Analysis and Findings

We begin the empirical analysis by showing that broadband availability is correlated

with the frequency of online news consumption (Section 3.5.1). Using the availability

of broadband services as an instrument we estimate the effect of online news reader-

ship on interest in politics (Section 3.5.2). The final step of the analysis is estimating

the effects of online news readership on the dependent variables of interest: political

participation (Section 3.5.3) and political polarization (Section 3.5.4). We follow up

with a calculation of the direct, indirect and total effects of online news readership

on political participation and political polarization (Section 3.5.5).

1There are several potential limitations to using these data. First, the FCC does not report
the exact number of broadband providers whenever there are between one and three providers.
Second, the presence of at least one broadband customer does not mean that broadband services
are available to all the residents of this zipcode. Third, certain zipcodes may have been offering
broadband services for some time before they acquired their first customer in a specific zipcode.
Fourth, small broadband providers (with fewer than 250 customers in a given state) are exempt
from reporting.
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3.5.1 Broadband Availability and Online News Readership

We base our analysis on the effect that broadband availability has on people’s online

behavior, and specifically on the frequency in which they consume news online. We

demonstrate this effect in Table 3.3, which provides the coefficients from regressing

the frequency of online news readership on respondents’ personal characteristics and

demographics in addition to the number of broadband providers in their zipcode.

Broadband Frequency of Online News Readership
Providers (0) (1) (2) (3) (4) Total

Row % Row % Row % Row % Row % Number
0 34.6 18.9 13.4 13.7 19.4 5,845
1-3 33.7 18.6 14.5 13.0 20.3 39,913
4 31.2 18.0 14.6 13.4 22.8 7,987
5 27.9 18.6 14.8 13.3 25.4 5,263
6 25.1 15.9 14.3 15.4 29.3 3,073
7 26.1 16.4 14.3 14.6 28.6 1,544
8 24.8 18.7 13.7 15.0 27.8 561
9 25.0 13.1 10.8 11.5 39.6 260
10 16.9 16.9 13.6 25.4 27.1 59
Total 32.3 18.4 14.4 13.3 21.7 64,505

Table 3.2: Frequency of online news readership by number of broadband providers in
respondent’s zipcode. Frequencies of online news readership are: (0) Never; (1) Less
than once a month; (2) One to three times a month; (3) Every week or almost every
week; (4) Three times a week or more. The number of broadband providers in each
zipcode is taken from FCC form 477 filings for December 1999.

The results from both specifications presented in Table 3.3, the OLS regression the

ordered probit, are similar in terms of sign of coefficients and statistical significance.

The coefficients on the number of broadband providers in December 1999 is positive

and statistically significant, meaning that even controlling for demographics and per-

sonal characteristics, broadband availability as measured by the number of broadband

providers plays a role in determining the the frequency of online news readership. We

focus on the number of broadband providers in December 1999 since it is the first

point in time for which we have data; implicitly, we assume that prior differences in

availability of broadband services not embodied in the number of broadband providers
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on December 1999 are inconsequential. The rest of the coefficients in Table 3.3 paint

a picture that fits common beliefs about online usage in general: the frequency of

online news readership peaks around age 31; online news readership is more common

among males than among females; the frequency of online news readership increases

with income and with level of education, and has been rising since 2000. As for the

number of broadband providers in periods after December 1999 - unfortunately not

all coefficients during this period are positive and statistically significant.

Table 3.3: The effects of broadband availability on the frequency of online news
readership - OLS regression (column (1)) and ordered probit (column (2)).

(1) (2)
COEFFICIENT OLS Ordered Probit
age 0.0225*** 0.0184***

(0.0042) (0.0032)
age2 -0.000363*** -0.000294***

(0.000048) (0.000037)
Female -0.272*** -0.193***

(0.014) (0.010)
log(income) 0.0931*** 0.0713***

(0.0090) (0.0069)
Years of education 0.160*** 0.120***

(0.0033) (0.0025)
Black -0.0359 -0.0211

(0.024) (0.018)
Hispanic -0.0588** -0.0452**

(0.027) (0.021)
Mixed ethnicity 0.251*** 0.178***

(0.052) (0.038)
Other ethnicity 0.0628 0.0367

(0.041) (0.031)
Metro Status Code 2 -0.0196 -0.0167

(0.019) (0.014)
Metro Status Code 3 -0.0140 -0.0109

(0.018) (0.014)
Continued on the next page
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Metro Status Code 4 -0.0641* -0.0457
(0.038) (0.028)

Metro Status Code 5 -0.0157 -0.00995
(0.022) (0.017)

Survey Year:
2001 -0.0411 -0.0396

(0.058) (0.046)
2002 -0.160*** -0.127***

(0.060) (0.047)
2003 0.161** 0.128**

(0.069) (0.053)
2004 0.222*** 0.175***

(0.059) (0.046)
2005 0.214*** 0.165***

(0.058) (0.045)
2006 0.537*** 0.411***

(0.21) (0.15)
2007 1.406** 0.792**

(0.58) (0.34)
Number of Broadband Providers:
December 1999 0.0163** 0.0114**

(0.0068) (0.0051)
June 2000 -0.00811 -0.00504

(0.0070) (0.0052)
December 2000 0.00774 0.00567

(0.0057) (0.0043)
June 2001 0.0142** 0.0104**

(0.0060) (0.0045)
December 2001 0.00222 0.00150

(0.0066) (0.0049)
June 2002 0.00123 0.00181

(0.0062) (0.0047)
December 2002 -0.00281 -0.00341

(0.0062) (0.0047)
June 2003 -0.00188 -0.00110

(0.0059) (0.0044)
December 2003 -0.0142** -0.0108**

(0.0059) (0.0044)
Continued on the next page
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June 2004 0.0299*** 0.0216***
(0.0037) (0.0028)

December 2004 -0.0166*** -0.0120***
(0.0047) (0.0035)

June 2005 0.0128*** 0.00966***
(0.0023) (0.0017)

December 2005 -0.0148 -0.0120
(0.017) (0.013)

June 2006 -0.0472*** -0.0259**
(0.017) (0.013)

December 2006 -0.0268 -0.00581
(0.063) (0.045)

Constant -1.930***
(0.13)

Observations 45342 45342
R2 0.10 0.03
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

3.5.2 Online News Readership and Political Interest

We measure the effects of online news readership on interest in politics by using

the availability of broadband services as an instrument for the frequency of online

news readership. More specifically, we use the number of broadband providers in

each respondent’s zipcode in each 6-months period between December 1999 and the

survey date as instruments for the frequency of online news readership. The FCC does

not report the exact number of broadband providers in zipcodes with 1-3 providers,

and we assume there are 2 providers in such zipcode-periods.

Regression results are presented in Table 3.4: OLS regression results, provided

for comparison purposes, are in column (1) and 2SLS results are in column (2). The

most important finding is that treating the frequency of online news readership as

an endogenous variable does not eliminate its significance, in both the statistical and

the substantive sense: a coefficient of 0.23 on the frequency of online news readership

means that increasing it by one category (e.g. from 1-3 times a month to every week

or almost every week or or from never to less than once a month) increases interest in

politics by 0.23 categories (e.g. from somewhat interested to very interested or from

not interested at all to slightly interested). An increase in the full range of online news
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readership frequency (from never to three times a week or more) increases interest in

politics by almost a full category. Increasing the frequency of online news readership

by one standard deviation increases interest in politics by 0.371 standard deviations.

Other parameters that affect political interest are in line with the existing literature

about the determinants of political interest (see, for example Verba & Nie (1972),

Wolfinger & Rosenstone (1980), Verba et al. (1995) and Leighley & Vedlitz (1999)):

interest in politics increases with age, education and income; it is lower among females

and hispanics, and higher for blacks and people of mixed ethnicity (the reference group

in the regression is while, non-hispanic males). Metro Status Code fixed effects and

survey year fixed effects are omitted to economize on space, and are available in Table

C.1 in Appendix C.2.

3.5.3 Online News Readership and Political Participation

We use two separate measures of political participation when we estimate the effects

of online news readership: (a) registering to vote and (b) voting in the previous

presidential elections. Online news readership can affects political participation both

directly and indirectly. The indirect effect’s operating mechanism is through political

interest: online news readership increases interest in politics (as shown in the previous

section) which in turn affects participation in the political process, either in form of

registering to vote or in the form of actually voting. We estimate the direct and

indirect effects via a 3SLS estimate of a system of two equations similar to Equation

3.2.

Online News Readership and Voter Registration: Columns (1) and (2) in

Table 3.5 list the estimates of a system of two equations such as Equation 3.2, with the

political outcome of interest being a dummy variable for whether the respondent is a

registered voter or not. Column (1) lists the coefficients from the voter registration

equation and column (2) lists the coefficients from the political interest equation.

The two equations are estimated simultaneously via a 3SLS regression. Online news

readership and political interest are both treated as endogenous and instrumented by

the availability of broadband services in respondents’ zipcodes. Metro Status Code

fixed effects and survey year fixed effects are omitted to economize on space, and are

available in Table C.2 in Appendix C.2.
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(1) (2)
Coefficient OLS 2SLS
Online news frequency 0.178*** 0.230***

(0.0028) (0.043)
age 0.00565** 0.00455*

(0.0025) (0.0027)
age2 0.000121*** 0.000139***

(0.000028) (0.000032)
Female -0.125*** -0.111***

(0.0082) (0.014)
log(income) 0.0328*** 0.0277***

(0.0055) (0.0069)
Years of education 0.0631*** 0.0547***

(0.0020) (0.0073)
Black 0.0309** 0.0317**

(0.015) (0.015)
Hispanic -0.0635*** -0.0618***

(0.017) (0.017)
Other ethnicity -0.235*** -0.240***

(0.026) (0.026)
Mixed ethnicity 0.179*** 0.166***

(0.029) (0.031)
Survey year, MSA + +
type fixed effects
Observations 45260 45260
R2 0.19 0.18
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 3.4: The effects of online news readership frequency on political interest - OLS
regression (column (1))and 2SLS (column (2)) - treating online news readership as
endogenous.
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
Registered Political Voted Political

Voter Interest Interest
Coefficient 3SLS 3SLS
Online news -0.0352 0.182*** 0.0199 0.153***
frequency (0.025) (0.054) (0.025) (0.051)
Political interest 0.0705 -0.170**

(0.074) (0.075)
Age 0.00952*** 0.00786*** 0.0193*** 0.00511*

(0.0013) (0.0029) (0.0014) (0.0029)
Age2 -0.0000776*** 0.0000969*** -0.000125*** 0.000113***

(0.000015) (0.000035) (0.000018) (0.000035)
Female 0.0346*** -0.127*** -0.00109 -0.150***

(0.012) (0.018) (0.014) (0.018)
log(income) 0.0386*** 0.0274*** 0.0582*** 0.0248***

(0.0035) (0.0074) (0.0037) (0.0072)
Years of education 0.0235*** 0.0602*** 0.0378*** 0.0589***

(0.0057) (0.0092) (0.0058) (0.0083)
Black 0.0398*** 0.0270* 0.0279*** 0.0282*

(0.0065) (0.016) (0.0074) (0.016)
Hispanic -0.0848*** -0.0621*** -0.0602*** -0.0405**

(0.0083) (0.018) (0.0088) (0.019)
Other ethnicity -0.153*** -0.211*** -0.0812*** -0.170***

(0.019) (0.027) (0.018) (0.029)
Mixed ethnicity 0.0141 0.165*** 0.0454** 0.176***

(0.019) (0.036) (0.021) (0.035)
Survey year, MSA + + + +
type fixed effects
Observations 37957 37957 36797 36797
R2 0.12 0.18 -0.14 0.17
Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 3.5: The effects of online news readership frequency on political participation -
voter registration (column (1)) and voter turnout (column (3)). Columns (2) and (4)
provide estimates for the associated political interest equations. Online news read-
ership and political interest are treated as endogenous, instrumented by broadband
service availability.
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The coefficients of interest are the ones related to the direct and indirect effects of

online news readership on the probability that a respondent is a registered voter. The

direct effect of online news readership on the a respondent’s probability of being a reg-

istered voter is not statistically significant: at the 95% level we can rule out a positive

effect larger than 1.35% per category of online news readership frequency. While the

effect of online news on political interest is positive, big and statistically significant,

this effect does not carry on to influence the probability of being a registered voter

indirectly: the indirect effect (the effect of online news on being a registered voter

through influencing interest in politics) is not statistically significant: 0.013 with a

standard deviation of 0.014. At the 95% level we can rule out a positive effect larger

than 4.04% and a negative effect on voter registration bigger that 1.46%. The total

effect, the sum of the direct and indirect effect, is also not statistically significant:

-0.022 with a standard deviation of 0.021; the 95% confidence interval for the total

effect of online news readership on voter registration is (-6.41%, 1.94%). The effects of

online news readership, direct, indirect and total, are summarized in Table 3.7. The

coefficients on the other variables affecting political interest are in line with the those

that result from estimating them separately from voter registration, as was done in

Section 3.5.2. The coefficients on the other variables that affect voter registration

indicate that it peaks at age 61, it increases with income and education, it is higher

for females and blacks, and lower for hispanics and people of mixed ethnicity.

Online News Readership and Voter Turnout: The following step of politi-

cal participation beyond voter registration is voter turnout. Columns (3) and (4) in

Table 3.5 list the estimates of a system of two equations such as Equation 3.2, with

the political outcome of interest being a dummy variable for whether the respondent

voted in the previous presidential elections or not. Column (3) lists the coefficients

from the voter turnout equation and column (4) lists the coefficients from the political

interest equation. The two equations are estimated simultaneously via a 3SLS regres-

sion. Online news readership and political interest are both treated as endogenous

and instrumented by the availability of broadband services in respondents’ zipcodes.

Metro Status Code fixed effects and survey year fixed effects are omitted to economize

on space, and are available in Table C.2 in Appendix C.2.

The coefficients of interest are the ones related to the direct and indirect effects
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of online news readership on the probability that a respondent voted in the last

presidential elections. The direct effect of online news readership on the a respon-

dent’s probability of being a registered voter is not statistically significant: at the

95% level we can rule out a positive effect larger than 1.99% per category of online

news readership frequency. The indirect effect of online news readership on voter

turnout (the part that works through influencing interest in politics) is negative and

statistically significant at the 90% level (but not at the 95% level): we estimate it to

be -2.610% with a standard error of 1.410%, which puts the 90% confidence interval

at (-4.978%,-0.241%). The total effect, the sum of the direct and indirect effect, is

small and statistically insignificant: point estimate of -0.621% with a standard error

of 2.178%, putting the 95% interval at (-4.889%,3.647%). The effects of online news

readership, direct, indirect and total, are summarized in Table 3.7. The coefficients

on the other variables affecting political interest are in line with the those that re-

sult from estimating them separately from voter registration, as was done in Section

3.5.2. The coefficients on the other variables that affect voter turnout indicate that

it increases with age, income and education, it is higher for blacks, and lower for

hispanics and people of mixed ethnicity.

3.5.4 Online News Readership and Political Polarization

We use two measures of political polarization when we estimate the effects of online

news readership: (a) ideological distance - a respondent’s distance from the midpoint

on a 7-point Liberal-Conservative scale; and (b) strength of partisanship - whether

the respondent identifies a non-partisan, a weak partisan, or a strong partisan. On-

line news readership can affects political participation both directly and indirectly.

The indirect effect’s operating mechanism is through political interest: online news

readership increases interest in politics (as shown in the previous sections) which in

turn affects political polarization. We estimate the direct and indirect effects via a

3SLS estimate of a system of two equations similar to Equation 3.2

Online News Readership and Ideological Extremism: Columns (1) and

(2) in Table 3.6 list the estimates of a system of two equations such as Equation

3.2, with the political outcome of interest being ideological extremism, the distance

from the midpoint on a self reported 7 point Liberal-Conservative scale. Column
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(1) lists the coefficients from the ideological distance equation and column (2) lists

the coefficients from the political interest equation. The two equations are estimated

simultaneously via a 3SLS regression. Online news readership and political interest

are both treated as endogenous and instrumented by the availability of broadband

services in respondents’ zipcodes. Metro Status Code fixed effects and survey year

fixed effects are omitted to economize on space, and are available in Table C.3 in

Appendix C.2.

The coefficients of interest are the ones related to the direct and indirect effects

of online news readership on ideological extremism. The direct effect of online news

readership on the a respondent’s self reported distance from the midpoint on the

Liberal-Conservative scale is small and statistically insignificant: increasing one’s

frequency of online news consumption by one category puts them 0.106 units further

from the midpoint, with a standard error of .075. In addition to not being statistically

significant, the point estimate itself is small compared to the distribution of ideological

extremism among respondents: an increase of one standard deviation in the frequency

of online news readership moves a persons’ views 0.173 standard deviations away

from the midpoint (with 95% confidence we can rule out an effect larger than 0.412

standard deviations). The total effect of the frequency of online news readership

is small: increasing the frequency of online news readership by one category drives

people away from the midpoint by 0.103 units n the 0-3 scale. This effect is significant

only at the 90% level. The coefficients on the other variables affecting political interest

are in line with the those that result from estimating them separately from ideological

extremism, as was done in Section 3.5.2. The coefficients on the other variables that

affect ideological extremism is at its minimum around age 43, it slightly increases

with education, and is lower for blacks, and people of mixed ethnicity.

Online News Readership and Strength of Partisanship: Columns (3) and

(4) in Table 3.6 list the estimates of a system of two equations such as Equation 3.2,

with the political outcome of interest being the respondent’s self reported strength

of partisanship. Column (3) lists the coefficients from the partisanship equation and

column (4) lists the coefficients from the political interest equation. The two equations

are estimated simultaneously via a 3SLS regression. Online news readership and

political interest are both treated as endogenous and instrumented by the availability
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
Ideological Political Partisanship Political
Distance Interest Interest

Coefficient 3SLS 3SLS
Online news 0.106 0.195*** -0.0772 0.189***
frequency (0.075) (0.055) (0.063) (0.054)
Political interest -0.0155 0.447**

(0.22) (0.19)
Age -0.00927*** 0.00324 0.00697** 0.00622**

(0.0033) (0.0029) (0.0030) (0.0029)
Age2 0.000107** 0.000151*** -0.000119*** 0.000118***

(0.000052) (0.000036) (0.000040) (0.000035)
Female -0.0192 -0.124*** 0.128*** -0.125***

(0.034) (0.017) (0.029) (0.018)
log(income) -0.00945 0.0332*** 0.0476*** 0.0337***

(0.012) (0.0080) (0.0096) (0.0075)
Years of education 0.0387** 0.0563*** -0.00131 0.0597***

(0.016) (0.0095) (0.014) (0.0092)
Black -0.0850*** 0.0123 0.249*** 0.0251

(0.019) (0.017) (0.016) (0.016)
Hispanic -0.0366 -0.0590*** 0.0101 -0.0630***

(0.025) (0.019) (0.021) (0.018)
Other ethnicity -0.166*** -0.215*** -0.0420 -0.221***

(0.057) (0.028) (0.049) (0.026)
Mixed ethnicity -0.000447 0.156*** -0.124*** 0.156***

(0.054) (0.037) (0.045) (0.036)
Survey year, MSA + + + +
type fixed effects
Observations 34006 34006 38578 38578
R2 0.01 0.19 0.03 0.19
Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 3.6: The effects of online news readership frequency on political polarization
- ideological distance from the neutral point (column (1)) and strength of partisan-
ship (column (3)). Columns (2) and (4) provide estimates for the associated political
interest equations. Online news readership and political interest are treated as en-
dogenous, instrumented by broadband service availability.
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of broadband services in respondents’ zipcodes. Metro Status Code fixed effects and

survey year fixed effects are omitted to economize on space, and are available in Table

C.3 in Appendix C.2.

The coefficients of interest are the ones related to the direct and indirect effects of

online news readership on strength of partisanship. The direct effect of online news

readership on the a respondent’s self reported partisanship is small and statistically

insignificant: increasing one’s frequency of online news consumption by one category

puts them -0.077 closer to non partisanship on a scale where 0 is “independent” and

2 means “strong partisan”, with a standard error of 0.063. In addition to not being

statistically significant, the point estimate itself is small compared to the distribution

of ideological extremism among respondents: an increase of one standard deviation

in the frequency of online news readership moves a persons’ views 0.125 standard

deviations towards nonpartisanship. The total effect of online news readership is

small and statistically insignificant: with 95% confidence we can rule out effects

larger than 0.115: increasing the frequency of online news readership by one standard

deviation increases partisanship by at most 0.19 standard deviations of partisanship.

The coefficients on the other variables affecting political interest are in line with the

those that result from estimating them separately from ideological extremism, as was

done in Section 3.5.2. The coefficients on the other variables that affect partisanship

indicate that it peaks around the age of 29, it increases with income, it is higher for

females and blacks, and is lower for people of mixed ethnicity.

3.5.5 The Effects of Online News Readership - Summary

The direct, indirect and total effects of the frequency of online news readership on

each of the political outcomes we measure are collected in Table 3.7. Note also that

the direct and indirect effect are always of opposite signs (even though hardly any of

them is statistically significant), making the total effects small. The (non) findings are

quite clear: the total effects are all small; only one of them is statistically significant

at the 90% level, and none are significant at the 95% level.

These (non) findings were robust to a series of different specifications, such as non-

parametric (and potentially non-linear) effect of income and educational attainment.

The findings also hold when converting the frequency of online news readership to a
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(1) (2) (3)
Dependant Variable Direct Indirect Total
Voter Registration -0.0352 0.0128 -0.0223

(0.0249) (0.0141) (0.0213)
Voter Turnout 0.0199 -0.0261* -0.0062

(0.0254) (0.0144) (0.0218)
Ideological distance 0.1062 -0.0030 0.1031*

(0.0747) (0.0437) (0.0606)
Strength of partisanship -0.0772 0.0844** 0.0072

(0.0633) (0.0429) (0.0552)
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 3.7: The effects of online news readership frequency - summary. Column (1)
depicts the direct effect of online news on the dependant variable; Column (2) depicts
the indirect effect - the effect of online news readership on the dependant variable
through the affecting interest in politics; Column (3) gives the combined effects, both
direct and indirect. Standard errors in parentheses calculated using the Delta method
from robust standard errors.

dichotomous variable and treating it as an endogenous treatment effect. This trans-

formation leads to inefficient estimation, since it ignores available information beyond

a single online news readership frequency threshold, but online the 3SLS estimation

results presented earlier in this section it takes into account the ordered categorical

nature of the data2.

3.6 Summary and Conclusions

We set out to measure the effects of online news readership on political participation

and political polarization to test whether the early predictions about the effects the

Internet might have on them were true. The hypothesized effects were that the

Internet will increase the level of political participation (Feddersen 2004, Putnam

2000) and will have a polarizing effect on the American public (Sunstein 2001, 2007).

Using changes in the availability of broadband internet as a source for exogenous

2An alternative specification in which all the categorical ordinal variables are treated as such is
still in the works.
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variation in the frequency of online news readership, we are able to estimate the

causal effect of reading news online.

We find that online news readership significantly increases interest in politics:

we estimate that increasing the frequency of online news readership from “never” to

“three times a week or more” increases interest in politics from “somewhat interested”

to “very interested” or from “not interested at all” to “slightly interested”. The effects

of online news readership on interest in politics do not carry over to influence political

participation, when measured in terms of either voter registration or actually turning

out to vote in presidential elections. The effects of online news readership on these

outcomes are negative and small, and not statistically significant: at the 95% level

we can rule out an increase in voter registration by more than 1.94% and an increase

larger than 3.647% on voter turnout due to an increase in the frequency of online news

readership from “every week or almost every week” to “three times a week or more”,

for example. The effects on political polarization are not large either: increasing the

frequency of online news readership by one standard deviation increases ideological

distance from the midpoint by at 0.16 standard deviations, and partisanship by 0.013

standard deviations.

Our findings indicate that online news readership affects interest in politics but

do not affect neither political participation nor political polarization. Taken at face

value, a reasonable interpretation would be that the constant exposure to news on-

line (political and other) may lead people to report themselves as being interested in

politics. Moreover, the relative ease and (monetarily) costless process of finding out

more information online may indeed lead people to become more interested in politics.

However, the finding of no effect on either form of political participation probably

indicates that information barriers are not an important factor in determining par-

ticipation in the political process. We can attribute that to the nature of online news

as an additional source of information that supplements a media environment satu-

rated with political content. This interpretation is in line with Gentzkow, Shapiro &

Sinkinson’s 2009 finding that the biggest effects on participation comes from the first

newspaper to enter a market, with additional newspapers not contributing to partici-

pation in the political process. Not finding significant polarizing effect of online news

may mean that offline communication and news consumption plays an important
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role in preventing the creation of Sunstein’s (2001, 2007) hypothesized echo cham-

bers and information cocoons. Alternatively, the lack of findings may indicate that

the polarizing processes are long term ones, and that it is still too early to see their

effects.

There could be alternative technical explanations for our lack of findings. The

tendency of highly educated, high income politically interested people to over-report

their levels of political participation might mask the effects online news might have

on participation. People who are more likely to consume online news are the ones

hypothesized to be influenced the most by it, and yet are the ones for whom surveys

are the least precise way of measuring participation. If online news readership reduces

the tendency of misreporting at the same time as increasing the level of participation,

we would underestimate the size of the effects of online news on participation. Our

non-findings of polarizing effects may be attributed to people’s tendency to label

and report the extremity of their positions relative to their reference groups. If self

labeling is done by comparing one’s opinions to their peer group, the breakdown of

the populous to smaller isolated groups of like-minded people Sunstein (2001, 2007)

predicts is not likely to result in people reporting themselves as more extreme.
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Appendix A

Appendices For Chapter 1

A.1 Predicted Market Thickness

A forward-looking seller making a pricing decision should take into account the market

conditions that are likely to ensue following her listing. In order to incorporate

predicted market conditions (specifically, predicted market thickness) into the analysis

of sellers’ pricing decisions, we need a measure of the market thickness a sellers would

predict. This appendix is devoted to building a proxy for sellers’ expectations of the

thickness of the market following their pricing decisions.

Most sources of variation in market thickness in Gaia are highly predictable and

have all been affecting the market repeatedly since 2004:

1. Generally, after introducing a new good, the daily volume of trade for that good

slowly declines and eventually plateaus. This is due primarily to decreasing

interest in the good, increasing price, and some owners of the good leaving the

website (either voluntarily or involuntarily).

2. New goods are introduced regularly, and introduction of a new good increases

trading in most other goods. The monthly introduction of collectible items,

which happens on the 15th of every month, causes sellers to sell old goods in

order to afford new ones and allows potential buyers to transfer wealth from

the real world to the virtual world at premium rates, allowing them to afford

buying older goods. Introduction of goods that are not collectibles increases
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the daily volume of trade for similar reasons, even though these events are not

as regular as the introduction of Monthly Collectibles.

3. Several times a year, Gaia organizes special events1. These events are highly

engaging, driving more traffic to the website but lowering traffic in the market-

place.

4. The daily and weekly variation in site usage described in detail in Section 1.3.1

also affects market thickness.

A seller in Gaia’s marketplace, even if she has not experienced each and every

one of these factors herself, has easy access to all the relevant information: in trading

guides, in forums dedicated to discussing trades, in market data provided by Gaia

on the marketplace pages, and on complementary community resources (external

websites dedicated to following trends in Gaia’s marketplace). Were we to construct

the optimal prediction for expected market thickness, we would use all the information

available to each seller at the time of listing.

However, the data we have covers only the period between September 22, 2007

and March 15, 2008, a period which is significantly shorter than the entire history of

trading. In order to build a proxy for sellers’ expectations with regard to predicted

market thickness, we use the whole period, which includes not only the history leading

up to each seller’s pricing decision, but also the future following it. As long as the

same repetitive factors were influencing market thickness before the period in our data

and during that period, using the actual future to construct proxies for predictions

does not introduce a bias into these predictions.

Technically, the prediction is constructed by regressing the actual hourly market

thickness (the number of listings and purchases in each hour, including zeros when

applicable) on a large set of time dummies, which includes:

1. Good / market fixed effects (one dummy variable for each of the goods in the

sample);

2. Month dummies;

1Special events usually fall on holidays, and are comprised of group or individual games users
participate in to win items for their avatar, trophies, etc.
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3. Day of the month dummies;

4. Day of the week dummies;

5. Time since the good was introduced (one dummy variable for each week since

introduction);

6. A set of ten dummies (one for the hour in which a good was introduced and

one for each of the following nine hours);

7. A set of 46 time-of-day dummies (23 for weekdays, and 23 for weekends);

The omitted group in the regression is midnight on the morning of a January 1st,

were it to fall on a Sunday, in the market for item 2756.

The results of the Poisson regression are presented in Table A.1. Predicted values

from the hourly Poisson regressions, summed over a period of six hours, were used as

predicted market thickness in the body of the text.
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Market Fixed Effects Market Fixed Effects Market Fixed Effects
D_item_11235 -0.0180 D_item_11591 1.998*** D_item_13357 2.380***

(0.020) (0.021) (0.081)

D_item_11237 0.219*** D_item_11621 2.267*** D_item_13373 2.621***
(0.027) (0.020) (0.081)

D_item_11239 0.221*** D_item_11733 2.384*** D_item_13477 3.193***
(0.036) (0.030) (0.091)

D_item_11241 0.290*** D_item_11751 2.093*** D_item_13521 2.254***
(0.046) (0.030) (0.092)

D_item_11243 0.399*** D_item_11753 1.875*** D_item_14005 2.922***
(0.056) (0.030) (0.10)

D_item_11245 0.813*** D_item_11969 1.973*** D_item_14025 2.691***
(0.066) (0.039) (0.10)

D_item_11247 1.095*** D_item_11991 2.341*** D_item_14089 2.925***
(0.076) (0.039) (0.11)

D_item_11249 0.992*** D_item_12117 2.450*** D_item_14101 2.942***
(0.087) (0.049) (0.11)

D_item_11251 1.076*** D_item_12147 1.985*** D_item_14113 2.568***
(0.098) (0.049) (0.11)

D_item_11253 1.337*** D_item_12149 2.144*** D_item_15095 3.220***
(0.11) (0.049) (0.12)

D_item_11255 1.690*** D_item_12208 2.412*** D_item_15111 2.569***
(0.12) (0.060) (0.12)

D_item_11257 -8.892*** D_item_12218 2.607*** D_item_16181 2.979***
(1.00) (0.060) (0.13)

D_item_11323 2.421*** D_item_13061 2.321*** D_item_16207 2.394***
(0.013) (0.070) (0.13)

D_item_11349 1.495*** D_item_13077 1.856*** D_item_16209 1.698***
(0.014) (0.070) (0.14)

D_item_11367 2.164*** D_item_13085 2.369***
(0.014) (0.070)

D_item_11437 1.385*** D_item_13307 1.838*** Observations 134496
(0.13) (0.081)

R-squared

Table A.1: Full regression results for market thickness prediction equations. Standard
errors in parentheses. Significance: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 .
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Day of the month dummies Day of the month dummies Day of the Week dummies
2nd -0.0109** 17th -0.0637*** Monday -0.408***

(0.0054) (0.0084) (0.0095)

3rd -0.0799*** 18th -0.0665*** Tuesday -0.451***
(0.0055) (0.0086) (0.0095)

4th -0.114*** 19th -0.109*** Wednesday -0.464***
(0.0057) (0.0089) (0.0095)

5th -0.187*** 20th -0.186*** Thursday -0.415***
(0.0059) (0.0091) (0.0095)

6th -0.183*** 21st 0.0140 Friday -0.393***
(0.0060) (0.0093) (0.0095)

7th -0.168*** 22nd -0.108*** Saturday 0.0755***
(0.0063) (0.0096) (0.0027)

8th -0.171*** 23rd -0.0989***
(0.0064) (0.0098)

Month dummies
9th -0.180*** 24th -0.159*** September 2007 -0.00806

(0.0066) (0.010) (0.043)

10th -0.203*** 25th -0.171*** October 2007 0.0768**
(0.0068) (0.010) (0.033)

11th -0.199*** 26th -0.183*** November 2007 0.202***
(0.0070) (0.011) (0.022)

12th -0.172*** 27th -0.145*** December 2007 0.0545***
(0.0072) (0.011) (0.011)

13th -0.180*** 28th -0.136*** February 2008 -0.189***
(0.0073) (0.011) (0.011)

14th -0.244*** 29th -0.273***
(0.0076) (0.011)

Other Variables
15th -0.376*** 30th -0.131*** Event day -0.0637***

(0.0097) (0.012) (0.0020)

16th 0.0563*** 31st -0.191*** Constant 0.545***
(0.0080) (0.013) (0.12)

Full regression results for market thickness prediction equations - continued.
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Hour of day - Weekdays Hour of day - Weekdays Hour of day - weekends
01:00 - 02:00 -0.283*** 17:00 - 18:00 1.234*** 09:00 - 10:00 0.526***

(0.0087) (0.0065) (0.0091)

02:00 - 03:00 -0.507*** 18:00 - 19:00 1.251*** 10:00 - 11:00 0.652***
(0.0093) (0.0065) (0.0089)

03:00 - 04:00 -0.606*** 19:00 - 20:00 1.209*** 11:00 - 12:00 0.712***
(0.0096) (0.0065) (0.0088)

04:00 - 05:00 -0.482*** 20:00 - 21:00 1.097*** 12:00 - 13:00 0.755***
(0.0092) (0.0066) (0.0088)

05:00 - 06:00 -0.317*** 21:00 - 22:00 0.911*** 13:00 - 14:00 0.781***
(0.0088) (0.0068) (0.0087)

06:00 - 07:00 -0.203*** 22:00 - 23:00 0.688*** 14:00 - 15:00 0.777***
(0.0085) (0.0070) (0.0087)

07:00 - 08:00 -0.0400*** 23:00 - 00:00 0.414*** 15:00 - 16:00 0.745***
(0.0082) (0.0074) (0.0088)

08:00 - 09:00 0.142*** 16:00 - 17:00 0.749***
(0.0078)

Hour of day - weekends
(0.0088)

09:00 - 10:00 0.288*** 01:00 - 02:00 -0.309*** 17:00 - 18:00 0.744***
(0.0076) (0.011) (0.0088)

10:00 - 11:00 0.392*** 02:00 - 03:00 -0.566*** 18:00 - 19:00 0.757***
(0.0074) (0.012) (0.0088)

11:00 - 12:00 0.487*** 03:00 - 04:00 -0.729*** 19:00 - 20:00 0.723***
(0.0073) (0.013) (0.0088)

12:00 - 13:00 0.649*** 04:00 - 05:00 -0.866*** 20:00 - 21:00 0.640***
(0.0071) (0.013) (0.0090)

13:00 - 14:00 0.881*** 05:00 - 06:00 -0.651*** 21:00 - 22:00 0.533***
(0.0068) (0.012) (0.0091)

14:00 - 15:00 1.040*** 06:00 - 07:00 -0.371*** 22:00 - 23:00 0.346***
(0.0066) (0.011) (0.0095)

15:00 - 16:00 1.129*** 07:00 - 08:00 -0.0352*** 23:00 - 00:00 0.0865***
(0.0066) (0.010) (0.010)

16:00 - 17:00 1.189*** 08:00 - 09:00 0.276***
(0.0065) (0.0096)

Full regression results for market thickness prediction equations - continued.
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Weeks since good was introduced Weeks since good was introduced Weeks since good was introduced
7 weeks -0.00493 23 weeks -0.168*** 39 weeks -0.0429

(0.012) (0.043) (0.081)

8 weeks 0.0195 24 weeks -0.177*** 40 weeks -0.0873
(0.013) (0.045) (0.084)

9 weeks 0.00535 25 weeks -0.159*** 41 weeks -0.0980
(0.014) (0.047) (0.086)

10 weeks -0.0184 26 weeks -0.131*** 42 weeks -0.0806
(0.015) (0.050) (0.089)

11 weeks -0.0291* 27 weeks -0.134** 43 weeks -0.0302
(0.016) (0.052) (0.091)

12 weeks -0.0413** 28 weeks -0.160*** 44 weeks -0.0277
(0.018) (0.055) (0.093)

13 weeks -0.0298 29 weeks -0.136** 45 weeks -0.0363
(0.020) (0.057) (0.096)

14 weeks -0.0745*** 30 weeks -0.147** 46 weeks -0.00671
(0.022) (0.059) (0.098)

15 weeks -0.123*** 31 weeks -0.138** 47 weeks 0.0162
(0.024) (0.062) (0.10)

16 weeks -0.119*** 32 weeks -0.147** 48 weeks -0.0448
(0.027) (0.064) (0.10)

17 weeks -0.0872*** 33 weeks -0.124* 49 weeks -0.0179
(0.029) (0.067) (0.11)

18 weeks -0.126*** 34 weeks -0.0715 50 weeks 0.0430
(0.031) (0.069) (0.11)

19 weeks -0.135*** 35 weeks -0.137* 51 weeks 0.0781
(0.033) (0.071) (0.11)

20 weeks -0.175*** 36 weeks -0.126* 52 weeks -0.00931
(0.036) (0.074) (0.11)

21 weeks -0.153*** 37 weeks -0.111 53 weeks 0.0465
(0.038) (0.076) (0.12)

22 weeks -0.138*** 38 weeks -0.0842 54 weeks 0.0560
(0.040) (0.079) (0.12)

Full regression results for market thickness prediction equations - continued.
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Weeks since good was introduced Hours since new goods' introduction
55 weeks 0.0479 1 hour 0.399***

(0.12) (0.017)

56 weeks 0.00432 2 hours 0.972***
(0.12) (0.013)

57 weeks 0.102 3 hours 0.798***
(0.13) (0.013)

58 weeks 0.0921 4 hours 0.742***
(0.13) (0.013)

59 weeks 0.148 5 hours 0.652***
(0.13) (0.014)

60 weeks 0.257* 6 hours 0.549***
(0.13) (0.014)

61 weeks -1.464*** 7 hours 0.497***
(0.15) (0.014)

62 weeks 0.258* 8 hours 0.448***
(0.15) (0.015)

63 weeks -15.42 9 hours 0.372***
(342) (0.016)

10 hours 0.333***
(0.017)

Full regression results for market thickness prediction equations - continued.
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A.2 Full Regression Results

Recall from Section 1.3.4 the two specifications we use:

p∗i = βρt,T
Dρt(i),T+βρtDρt(i)+βθbs

Dθbs(t(i))+βs·Xs,t(i)+βg·Dm(i)+βh(i)·Dh(i)+εi[1.5]

p∗i = βρt,T
Dρt(i),T + βρtDρt(i) + βθbs

Dθbs(t(i)) + βs ·Xs,t(i) + βg ·Dm(i) + εi [1.6]

Equation 1.5 is used for identifying the effects of low frequency changes in market

thickness on sellers’ pricing choices, since the high frequency effects are absorbed by

the two sets of time of day coefficients Dh(i). Equation 1.6 is used for identifying the

effects of high frequency changes in market thickness on sellers’ pricing choices which

dominate the variation in market thickness.

Analysis is performed on each of the two dependent variables, the normalized price

and the price rank, using each of the aforementioned specifications. Table A.2 in the

following pages contains the full regression results for each combination of dependent

variable and specification:

• Column (1): Normalized price is the dependent variable, OLS regression using

Equation 1.5.

• Column (2): Price rank is the dependent variable, OLS regression using Equa-

tion 1.5.

• Column (3): Normalized price is the dependent variable, OLS regression using

Equation 1.6.

• Column (4): Price rank is the dependent variable, OLS regression using Equa-

tion 1.6.
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
                Low Frequency              High Frequency
Normalized Price Price Rank Normalized Price Price Rank

Seller Characteristics
Seller Age 0.00130*** 0.0118*** 0.00129*** 0.0116***

(5.94e-05) (0.000398) (5.97e-05) (0.000398)

Seller Experience -6.43e-05*** 0.000617*** -5.69e-05*** 0.000620***
(5.85e-06) (3.93e-05) (5.89e-06) (3.93e-05)

Male Seller -0.0110*** -0.123*** -0.0103*** -0.122***
(0.000635) (0.00426) (0.000639) (0.00426)

Seller log(gold) 0.0128*** 0.00978*** 0.0127*** 0.00937***
(0.000125) (0.000836) (0.000125) (0.000835)

PredictedMarket Thickness Decile
D=2 0.0527*** 0.0806*** 0.0140*** 0.0401***

(0.00188) (0.0126) (0.00140) (0.00934)

D=3 0.110*** 0.127*** 0.0166*** 0.0335***
(0.00249) (0.0167) (0.00144) (0.00957)

D=4 0.168*** 0.161*** 0.0168*** 0.0242**
(0.00286) (0.0192) (0.00145) (0.00970)

D=5 0.210*** 0.206*** 0.0142*** 0.0377***
(0.00306) (0.0206) (0.00147) (0.00981)

D=6 0.257*** 0.234*** 0.0320*** 0.0415***
(0.00318) (0.0213) (0.00149) (0.00991)

D=7 0.283*** 0.256*** 0.0422*** 0.0451***
(0.00326) (0.0218) (0.00151) (0.0101)

D=8 0.293*** 0.275*** 0.0441*** 0.0526***
(0.00331) (0.0222) (0.00154) (0.0103)

D=9 0.300*** 0.317*** 0.0452*** 0.0858***
(0.00336) (0.0225) (0.00158) (0.0105)

D=10 0.289*** 0.415*** 0.0277*** 0.172***
(0.00342) (0.0230) (0.00162) (0.0108)

Table A.2: Full regression results for the specification of Section 2.5. Standard errors
in parentheses. Significance: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 .
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
                Low Frequency              High Frequency
Normalized Price Price Rank Normalized Price Price Rank

PredictedMarket Thickness Decile
D=2 -0.0314*** -0.0273*** -0.0299*** -0.0182*

(0.00150) (0.0101) (0.00144) (0.00962)

D=3 -0.0361*** -0.0640*** -0.0330*** -0.0355***
(0.00162) (0.0109) (0.00147) (0.00984)

D=4 -0.0401*** -0.0672*** -0.0361*** -0.0254**
(0.00171) (0.0115) (0.00152) (0.0101)

D=5 -0.0507*** -0.0685*** -0.0442*** -0.0183*
(0.00175) (0.0118) (0.00154) (0.0103)

D=6 -0.0546*** -0.0635*** -0.0462*** -0.00691
(0.00178) (0.0120) (0.00155) (0.0103)

D=7 -0.0659*** -0.0759*** -0.0545*** -0.0135
(0.00181) (0.0122) (0.00157) (0.0105)

D=8 -0.0761*** -0.0659*** -0.0627*** 0.000207
(0.00184) (0.0123) (0.00159) (0.0106)

D=9 -0.0940*** -0.0603*** -0.0763*** 0.0128
(0.00186) (0.0125) (0.00160) (0.0107)

D=10 -0.153*** 0.0251* -0.129*** 0.104***
(0.00191) (0.0128) (0.00165) (0.0110)

Log buyer-to-seller ratio
-1.8 0.0301*** -0.0968** 0.0320*** -0.0890*

(0.00721) (0.0484) (0.00725) (0.0484)

-1.6 -0.0185** -0.136** -0.0185** -0.137**
(0.00877) (0.0588) (0.00882) (0.0588)

-1.4 -0.00106 -0.157*** 0.000796 -0.151***
(0.00635) (0.0426) (0.00639) (0.0426)

-1.2 -0.0176*** -0.164*** -0.0155** -0.156***
(0.00611) (0.0410) (0.00615) (0.0410)

-1 -0.0254*** -0.227*** -0.0255*** -0.220***
(0.00593) (0.0398) (0.00596) (0.0398)

Full regression results for the specification of Section 1.4 - continued
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
                Low Frequency              High Frequency
Normalized Price Price Rank Normalized Price Price Rank

Log buyer-to-seller ratio
-0.8 -0.0336*** -0.264*** -0.0325*** -0.254***

(0.00583) (0.0392) (0.00587) (0.0391)

-0.6 -0.0315*** -0.314*** -0.0301*** -0.303***
(0.00580) (0.0389) (0.00583) (0.0389)

-0.4 -0.0248*** -0.358*** -0.0230*** -0.346***
(0.00580) (0.0389) (0.00583) (0.0389)

-0.2 -0.0152*** -0.405*** -0.0120** -0.389***
(0.00582) (0.0391) (0.00585) (0.0390)

0 -0.0197*** -0.417*** -0.0170*** -0.400***
(0.00581) (0.0390) (0.00584) (0.0390)

0.2 -0.0253*** -0.409*** -0.0220*** -0.391***
(0.00594) (0.0399) (0.00597) (0.0398)

0.4 -0.00403 -0.401*** -0.00147 -0.383***
(0.00611) (0.0410) (0.00614) (0.0410)

0.6 0.00143 -0.374*** 0.00594 -0.356***
(0.00681) (0.0457) (0.00684) (0.0456)

0.8 0.000214 -0.334*** 0.00260 -0.317***
(0.00799) (0.0536) (0.00804) (0.0536)

1 0.0406*** -0.256*** 0.0423*** -0.246***
(0.0112) (0.0750) (0.0112) (0.0750)

1.2 0.0343** -0.275*** 0.0362*** -0.274***
(0.0134) (0.0898) (0.0135) (0.0898)

1.4 0.0440* -0.483*** 0.0395 -0.480***
(0.0252) (0.169) (0.0254) (0.169)

1.6 0.0599* 0.0563 0.0588* 0.0273
(0.0307) (0.206) (0.0309) (0.206)

1.8 0.138*** -0.307 0.128*** -0.342
(0.0358) (0.240) (0.0360) (0.240)

2 0.115*** -0.0911 0.117*** -0.125
(0.0397) (0.267) (0.0400) (0.267)

Full regression results for the specification of Section 1.4 - continued
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
                Low Frequency              High Frequency
Normalized Price Price Rank Normalized Price Price Rank

Weekday hour dummies
01:00-02:00 0.00400 -0.0179

(0.00356) (0.0239)

02:00-03:00 0.0113*** 0.00344
(0.00389) (0.0261)

03:00-04:00 0.00282 0.00689
(0.00401) (0.0269)

04:00-05:00 0.00429 0.0377
(0.00386) (0.0259)

05:00-06:00 -0.0277*** -0.00314
(0.00375) (0.0252)

06:00-07:00 -0.0576*** -0.0376
(0.00376) (0.0252)

07:00-08:00 -0.0669*** -0.0816***
(0.00371) (0.0249)

08:00-09:00 -0.0984*** -0.146***
(0.00376) (0.0252)

09:00-10:00 -0.128*** -0.183***
(0.00380) (0.0255)

10:00-11:00 -0.163*** -0.186***
(0.00387) (0.0260)

11:00-12:00 -0.203*** -0.193***
(0.00393) (0.0264)

12:00-13:00 -0.230*** -0.191***
(0.00392) (0.0263)

13:00-14:00 -0.247*** -0.182***
(0.00388) (0.0261)

14:00-15:00 -0.253*** -0.207***
(0.00385) (0.0259)

15:00-16:00 -0.244*** -0.193***
(0.00383) (0.0257)

16:00-17:00 -0.239*** -0.182***
(0.00380) (0.0255)

Full regression results for the specification of Section 1.4 - continued
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
                Low Frequency              High Frequency
Normalized Price Price Rank Normalized Price Price Rank

Weekday hour dummies
17:00-18:00 -0.228*** -0.140***

(0.00375) (0.0251)

18:00-19:00 -0.198*** -0.0951***
(0.00367) (0.0246)

19:00-20:00 -0.143*** -0.0721***
(0.00354) (0.0238)

20:00-21:00 -0.0975*** -0.0257
(0.00334) (0.0224)

21:00-22:00 -0.0505*** -0.0146
(0.00309) (0.0207)

22:00-23:00 -0.0146*** 0.00180
(0.00289) (0.0194)

23:00-00:00 0.0118*** 0.0328*
(0.00289) (0.0194)

Weekend hour dummies
01:00-02:00 -0.00882** -0.0400

(0.00429) (0.0288)

02:00-03:00 -0.0182*** -0.0470
(0.00472) (0.0317)

03:00-04:00 -0.0405*** -0.168***
(0.00524) (0.0351)

04:00-05:00 -0.0895*** -0.137***
(0.00573) (0.0385)

05:00-06:00 -0.139*** -0.191***
(0.00550) (0.0369)

06:00-07:00 -0.189*** -0.110***
(0.00513) (0.0344)

07:00-08:00 -0.237*** -0.199***
(0.00474) (0.0318)

08:00-09:00 -0.255*** -0.155***
(0.00449) (0.0302)

Full regression results for the specification of Section 1.4 - continued
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
                Low Frequency              High Frequency
Normalized Price Price Rank Normalized Price Price Rank

Weekend hour dummies
09:00-10:00 -0.260*** -0.206***

(0.00433) (0.0290)

10:00-11:00 -0.262*** -0.199***
(0.00426) (0.0286)

11:00-12:00 -0.258*** -0.162***
(0.00423) (0.0284)

12:00-13:00 -0.260*** -0.207***
(0.00419) (0.0281)

13:00-14:00 -0.260*** -0.234***
(0.00417) (0.0280)

14:00-15:00 -0.256*** -0.157***
(0.00416) (0.0279)

15:00-16:00 -0.247*** -0.161***
(0.00418) (0.0280)

16:00-17:00 -0.248*** -0.161***
(0.00416) (0.0279)

17:00-18:00 -0.227*** -0.149***
(0.00414) (0.0278)

18:00-19:00 -0.209*** -0.118***
(0.00408) (0.0274)

19:00-20:00 -0.164*** -0.0613**
(0.00401) (0.0269)

20:00-21:00 -0.115*** -0.0309
(0.00389) (0.0261)

21:00-22:00 -0.0743*** -0.0140
(0.00373) (0.0250)

22:00-23:00 -0.0315*** 0.00322
(0.00366) (0.0246)

23:00-00:00 -0.00216 0.0760***
(0.00375) (0.0252)

Full regression results for the specification of Section 1.4 - continued
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
                Low Frequency              High Frequency
Normalized Price Price Rank Normalized Price Price Rank

Item Fixed Effect
m= 11235 -0.0652*** -0.0408 -0.0672*** -0.0437

(0.00711) (0.0477) (0.00715) (0.0477)

m= 11237 -0.0491*** 0.0253 -0.0493*** 0.0238
(0.00675) (0.0453) (0.00679) (0.0453)

m= 11239 0.0281*** 0.0590 0.0256*** 0.0562
(0.00679) (0.0456) (0.00683) (0.0456)

m= 11241 -0.0216*** 0.0179 -0.0212*** 0.0180
(0.00682) (0.0458) (0.00686) (0.0458)

m= 11243 0.0114* 0.164*** 0.00633 0.162***
(0.00664) (0.0446) (0.00668) (0.0446)

m= 11245 0.0317*** 0.237*** 0.0338*** 0.239***
(0.00612) (0.0411) (0.00616) (0.0411)

m= 11247 -0.0459*** 0.377*** -0.0513*** 0.377***
(0.00589) (0.0395) (0.00593) (0.0395)

m= 11249 -0.0260*** 0.172*** -0.0316*** 0.169***
(0.00636) (0.0427) (0.00639) (0.0427)

m= 11251 -0.0573*** 0.344*** -0.0731*** 0.335***
(0.00681) (0.0457) (0.00684) (0.0457)

m= 11253 -0.0947*** 0.250*** -0.107*** 0.243***
(0.00728) (0.0488) (0.00732) (0.0488)

m= 11255 -0.211*** 0.339*** -0.247*** 0.315***
(0.00978) (0.0656) (0.00983) (0.0656)

m= 11323 -0.0119** 0.310*** -0.0245*** 0.304***
(0.00521) (0.0349) (0.00523) (0.0349)

m= 11349 0.0175*** 0.0689* 0.00638 0.0636*
(0.00549) (0.0369) (0.00552) (0.0369)

m= 11367 0.0222*** 0.0866** 0.00953* 0.0809**
(0.00526) (0.0353) (0.00529) (0.0353)

m= 11591 -0.0885*** 0.362*** -0.0971*** 0.357***
(0.00531) (0.0356) (0.00534) (0.0356)

m= 11621 -0.0200*** 0.176*** -0.0329*** 0.169***
(0.00524) (0.0352) (0.00527) (0.0351)

Full regression results for the specification of Section 1.4 - continued
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
                Low Frequency              High Frequency
Normalized Price Price Rank Normalized Price Price Rank

Item Fixed Effect
m= 11733 -0.00470 0.262*** -0.0200*** 0.254***

(0.00524) (0.0351) (0.00526) (0.0351)

m= 11751 -0.0242*** 0.183*** -0.0380*** 0.175***
(0.00530) (0.0356) (0.00533) (0.0355)

m= 11753 -0.0211*** 0.175*** -0.0371*** 0.167***
(0.00538) (0.0361) (0.00540) (0.0361)

m= 11969 0.0857*** 0.169*** 0.0726*** 0.161***
(0.00534) (0.0359) (0.00537) (0.0358)

m= 11991 0.00471 0.280*** -0.00955* 0.271***
(0.00525) (0.0352) (0.00528) (0.0352)

m= 12117 0.0148*** 0.274*** 0.00257 0.269***
(0.00523) (0.0351) (0.00526) (0.0351)

m= 12147 -0.0238*** 0.161*** -0.0376*** 0.153***
(0.00535) (0.0359) (0.00538) (0.0359)

m= 12149 -0.0199*** 0.0947*** -0.0292*** 0.0913**
(0.00531) (0.0356) (0.00534) (0.0356)

m= 12208 -0.0594*** 0.298*** -0.0737*** 0.290***
(0.00524) (0.0352) (0.00527) (0.0352)

m= 12218 0.0278*** 0.178*** 0.0158*** 0.171***
(0.00520) (0.0349) (0.00522) (0.0349)

m= 13061 0.0608*** 0.0993*** 0.0483*** 0.0935***
(0.00526) (0.0353) (0.00529) (0.0353)

m= 13077 0.0528*** 0.109*** 0.0422*** 0.105***
(0.00541) (0.0363) (0.00544) (0.0363)

m= 13085 0.0152*** 0.137*** 0.00339 0.131***
(0.00525) (0.0352) (0.00527) (0.0352)

m= 13307 -0.105*** 0.293*** -0.122*** 0.283***
(0.00543) (0.0365) (0.00546) (0.0364)

m= 13357 -0.0470*** 0.275*** -0.0624*** 0.267***
(0.00526) (0.0353) (0.00528) (0.0353)

m= 13373 -0.128*** 0.644*** -0.144*** 0.635***
(0.00521) (0.0349) (0.00523) (0.0349)

Full regression results for the specification of Section 1.4 - continued
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
                Low Frequency              High Frequency
Normalized Price Price Rank Normalized Price Price Rank

Item Fixed Effect
m= 13477 -0.0204*** 0.349*** -0.0409*** 0.337***

(0.00516) (0.0346) (0.00519) (0.0346)

m= 13521 -0.0124** 0.229*** -0.0309*** 0.219***
(0.00537) (0.0360) (0.00539) (0.0360)

m= 14005 -0.0231*** 0.443*** -0.0484*** 0.428***
(0.00530) (0.0356) (0.00533) (0.0355)

m= 14025 -0.0199*** 0.279*** -0.0433*** 0.265***
(0.00535) (0.0359) (0.00537) (0.0358)

m= 14089 -0.0693*** 0.231*** -0.0921*** 0.218***
(0.00546) (0.0366) (0.00549) (0.0366)

m= 14101 -0.00239 0.283*** -0.0222*** 0.272***
(0.00545) (0.0365) (0.00547) (0.0365)

m= 14113 0.116*** 0.285*** 0.0993*** 0.276***
(0.00563) (0.0378) (0.00566) (0.0378)

m= 15095 -0.114*** 0.388*** -0.158*** 0.358***
(0.00611) (0.0410) (0.00613) (0.0409)

m= 15111 -0.0194*** 0.272*** -0.0615*** 0.240***
(0.00682) (0.0458) (0.00685) (0.0457)

Other
Constant 0.600*** 0.367*** 0.609*** 0.359***

(0.00799) (0.0536) (0.00779) (0.0520)

Observations 752980 752980 752980 752980

R-squared 0.077 0.010 0.066 0.010

Full regression results for the specification of Section 1.4 - continued
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Appendices For Chapter 2

B.1 Results from OLS and Weighted Means Anal-

ysis

Tables B.1 - B.3 complement Tables 2.1 - 2.3 in the main text; they include results

based on unweighted means and OLS regressions in addition to the results based on

weighted means provided in the main text.
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 34

Appendix A. Results from OLS and Weighted Means Analysis 
 
Table A1. The Ideological/Partisan Difference between Internet News Users and 
Non-Internet News Users Among Fox News Viewers 
DV = Party Identification (Knowledge Networks data) 

  Weighted Means Unweighted Means OLS 
Difference 0.92*** 0.88*** 0.60*** 
Std. Error 0.04 0.03 0.03 

N 17,503 17,503 17,503 
 
    

DV = Liberal-Conservative Position (Knowledge Networks data) 
  Weighted Means Unweighted Means OLS 

Difference 0.92*** 0.94*** 0.76*** 
Std. Error 0.05 0.03 0.03 

N 17,178 17,178 17,178 
 
 
DV = Liberal-Conservative Position (Pew data) 

  Weighted Means Unweighted Means OLS 
Difference 0.31** 0.34*** 0.14 
Std. Error 0.12 0.11 0.12 

N 742 742 628 
 (*) significant at 10% level (**) significant at 5% level (***) significant at 1% level. See 

Appendix B for the exact definitions of each of the variables and their coding schemes. 

Control variables included in the OLS regression include dummies for gender, age, 

marital status, race / ethnic groups, levels of education, levels of religious participation, 

income levels and survey years. The full OLS regression results are presented in Online 

Appendix C. 

 
 

Table B.1: The Ideological/Partisan Difference between Internet News Users and
Non-Internet News Users Among Fox News Viewers. (*) significant at 10% level
(**) significant at 5% level (***) significant at 1% level. See Appendix B for the
exact definitions of each of the variables and their coding schemes. Control variables
included in the OLS regression include dummies for gender, age, marital status, race
/ ethnic groups, levels of education, levels of religious participation, income levels and
survey years. The full OLS regression results are presented in Online Appendix C.
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Table A2. The Ideological/Partisan Difference between Internet News Users and 
Non-Internet News Users Among CNN News Viewers 
DV = Party Identification (Knowledge Networks data) 

  Weighted Means Unweighted Means OLS 
Difference -0.24** -0.32*** -0.42*** 
Std. Error 0.11 0.08 0.08 

N 7,713 7,713 7,713 
 
    

DV = Liberal-Conservative Position (Knowledge Networks data) 
  Weighted Means Unweighted Means OLS 

Difference -0.62*** -0.77*** -0.72*** 
Std. Error 0.14 0.10 0.09 

N 7,214 7,214 7,214 
 
 
DV = Liberal-Conservative Position (Pew data) 

  Weighted Means Unweighted Means OLS 
Difference -0.29** -0.26** -0.10 
Std. Error 0.12 0.11 0.12 

N 733 733 644 
(*) significant at 10% level (**) significant at 5% level (***) significant at 1% level. See 

Appendix B for the exact definitions of each of the variables and their coding schemes. 

Control variables included in the OLS regression include dummies for gender, age, 

marital status, race / ethnic groups, levels of education, levels of religious participation, 

income levels and survey years. The full OLS regression results are presented in Online 

Appendix C. 

 

Table B.2: The Ideological/Partisan Difference between Internet News Users and
Non-Internet News Users Among CNN News Viewers. (*) significant at 10% level
(**) significant at 5% level (***) significant at 1% level. See Appendix B for the
exact definitions of each of the variables and their coding schemes. Control variables
included in the OLS regression include dummies for gender, age, marital status, race
/ ethnic groups, levels of education, levels of religious participation, income levels and
survey years. The full OLS regression results are presented in Online Appendix C.
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Table A3. The Difference between Internet News Users and Non-Internet 
News Users in Terms of the Diversity of Issues Considered Important 
Likelihood of Identifying “Other” as Most Important Issue (Knowledge 
Networks data) 

  Weighted Means Unweighted Means OLS 
Difference 1.9*** 1.9*** 1.4*** 
Std. Error 0.3 0.3 0.3 

N 34,477 34,477 34,477 
Likelihood of Identifying Less Salient Issue as Most Important Issue 
(Knowledge Networks data) 

  Weighted Means Unweighted Means OLS 
Difference 2.9*** 2.9*** 1.5*** 
Std. Error 0.4 0.4 0.4 

N 34,477 34,477 34,477 
(*) significant at 10% level (**) significant at 5% level (***) significant at 1% level. See 

Appendix B for the exact definitions of each of the variables and their coding schemes. 

Control variables included in the OLS regression include dummies for gender, age, 

marital status, race / ethnic groups, levels of education, levels of religious participation, 

income levels and survey years. The full OLS regression results are presented in Online 

Appendix C.

Table B.3: The Difference between Internet News Users and Non-Internet News Users
in Terms of the Diversity of Issues Considered Important. (*) significant at 10% level
(**) significant at 5% level (***) significant at 1% level. See Appendix B for the
exact definitions of each of the variables and their coding schemes. Control variables
included in the OLS regression include dummies for gender, age, marital status, race
/ ethnic groups, levels of education, levels of religious participation, income levels and
survey years. The full OLS regression results are presented in Online Appendix C.
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B.2 Survey Questions and Response Coding

Issue Salience

Q2 In your opinion, what is the most important issue facing the U.S. today?

(1) Taxes; (2) Education; (3) War on terrorism; (4) Situation in Iraq; (5)

Economy/Jobs; (6) Moral issues; (7) Healthcare; (8) Other (please specify)

Coding Respondents were coded as “Interested in less-salient issues” if their re-

sponse to Q2 indicated that the issue they cared most about was “Taxes,”

“Education,” or “Other.” Respondents were coded as “Interested in other

issues” if their response to Q2 indicated that the issue they cared most

about was “Other.”

Partisanship

Q7 Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as a... (1) Republican; (2)

Democrat; (3) Independent; (4) Another party; (5) No preference

Q8 (ask only if answered “Republican” in Q7) Would you call yourself a... (1)

Strong Republican; (2) Not very strong Republican

Q9 (ask only if answered “Democrat” in Q7) Would you call yourself a... (1)

Strong Democrat; (2) Not very strong Democrat

Coding Strength of partisanship was coded as 2 for strong partisans (answered

(2) on either Q8 or Q9), 1 for weak partisans (answered (1) on either Q8 or

Q9), and 0 for non-partisans (answered (3), (4) or (5) in Q7). Respondents

were coded as “Democrat (Republican)” if their response to Q7 indicated

that they considered themselves to be a “Democrat (Republican).”

Liberal-Conservative Scale

Q11 In general, do you think of yourself as ... (1) Extremely liberal; (2) Lib-

eral; (3) Slightly Liberal; (4) Moderate, middle of the road; (5) Slightly

conservative; (6) Conservative; (7) Extremely conservative

Coding Respondents were coded as “liberal (conservative)” if their response

to Q11 indicated that they considered themselves “liberal (conservative)”

or “extremely liberal (conservative).”
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Political Interest

Q16 In general, how interested are you in politics and public affairs? (1) Very

Interested; (2) Somewhat Interested; (3) Slightly interested; (4) Not at all

interested

Dummy Coding (1) and (2) were coded as “politically interested”

Media Consumption

Q19 How often do you... (1) Three times a week or more; (2) Every week or

almost every week; (3) One to three times a month; (4) Less than once a

month; (5) Never

i Watch national netweork news programs such as NBC Nightly News,

ABC World News Tonight, or The CBS Evening News?

ii Watch local news programs on television?

iii Watch cable news networks such as CNN, MSNBC, or Fox News?

iv Search for news in the Internet?

Q20 How often do you watch each of these nightly political programs? (1)

Every night or almost every night; (2) A few times a week; (3) Occasionally;

(4) Never

i Hardball with Chris Matthews on MSNBC or CNBC

ii Fox News’ The O’Reilly Factor

iii CNN’s Crossfire

iv PBS’ The News Hour with Jim Lehrer

Q21 How often do you watch each of these weekly political news programs?

(1) Every week or almost every week; (2) One to three times a month; (3)

Less than once a month; (4) Never

i NBC’s Meet the Press

ii CBS’ Face the Nation

iii CNN’s Late Edition with Wolf Blitzer

iv The McLaughlin Group
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v Special Report with Brit Hume

vi Fox News Sunday

Coding

National network news news viewers are respondents whose response

to Q19 indicated “watching national network news programs such as

NBC Nightly News, ABC World News Tonight, or The CBS Evening

News” “every week or almost every week” or more.

CNN viewers are respondents whose responses to Q20 and Q21 indi-

cated watching the nightly political program “CNN’s Crossfire” “a few

times per week or more” or watching the weekly political news pro-

gram “CNN’s Late Edition with Wolf Blitzer” “one to three times a

month” or more.

CNN viewers are respondents whose responses to Q20 and Q21 indi-

cated watching the nightly political program “Fox News’ The O’Reilly

Factor” “a few times per week or more”, watching the weekly political

news program “Special Report with Brit Hume” “one to three times a

month or more,” or watching the weekly political news program “Fox

News Sunday” “one to three times a month or more.”

Internet new readers are respondents whose response to Q19 indicated

searching for news on the Internet “every week or almost every week”

or more.
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Appendices For Chapter 3

C.1 Survey Methodology

This Appendix provides further detail about the data used in the paper: data collec-

tion, methodology, question wording and coding.

C.1.1 Public Affairs Surveys

The primary dataset we use comes from a collection of public affairs surveys Knowl-

edge Networks, a survey research company, to its nationally representative online

KnowledgePanel R©of United States residents. The surveys were conducted between

April 2000 and June 2007 as part of the company’s panel retention program, and

were administered to 117,955 respondents during this time.

Computerized Survey Administration The members of Knowledge Networks’

panel are required to fill out one survey a week. The surveys are filled online; respon-

dents who own a computer get their internet connection paid by Knowledge Networks,

and respondents who do not have a personal computer at home receive a Microsoft

Web-TV: a set-top appliance which enables them to fill out surveys online and to

have an email account.

Panel Composition The national sample for recruiting KnowledgePanel R©member

is constructed using random-digit dial (RDD) methodology. The RDD sample frame
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is updated quarterly to be most inclusive of all residential landline telephone num-

bers. All telephone numbers have a known probability of selection. For purposes of

refreshing KnowledgePanel R©, on-going sampling (without replacement) and on-going

recruitment is conducted.

Response Rates The surveys were conducted over a period of 7 years, using an on-

going rotating panel, which makes it difficult to categorize the types of non-response

in the traditional way1. The main issue is categorizing those who have declined to join

the panel, or have dropped from the panel; for any specific survey, we may want to

categorize them as non-contacts instead of non-response. Others using online panels

typically report cumulative response rate (Couper 2007, Huggins & Eyerman 2001,

Schlengen et al. 2002, Schonlau et al. 2009, Tourangeau 2003), which is a product

of recruitment rate (RR), profile rate (PR) and completion rate (CR). These rates

pertain to three stages that take place from recruitment of online panel members to

survey completion. RR, which signifies the people who indicate that they are willing

to participate in the panel when they are first contacted by RRD, was 38% for the

KN panel. PR, which indicates people who respond to the initial socio-demographic

survey out of all who agreed to become panel members in the initial phone interview,

was 61%. Those who complete the survey become active panel members, and they

start getting invitations to complete various surveys. Survey CR is the percentage of

those who completed a particular survey out of all people invited to do so. CR for

the public affairs profiles we use was between 70% and 75% over the 7 year period in

which they were conducted, yielding cumulative response rates of 16% - 17%.

Sampling Scheme for Public Affairs Surveys The company provides survey

services for both commercial and academic purposes, and administers clients’ surveys

to sub-samples of their panel, when each sub sample is constructed to be nationally

representative. When there are not enough clients’ surveys to administer to all panel

members, they are asked to fill surveys that were constructed internally (by Knowl-

edge Network), in order to keep panel members active and engaged. Respondents

do not know whether the survey they fill is an internal one or a client’s survey. The

1Currently there is no standard to compute response rates for online or on-going panels, nor has
AAPOR issued a document to do so.
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public affairs survey used in our research was conducted as such an internal “filler”

survey, part of Knowledge Networks’ efforts to maintain panel members engagement.

This sampling scheme, which for lack of a better name we call “left over sampling”,

makes it so that populations that are under (over) represented in Knowledge Net-

works’ panel will be even more under (over) represented in the “left over” population.

This under (over) representation is corrected by using post- sampling weights. Non-

representativeness of the sample poses a potential efficiency problem as long as the

object of interest is coefficient estimates, but does not introduce biased estimates.

C.1.2 Question Wording, Variable Coding

The exact wording of survey items that were used in the analysis is:

Voter Registration

Q3 Are you currently registered to vote? (1) Yes, I am registered to vote at my

present Address; (2) Yes, I am currently registered to vote at a different

address; (3) No, I am not registered to vote; (4) Note sure

Dummy Coding (1) and (2) were coded as “registered voter”

Voting in the Previous Elections

Q5 In talking to people about elections, we often find that a lot of people were

not able to vote because they weren’t registered, they were sick, or they

just didn’t have time. Did you happen to vote in the

2000/2004

presidential election? (1) Yes (2) No

Dummy Coding (1) was coded as “voted in the previous elections”

Partisanship

Q7 Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as a... (1) Republican; (2)

Democrat; (3) Independent; (4) Another party; (5) No preference
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Q8 (ask only if answered “Republican” in Q7) Would you call yourself a... (1)

Strong Republican; (2) Not very strong Republican

Q9 (ask only if answered “Democrat” in Q7) Would you call yourself a... (1)

Strong Democrat; (2) Not very strong Democrat

Coding Strength of partisanship was coded as 2 for strong partisans (answered

(2) on either Q8 or Q9), 1 for weak partisans (answered (1) on either Q8

or Q9), and 0 for non-partisans (answered (3), (4) or (5) in Q7)

Liberal-Conservative Scale

Q11 In general, do you think of yourself as ... (1) Extremely liberal; (2) Lib-

eral; (3) Slightly Liberal; (4) Moderate, middle of the road; (5) Slightly

conservative; (6) Conservative; (7) Extremely conservative

Coding The measure for non-centrist views was coded as: 0 if respondent chose

(4); 1 if respondent chose (3) or (5); 2 if respondent chose (2) or (6); 3 if

respondent chose (1) or (7)

Political Interest

Q16 In general, how interested are you in politics and public affairs? (1) Very

Interested; (2) Somewhat Interested; (3) Slightly interested; (4) Not at all

interested

Dummy Coding (1) and (2) were coded as “politically interested”

Online News Readership

Q19 How often do you... (1) Three times a week or more; (2) Every week or

almost every week; (3) One to three times a month; (4) Less than once a

month; (5) Never

i Watch national netweork news programs such as NBC Nightly News,

ABC World News Tonight, or The CBS Evening News?

ii Watch local news programs on television?

iii Watch cable news networks such as CNN, MSNBC, or Fox News?

iv Search for news in the Internet?
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Dummy Coding (1) and (2) were coded as “Online News Readers”

C.2 Full Regression Results

We include omitted coefficients from the regression results in Section 3.5 here. The

omitted coefficients in each regression are the coefficients on the Metro Status Codes

fixed effects, survey year fixed effects and the constant. The coefficients in Table C.1

complement Table 3.4 in the main text. The coefficients in Table C.2 complement

Table 3.5 in the main text. The coefficients in Table C.3 complement Table 3.6 in

the main text.
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(1) (2)
Political interest Political interest

Coefficient OLS 2SLS
D metro 2 -0.0245** -0.0235**

(0.011) (0.011)
D metro 3 -0.0274** -0.0267**

(0.011) (0.011)
D metro 4 -0.0477** -0.0460**

(0.022) (0.022)
D metro 5 -0.0326*** -0.0287**

(0.012) (0.013)
D svy year 2001 0.0320 0.0318

(0.033) (0.033)
D svy year 2002 -0.196*** -0.194***

(0.031) (0.032)
D svy year 2003 -0.0860** -0.0998***

(0.035) (0.037)
D svy year 2004 -0.241*** -0.255***

(0.031) (0.033)
D svy year 2005 -0.138*** -0.155***

(0.030) (0.034)
D svy year 2006 -0.104** -0.133**

(0.053) (0.058)
D svy year 2007 -0.338 -0.371

(0.23) (0.24)
Constant -0.0705 0.0318

(0.079) (0.12)
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table C.1: The effects of online news readership frequency on political interest - OLS
regression (column (1)) and 2SLS (column (2)) - treating online news readership as
endogenous. The coefficients presented here are the ones omitted from Table 3.4
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
Registered Political Voted Political

Voter Interest Interest
Coefficient 3SLS 3SLS
D metro 2 -0.000885 -0.0310** 0.00103 -0.0283**

(0.0053) (0.012) (0.0059) (0.012)
D metro 3 -0.00196 -0.0337*** -0.00748 -0.0331***

(0.0052) (0.012) (0.0058) (0.012)
D metro 4 -0.0253** -0.0513** -0.0271** -0.0366

(0.010) (0.024) (0.011) (0.024)
D metro 5 0.0000904 -0.0418*** -0.0103 -0.0440***

(0.0062) (0.014) (0.0070) (0.014)
Survey Year 2001 0.0111 0.0258 0.00275 0.0263

(0.013) (0.033) (0.014) (0.032)
Survey Year 2002 0.0218 -0.193*** 0.0638*** -0.123***

(0.019) (0.031) (0.017) (0.031)
Survey Year 2003 0.0193 -0.0884** 0.0871*** -0.00104

(0.016) (0.038) (0.017) (0.038)
Survey Year 2004 0.0393 -0.270*** 0.0521** -0.219***

(0.024) (0.034) (0.022) (0.032)
Survey Year 2005 0.0806*** -0.150*** 0.170*** -0.0911***

(0.018) (0.035) (0.017) (0.035)
Survey Year 2006 0.0705*** -0.109* 0.125*** -0.0451

(0.024) (0.060) (0.028) (0.061)
Survey Year 2007 0.149 -0.393* 0.228** -0.324

(0.096) (0.24) (0.10) (0.23)
Constant -0.276*** -0.00360 -0.780*** 0.165

(0.049) (0.13) (0.054) (0.12)

Table C.2: The effects of online news readership frequency on political participation -
voter registration (column (1)) and voter turnout (column (3)). Columns (2) and (4)
provide estimates for the associated political interest equations. Online news read-
ership and political interest are treated as endogenous, instrumented by broadband
service availability. The coefficients presented here are the ones omitted from Table
3.5
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
Ideological Political Partisanship Political
Distance Interest Interest

Coefficient 3SLS 3SLS
D metro 2 -0.0290* -0.0332** -0.00466 -0.0322***

(0.016) (0.013) (0.013) (0.012)
D metro 3 -0.0567*** -0.0380*** -0.0399*** -0.0324***

(0.016) (0.012) (0.013) (0.012)
D metro 4 -0.0822*** -0.0531** -0.0473* -0.0563**

(0.030) (0.025) (0.025) (0.024)
D metro 5 -0.0465** -0.0427*** -0.0296* -0.0388***

(0.019) (0.014) (0.015) (0.014)
Survey Year 2001 0 0 -0.0600* 0.0263

(0) (0) (0.032) (0.033)
Survey Year 2002 0.449* -0.141 -0.0116 -0.202***

(0.26) (0.13) (0.048) (0.031)
Survey Year 2003 0.456* -0.0358 -0.0101 -0.0892**

(0.26) (0.12) (0.040) (0.038)
Survey Year 2004 0.454* -0.213* 0.0684 -0.271***

(0.25) (0.12) (0.061) (0.034)
Survey Year 2005 0.491* -0.0928 0.0507 -0.147***

(0.26) (0.12) (0.044) (0.035)
Survey Year 2006 0.575** -0.0665 0.0573 -0.111*

(0.26) (0.12) (0.061) (0.060)
Survey Year 2007 0 -0.300 0.0319 -0.347

(0) (0.25) (0.23) (0.23)
Constant 0.213 0 -0.366*** -0.0572

(0.28) (0) (0.13) (0.13)

Table C.3: The effects of online news readership frequency on political polarization
- ideological distance from the neutral point (column (1)) and strength of partisan-
ship (column (3)). Columns (2) and (4) provide estimates for the associated political
interest equations. Online news readership and political interest are treated as en-
dogenous, instrumented by broadband service availability. The coefficients presented
here are the ones omitted from Table 3.6
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C.3 Descriptive Statistics for Estimation Sub-samples

The descriptive Statistics in Table 3.1 in the main text are calculated using the whole

sample. The estimates of Section 3.5 are based on smaller sub-samples of respondents

for which all the variables in each of the equations estimated are non-missing. The

descriptive statistics for each of the sub-samples are presented here. As Tables C.4 -

C.8 show, there are no noticeable differences between the sub-samples.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Obs.
Online News Readership Fequency 1.619 1.528 0 4 45260
Interest In Politics 1.719 0.947 0 3 45260
Registered Voter 0.86 0.347 0 1 37957
Strength of Partisanship 0.932 0.85 0 2 38578
Ideological Distance 1.039 0.959 0 3 34006
Age 44.617 11.606 18 65 45260
Female 53.577% 0 1 45260
Income 59060.26 39509.85 2500 200000 45260
Education (years) 13.979 2.237 9 20 45260
Black 9.021% 0 1 45260
Hispanic 7.156% 0 1 45260
Other Ethnicity 2.903% 0 1 45260
Mixed Ethnicity 1.913% 0 1 45260
Metro Status Code 1 36.909% 0 1 45260
Metro Status Code 2 19.943% 0 1 45260
Metro Status Code 2 23.126% 0 1 45260
Metro Status Code 2 3.665% 0 1 45260
Metro Status Code 2 16.357% 0 1 45260
Surveyed in 2000 1.863% 0 1 45260
Surveyed in 2001 7.976% 0 1 45260
Surveyed in 2002 16.182% 0 1 45260
Surveyed in 2003 4.775% 0 1 45260
Surveyed in 2004 22.446% 0 1 45260
Surveyed in 2005 45.833% 0 1 45260
Surveyed in 2006 0.895% 0 1 45260
Surveyed in 2007 0.031% 0 1 45260
Percentages of the population are presented for dichotomous variables

Table C.4: Descriptive Statistics for the Political Interest Estimation Sub-sample
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Obs.
Online News Readership Fequency 1.62 1.532 0 4 37957
Interest In Politics 1.755 0.934 0 3 37957
Registered Voter 0.86 0.347 0 1 37957
Strength of Partisanship 0.942 0.85 0 2 37740
Ideological Distance 1.044 0.957 0 3 33307
Age 45.156 11.561 18 65 37957
Female 52.67% 0 1 37957
Income 59830.17 39407.64 2500 200000 37957
Education (years) 14.022 2.243 9 20 37957
Black 8.483% 0 1 37957
Hispanic 6.702% 0 1 37957
Other Ethnicity 2.882% 0 1 37957
Mixed Ethnicity 1.776% 0 1 37957
Metro Status Code 1 36.91% 0 1 37957
Metro Status Code 2 19.986% 0 1 37957
Metro Status Code 2 23.371% 0 1 37957
Metro Status Code 2 3.662% 0 1 37957
Metro Status Code 2 16.071% 0 1 37957
Surveyed in 2000 2.176% 0 1 37957
Surveyed in 2001 9.21% 0 1 37957
Surveyed in 2002 18.624% 0 1 37957
Surveyed in 2003 5.456% 0 1 37957
Surveyed in 2004 10.335% 0 1 37957
Surveyed in 2005 53.126% 0 1 37957
Surveyed in 2006 1.038% 0 1 37957
Surveyed in 2007 0.034% 0 1 37957
Percentages of the population are presented for dichotomous variables

Table C.5: Descriptive Statistics for the Voter Registration Estimation Sub-sample
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Obs.
Online News Readership Frequency 1.638 1.533 0 4 36797
Interest In Politics 1.796 0.915 0 3 36797
Registered Voter 0.931 0.254 0 1 34678
Strength of Partisanship 0.98 0.848 0 2 35048
Ideological Distance 1.059 0.953 0 3 30601
Age 45.576 11.335 18 65 36797
Female 53.151% 0 1 36797
Income 60489.61 39540.16 2500 200000 36797
Education (years) 14.089 2.221 9 20 36797
Black 8.764% 0 1 36797
Hispanic 6.174% 0 1 36797
Other Ethnicity 2.495% 0 1 36797
Mixed Ethnicity 1.821% 0 1 36797
Metro Status Code 1 37.114% 0 1 36797
Metro Status Code 2 19.991% 0 1 36797
Metro Status Code 2 23.366% 0 1 36797
Metro Status Code 2 3.546% 0 1 36797
Metro Status Code 2 15.982% 0 1 36797
Surveyed in 2000 2.28% 0 1 36797
Surveyed in 2001 9.775% 0 1 36797
Surveyed in 2002 16.322% 0 1 36797
Surveyed in 2003 4.919% 0 1 36797
Surveyed in 2004 13.868% 0 1 36797
Surveyed in 2005 51.868% 0 1 36797
Surveyed in 2006 0.929% 0 1 36797
Surveyed in 2007 0.038% 0 1 36797
Percentages of the population are presented for dichotomous variables

Table C.6: Descriptive Statistics for the Voter Turnout Estimation Sub-sample
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Obs.
Online News Readership Frequency 1.645 1.536 0 4 34006
Interest In Politics 1.739 0.939 0 3 34006
Registered Voter 0.87 0.337 0 1 33307
Strength of Partisanship 0.939 0.85 0 2 33856
Ideological Distance 1.039 0.959 0 3 34006
Age 45.547 11.608 18 65 34006
Female 52.326% 0 1 34006
Income 59800.11 39987.47 2500 200000 34006
Education (years) 14.035 2.255 9 20 34006
Black 8.199% 0 1 34006
Hispanic 6.699% 0 1 34006
Other Ethnicity 2.8% 0 1 34006
Mixed Ethnicity 1.976% 0 1 34006
Metro Status Code 1 36.567% 0 1 34006
Metro Status Code 2 19.92% 0 1 34006
Metro Status Code 2 23.228% 0 1 34006
Metro Status Code 2 3.855% 0 1 34006
Metro Status Code 2 16.429% 0 1 34006
Surveyed in 2000 0% 0 0 34006
Surveyed in 2001 0% 0 0 34006
Surveyed in 2002 21.099% 0 1 34006
Surveyed in 2003 6.178% 0 1 34006
Surveyed in 2004 11.748% 0 1 34006
Surveyed in 2005 59.745% 0 1 34006
Surveyed in 2006 1.188% 0 1 34006
Surveyed in 2007 0.041% 0 1 34006
Percentages of the population are presented for dichotomous variables

Table C.7: Descriptive Statistics for the Ideological Distance Estimation Sub-sample
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Obs.
Online News Readership Frequency 1.612 1.53 0 4 38578
Interest In Politics 1.739 0.941 0 3 38578
Registered Voter 0.86 0.347 0 1 37740
Strength of Partisanship 0.932 0.85 0 2 38578
Ideological Distance 1.038 0.958 0 3 33856
Age 45.036 11.593 18 65 38578
Female 52.473% 0 1 38578
Income 59408.18 39389.54 2500 200000 38578
Education (years) 13.995 2.247 9 20 38578
Black 8.487% 0 1 38578
Hispanic 6.846% 0 1 38578
Other Ethnicity 2.929% 0 1 38578
Mixed Ethnicity 1.781% 0 1 38578
Metro Status Code 1 37.016% 0 1 38578
Metro Status Code 2 19.944% 0 1 38578
Metro Status Code 2 23.285% 0 1 38578
Metro Status Code 2 3.673% 0 1 38578
Metro Status Code 2 16.082% 0 1 38578
Surveyed in 2000 2.159% 0 1 38578
Surveyed in 2001 9.257% 0 1 38578
Surveyed in 2002 18.842% 0 1 38578
Surveyed in 2003 5.537% 0 1 38578
Surveyed in 2004 10.405% 0 1 38578
Surveyed in 2005 52.719% 0 1 38578
Surveyed in 2006 1.045% 0 1 38578
Surveyed in 2007 0.036% 0 1 38578
Percentages of the population are presented for dichotomous variables

Table C.8: Descriptive Statistics for the Partisanship Estimation Sub-sample
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